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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Golden Gate Bridge is considered one of the great construction achievements

of the 20th century, and is at the same time a vital transportation link and a symbol

of San Francisco recognized around the world. It was built with some reserve load

capacity, and recent structural improvements have lightened the structure and thus

increased this reserve load capacity. This study, commissioned by the Golden Gate

Bridge, Highway and Transportation District, evaluates the structural feasibility of

utilizing this reserve load capacity for implementation of a mass transit system on

a special purpose deck to be built beneath the existing highway deck, within the

existing structural envelope of the suspended structure.

Five alternative transit systems were evaluated. The San Francisco BART system

is a high-capacity, high speed, urban transport system that uses electrically powered

rail cars in 3- to 10- car trains with power supplied by a third rail. The San Francisco

Muni Metro system is a light rail transport system using electrically powered rail

cars in 1- to 4- car trains with power supplied by an overhead wire. The TGI Mark

VI is a monorail system that uses electrically powered cars running on a central

girder in 3- to 12- car trains with power delivered from the central girder. The

MAN Articulated Vehicle is a guided bus system that uses independent

diesel-powered vehicles running in a fixed guideway with rubber tires, guided by

horizontal wheels on each side. The Mini Metro ALRT system is an automated,

driverless, intermediate-capacity system that uses small electrically
.

powered

vehicles in 2- to 6- car trains on a fixed guideway. For each of these systems,

implementation of a two- guideway system, with independent north- and south-

bound alignments over the full length of the bridge, has been proposed.

A modem steel structural system has been designed to carry any one of these transit

systems across the bridge. It makes use of the best design, fabrication, and

construction technology available, in order to carry the transit line across the bridge

with only minor influence on the appearance of the structure. Numerous

engineering analyses of the design have been carried out, using state-of-the-art

methods in several disciplines. The analyses demonstrate that implementation of

any one of these five alternative transit systems is structurally feasible.

The basic elements of the proposed structural system differ over the 915 1 ft overall

length of the project.

On the landmark suspension bridge, a 45 ft wide integrated orthotropic steel

deck, located along the centerline of the bridge and contained entirely in the

plane of the existing bottom chords of the suspended structure, will provide

space for the two guideways, a raised central safety platform, and maintenance

access. This deck would have only a small impact on the appearance of the
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bridge, and at the same time would enhance its structural behavior. The deck

and guideways would be jointless between the towers, at which locations special

bend dispersion devices are required for passenger comfort and optimum train

speed.

On the Fort Point Arch, a similar orthotropic deck located within the deck truss

of the structure will provide similar facilities. This structure, which has been

designated historically significant along with the main bridge, will also be

subjected to only a minor change in appearance. Some upgrading of existing

framing will be required in order for the structure to meet current structural

design criteria for bridges.

In the Marin anchorage housing, all structural modifications will be within the

existing reinforced concrete structure, with no change in outside appearance.

Within the housing, a new structural frame will be built to clear space for the

alignment, as well as to support the highway deck and the transit guideways.

It is envisioned that this housing also be used for a traction power substation

and control system center.

Major reconstruction of the San Francisco approach viaduct will be required,

since the feasible alignment for the transit system penetrates the main

load-carrying truss on the west side of the viaduct. This reconstruction will be

structurally and architecturally similar to the existing viaduct structure, and can

be built without interruption of highway traffic. The transit guideways will be

carried by new box girders, similar in appearance to those used in the BART
system, located below and alongside the highway.

The Marin approach viaduct will require only minor reconstruction in

comparison, since a feasible alignment for the transit system can exit the trusses

without penetrating any main structural members. A guideway system similar

to that proposed for the San Francisco viaduct will also be used here.

All of these structural modifications can be made without major impact on the

appearance of the bridge, without significant interference with existing highway

traffic, and in compliance with modem engineering standards for transit and

structural systems.

Many issues were considered in evaluating the structural feasibility of this proposal.

The most important issues which potentially limit the feasibility of implementing

such a system on the suspension bridge are discussed below.

1. Aesthetics. The present architectural character of the bridge is maintained.

Small changes in appearance are unavoidable, but from all prominent vantage
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points, this highly recognizable symbol retains its present appearance

unchanged.

2. Strength. The existing bridge, along with the proposed structural

modifications, has adequate strength to resist all loadings imposed by current

highway traffic, any of the proposed transit systems, and other environmental

effects. Preliminary findings show that the influence of the proposed system

on seismic performance is very small. An independent complete seismic

evaluation of the bridge is still in progress, however.

3. Fatigue. The transit system implementation will not limit the potential life of

the bridge as a result of fatigue effects. While some modifications to existing

framing will be required in order to meet modem fatigue criteria, the majority

of structural components are relatively immune to fatigue failure under the

proposed loadings.

4. Wind. The Golden Gate Bridge is currently a wind-sensitive structure. It will

remain so with the transit system in place, but its ability to resist strong wind

storms will be slightly improved. It is recommended that, whether or not the

transit system is implemented, some form of retrofit for improving the wind

performance of the bridge should be studied.

5. Deflection. The profile of the bridge with the transit deck in place will remain

slightly higher than it was between 1955 and 1980. Therefore the navigation

channel will not be encroached. The bridge will deflect under moving loads,

especially when two BART trains pass each other at the mid-point of the bridge,

but this deflection will not generally be perceptible to either automobile or

transit passengers. While these deflections will not be apparent from the side,

they may be barely visible to a pedestrian standing at a tower. Correspondingly

smaller deflections would be produced by the alternative transit systems.

6. Construction. Construction of the proposed system is possible without

hindering current highway traffic and without endangering the safety of the

structure or vehicular traffic. Careful staging of the south approach viaduct

reconstruction will be required to meet this criterion.

7. Maintenance. The proposed transit deck will require relatively low

maintenance compared to the existing structure, particularly the lower lateral

bracing it will displace. The existing internal maintenance platforms, displaced

by the transit system, can be replaced without undue difficulty.

8. Safety. All aspects of the transit system implementation and operation will be

in compliance with modern safety standards. Means of egress and rescue of

passengers stranded by a system failure are provided in the proposal.
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The resolution of these issues through extensive engineering analyses and

evaluations has demonstrated that implementation of any one of the five transit

system studied is structurally feasible. Data in the body of the report allow qualitative

evaluation of the structural feasibility of other transit systems that may be of interest.

Issues dealing with potential advantages and disadvantages of any one of the systems

as a part of the regional transit system are outside the scope of this study.

The cost of building any of the transit systems over the 9121-ft abutment-to-abutment

length of the bridge would be on the order of $300 million, if construction were to

start today. Total costs for modifications to the bridge required for the individual

alternative transit systems would be somewhat affected by differences in loadings

imposed by the different systems, which would affect the extent of required

strengthening of certain structural components. However, the bulk of the required

modifications consists of providing clearances through existing obstructions and of

providing a transit platform. For this reason, cost differentials among the five systems

evaluated would be small when compared with the overall cost of implementing any

system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Golden Gate Bridge, a masterpiece of structural engineering, deserves its

reputation as one of the great construction achievements of the 20th century.

Opened to traffic in 1937 after ten years of tumultuous planning and four years of

construction, the bridge held the world record for longest single span suspension

bridge until 1964. The structural elegance and graceful architecture of the 750 ft

towers and 4200 ft span, crossing the spectacular strait between the Pacific Ocean

and the San Francisco Bay, have made this vital transportation link a major tourist

attraction and highly recognizable symbol around the world.

Over the 53-year history of the bridge, highway traffic demands have increased

significantly with population growth in the Bay area. Since 1955, a number of of

studies have been performed to investigate the feasibility of increasing the

transportation capacity of the bridge by adding a second deck to accommodate

additional highway traffic or rapid rail transit. These studies have often differed

sharply in their conclusions, with studies commissioned by rail interests finding

that the installation of rail transit on the bridge was feasible, and those studies

commissioned by highway interests finding that the installation of rail transit on

the bridge was not desirable or would severely impair the life of the bridge.

In the last decade two important events occurred that may affect decisions on the

future use of the Golden Gate Bridge. In the early 1980' s, the original concrete

highway deck was replaced with a lighter-weight, orthotropic steel deck. The

reduction in the total weight carried by the bridge resulting from the deck

replacement produced a "reserve" in the strength of the bridge that might now be

used to increase its transportation carrying capacity. The 1980's also produced a

significant shift in the public's concern for clean air, with growing public pressures

to reduce automobile pollution, and corresponding efforts to limit or significantly

reduce the automobile traffic into San Francisco. With highway traffic approaching

a "gridlock" condition in Marin and San Francisco Counties, public transportation

officials have been exploring the feasibility of providing various rail transit

alternatives to the existing bridge and connecting freeway and street systems.

A 1965 study by the California Department of Public Works examining ail modes

of area-wide transportation concluded that the only feasible solution to San

Francisco-Marin County transportation needs is to improve the capacity of the

Golden Gate Bridge corridor. Although 25 years old, the conclusions of that study

remain valid. In response to the growing concern for improving San

Francisco-Marin County transportation, the Board of Directors of the Golden Gate

Bridge, Highway and Transportation District expressed interest in studying the

feasibility of carrying a proposed rail system on the existing Golden Gate Bridge.
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The reserve in the strength of the structure created by replacing the highway deck

raises the question of whether the bridge now has the capacity to carry some form

of rail transit. In addition, the structural engineering profession has developed

computer programs that predict stresses and deflections of complex, flexible

structures such as long-span suspension bridges to a far higher degree of accuracy

than was available when previous studies were performed. Recent research into the

theory of metal fatigue has provided a new understanding of fatigue in steel bridges.

With advancements in knowledge and analytical tools, plus the changes in reserve

load-carrying capacity arising from the deck modification, the question of whether

the bridge has enough reserve capacity to carry some form of rail transit has been

reopened and requires re-examination.

T. Y. Lin International was engaged by the Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and

Transportation District in September of 1989 to study the structural feasibility of

implementing any of five different rail transit systems on the bridge. This report

discusses the engineering issues studied in the feasibility study, presents the results

of the structural analyses performed in the investigation, discusses the five proposed

transit system investigated, presents a proposal for the design and construction of a

mass transit systems on a special purpose lower platform that would be constructed

beneath the existing highway deck, describes the modifications to the bridge needed

to accommodate the various transit systems, and presents an estimate of the

associated costs.

1.1 BRIDGE DESCRIPTION

The 9151 ft overall length of the Golden Gate Bridge consists of a number of

different structure types (Plate 1.1). The approach viaducts are of steel girder, truss,

and arch construction; the anchorages, anchorage housings, and pylons of the main

structure are of reinforced concrete construction; and the landmark main suspension

bridge is of steel construction. The bridge has been modified several times over its

53 year history; its current configuration is described below.

The main structure across the strait consists of three suspended spans - a center span

of 4200 ft and two side spans of 1125 ft - suspended from two 36.5 in. diameter

cables spaced 90 ft apart. The cables are supported on two steel towers and are

anchored in mass concrete gravity anchorages at their ends. At the shoreward end

of each side span the cables pass through reinforced concrete pylons where they are

restrained by "tie-downs" designed to hold the cables at a fixed point where they

start to rise toward the tower tops. The north anchorage block is 215 ft from the

north concrete pylon tie down; the south anchorage block is more remote from the

south concrete pylon tie-down at 583 ft. In its current configuration, the drape of

the main span cables is about 470 ft, while that of the side span cables is about 75

ft.
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The steel towers, each rising 746 ft above sea level, are of multicellular steel plate

construction, with horizontal portal strut bracing above the roadway and double

diagonal cross bracing below the roadway. The towers are anchored with dowels

and angles to reinforced concrete piers which are founded directly on the underlying

rock. The pylons, at the extreme ends of the suspension bridge, are of reinforced

concrete frame and panel construction with an open box configuration, in which

the tie-downs are anchored just below deck level.

The suspended structure consists of parallel chord stiffening trusses, 25 ft deep,

spaced 90 ft apart directly beneath the cables. The trusses are connected to each

other with a top and bottom lateral bracing system, forming a trussed tube

configuration. The upper deck consists of a six-lane, 62 ft wide highway deck

flanked on both sides by 10 ft sidewalks. The new orthotropic steel plate highway

deck is carried on floor beams spaced every 25 ft (at every truss panel point) which

frame into the vertical elements of the stiffening trusses. The reinforced concrete

sidewalks are supported similarly. The entire stiffening system is suspended every

50 ft with four, 2 11/16 in. diameter bridge rope suspenders on each side of the

roadway. The side spans are fixed to the tower with joints that allow only rotations

about vertical and horizontal axes. The main span is fixed to the towers similarly,

but with a limited amount of free longitudinal movement also allowed. At the pylons

the ends of the side spans are also free to slide longitudinally.

The south approach viaduct, starting at the toll plaza, consists of two steel plate

girder spans of about 71 ft each, three steel truss spans of about 200 ft each, and

a steel arch span of about 320 ft. The deck framing of this viaduct is similar to that

of the main bridge. The north approach viaduct, starting at the end of the main

bridge, consists of a 320 ft long anchorage housing of reinforced concrete frame

construction, and five steel truss spans of about 200 ft each which are similar to

those in the south approach viaduct.

All connections in the original structural steel were made with rivets. The bottom

lateral bracing system of the suspended structure includes both riveted and bolted

connections. During normal maintenance, some of the original rivets have been

replaced with modern high strength bolts.

1.2 SCOPE OF FEASIBILITY STUDY

The scope of this feasibility study includes issues in structural engineering and

transportation engineering, as well as contributions from other engineering

disciplines. The major engineering issues addressed in the scope of work are

summarized below.

a. Review of bridge history and previous studies. Since 1950, a number of
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studies and proposals have been made for building a lower deck on the Golden

Gate Bridge. While these studies have generally been positive in regard to the

use of a second deck for highway traffic, no clear consensus has emerged on

the question of structural feasibility of adding a rail deck. These studies are

summarized and reviewed in light of both the engineering and political history

of the bridge.

b . Transit system selection. Five different rail transit alternatives were evaluated

for implementation on the bridge. The two systems already in use in the San

Francisco area, BART (rail rapid transit) and Muni Metro (light rail), were

evaluated. These two systems are the heaviest (BART) and tallest (Muni Metro)

of many available alternatives. Three other alternative systems were also

evaluated, each of which offers tradeoffs in terms of speed, capacity, comfort,

and feasibility.

c. Alignment. Both structural and transit system operations were considered in

selection of the alignment. The alignment of the transit system for the 6450 ft

length of the suspension spans is governed by the configuration and performance

requirements of the existing structure. Some physical obstacles exist on this

alignment, including the pylons, tower bracing, and wind bracing in the trusses.

In the approach structures, the transit alignment questions focus on how to

provide access to the bridge without imposing unacceptable grades, curves, or

speed limitations. Horizontal and vertical clearance requirements of the trains

and the requirement to minimize modifications to the structure were considered

in placing the transit alignment over the full length of the bridge.

d. Transit system capacities. The passengers-per-hour capacity of any of the rail

transit systems is a function of the passenger capacity of the vehicles, the number

of vehicles that can be combined into one "train,
'

' and the speeds and headways

which can be safely maintained on the bridge. If train lengths, speeds, or vehicle

headways are limited by the bridge's structural constraints, the system-wide

capacities of any of the alternatives may be limited below their nominal values.

e. Structural design philosophy. The term "feasible," defined as "possible to

be done successfully," has two components that must be evaluated in any

feasibility study: possibility, which can be determined through engineering

analysis and calculations, and success, which is a subjective judgment on the

possibilities. A review of the previous studies of the Golden Gate Bridge

demonstrates that the determination of the feasibility of any rail transit retrofit

scheme depended as much upon the design philosophy of the engineers

producing the studies as upon engineering data on which their judgments were

based.

This feasibility study was guided by a clearly-defined structural design
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philosophy articulated in the following points:

1. The existing structure should be changed as little as possible

2. New components should enhance the structural behavior of the bridge.

3. The modifications will not shorten the life of the bridge.

4. The factor of safety of both existing and new structural components will

not be reduced below those presently accepted by the profession.

5. Modifications should require a minimum of maintenance.

6. Modifications should not impair maintenance of the bridge.

7. Traffic flow will not be impeded during construction.

8. The appearance of the bridge should be changed as little as possible.

f. Strength. Both the weight of the new rail platform and the stresses induced

by the transit system must be carried by the reserve load capacity of the bridge.

The adequacy of the existing strength was determined by analyzing the

properties of the construction materials, the previous history of the bridge, and

the static and dynamic components of the response of the structures to traffic

loads.

g. Serviceability. The bridge has been reasonably serviceable over its life with

little need for replacement of structural components due to loads.

Implementation of a transit system should not impair this record.

h. Flexibility. The Golden Gate Bridge is unusual in that it is quite flexible, both

vertically and transversely, which results in some significant deflection under

traffic and wind loads. These vertical and transverse deflections must be taken

into account in the design of the rail system. The angle changes in the tracks

at expansion joints at the pylons and towers must be dispersed over a distance

for safe, comfortable operation of the trains at their design speed. The effect

of vertical deflection on navigation clearances under the bridge must also be

evaluated.

i. Fatigue. When the Golden Gate Bridge was built, little was known about

metal fatigue; much has been learned in the intervening years. Although the

bridge was built of a proprietary steel whose fatigue resistance has not been

explicitly tested using modem methods, it is known that the type of steel has

little influence on the fatigue strength of welded joints. The data base is not

nearly as extensive for riveted members but limited experimental data do not

suggest significant differences between the various types of riveted steel

members. Some aspects of fatigue under rail transit loadings are more severe

than for highway loadings; the fatigue effects of rail transit on the bridge must

be evaluated and mitigated prior to implementation of any rail transit system.
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j. Corrosion. The most significant natural event which will limit the normal

service life of the bridge is probably corrosion. The bridge requires constant

maintenance to keep corrosion in check. Stray electrical currents from electric

powered trains potentially increase the corrosion problem. The effects of stray

current corrosion from the electrification, as well as means to mitigate these

effects, must be evaluated.

k. Wind. The Golden Gate Bridge is a wind-critical structure designed and built

prior to the advent of modem wind engineering. The bridge has experienced

some wind behavior problems over its life; therefore, it is imperative that any

modifications to the bridge must not lower its wind resistance. A wind

evaluation, including numerical computer modeling for elastic vibration

properties, physical wind tunnel modeling for aerodynamic characteristics, and

integration of the two for estimation of the bridge's wind resistance, is reported

here.

l. Seismic. The bridge has performed quite well in the earthquakes to which it

has been subjected. This good performance is due in part to rock foundations

at the site and the installation of retrofit restrainers. The influence of the transit

system on the seismic resistance of the bridge has been evaluated approximately

and is reported here; a thorough review of the seismic resistance and

vulnerability of the bridge is in progress as a separate study and will be reported

in a separate document.

m. Structural design criteria. The original design of the bridge was based on

very conservative criteria for loads and allowable stresses. Current engineering

practice suggests that some of the reserve load capacity of the bridge can be

used to increase its traffic-carrying capacity. Literature and traffic reviews were

conducted to develop the live loading criteria, while wind loads were derived

from wind tunnel investigations. Member performance criteria and allowable

stresses used in this study were based on current codes derived from theoretical

developments and practical experience.

n. Static and transient load effects. The structural effects of the design loads

on the bridge were evaluated using theoretical approaches and computer

programs which provide more accurate analyses than have been available in

the past. Both the static and transient components of these effects have been

evaluated using rational approaches, since the design rules for transient or

"impact" effects normally used do not apply to this type of structure.

o. Construction. The construction methods proposed in this study were based

upon the necessity of keeping the bridge open to highway traffic at all times,

the demands of constructing an aerial structure high above a rapidly flowing

current, and the desire to minimize both short term and long term structural
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effects of the construction.

p. Transit system safety. Safe operation of the transit system requires more than

just structural safety. To address the issues of means of rescue or egress in

case of train failure or derailment, and other aspects of transit safety, a hazards

analysis of the various alternative systems was performed and is reported here.

q. Human perception of motion. If the flexibility and deflection of the bridge

under wind and traffic loads produce excessive, or even highly noticeable

bridge motion, and thereby reduce the comfort of either the riders of the rail

transit system or the users of the highway, the use of the bridge may be

significantly affected. The calculated motions of the bridge under load were

compared with the results of studies ofhuman perception of motion to evaluate

this concern.

r. Bridge maintenance. Bridge maintenance activities currently make use of a

scaffold running in the corridor proposed for use by a transit system. Exposed

as this structure is to a hostile environment, normal maintainability must not

be impaired by the transit system. The transit retrofit structures have been

designed to minimize maintenance requirements, and a proposal is included

for replacement of the displaced internal maintenance platforms.

s. Transit system operation and maintenance. To assure reliable operation of

a transit system the trackway must be readily accessible for maintenance and

repair work. The proposed system provides such access with little influence

on cost or structural feasibility.

t. Cost. The cost of implementing a rail line between San Francisco and Marin

County will be influenced by many factors beyond the cost of the bridge

retrofit. The cost estimate for the bridge retrofit also considers structure type,

scheduling, and maintenance of traffic to arrive at an estimated cost in 1990

dollars. Cost of the transit system must be escalated by a "construction cost

factor" to obtain an estimate of cost for any year in the future.

This report presents a description of the studies and analyses performed under the

above scope of work to investigate the feasibility of installing any of five different

rail transit systems on the Golden Gate Bridge. In the following chapters previous

studies are discussed, the major engineering and transportation issues affecting the

feasibility of installing a rail transit system on the bridge deck are addressed, the

methods by which these issues were investigated are described, results and findings

are reported, and various alternatives are evaluated. The final chapter of the report

presents the recommendations of the Consulting Engineer to the Board of Directors

of the District.
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2. BACKGROUND TO THE PRESENT STUDY

A review of the documents relating to the design, construction, and fifty-three years

of operation of the Golden Gate Bridge provided a background critical to the analysis

and conclusions of this structural feasibility study. The most important aspects of

this review concern the origin and nature of the "reserve strength" of the bridge

and the various and conflicting interpretations of how that reserve strength can (or

should) appropriately be utilized.

2.1 ORIGINAL CONSTRUCTION

In 1921, Joseph Strauss proposed a hybrid cantilever suspension bridge across the

Golden Gate and used this concept for his promotion of the bridge until 1924-25,

through the granting of the initial War Department permits, and the initial efforts

to bring into existence the Golden Gate Bridge District. The design underwent

numerous modifications, with a suspension design replacing the original Strauss

design in 1925. There followed continuous revisions and modifications even after

creation of the District had been approved and funding had been secured. It was not

until 1930 that the final length of the span was determined at 4200 feet and a cable

spacing of 90 feet was selected. The final design concept was heavily influenced by

the theories developed by Leon S. Moissief. There is some controversy over who

should be credited with the design of the bridge; the historical record, however,

shows only that the final design was executed by engineers of Strauss and Paine,

Inc., Consulting Engineers under the supervision of chief engineer Joseph Strauss.

A consulting engineering board consisting of O. H. Ammann, Leon S. Moissief,

and Dean Charles Derleth also provided input to the design. The original planning,

design, final analysis and construction of the Golden Gate Bridge are chronicled in

Joseph Strauss' "Report to the Board of Directors," [1] which was largely written

by his assistant, Clifford E. Paine.

The bridge was designed using the most advanced theories of suspension bridge

behavior that had been formulated at the time. These theories allowed a reasonably

accurate calculation of stresses and deflections under self weight, traffic loads, and

other static loads. Both wind and earthquake forces were considered as static loads

although their actions are actually dynamic. Faced with considerable public doubt

as to the feasibility of the project, the Golden Gate Bridge engineers designed the

bridge conservatively, making use of high estimates of traffic loads and low values

of allowable stresses in the primary structural components. The result was a bridge

with a high reserve load capacity, but which is quite flexible. Therefore the final

serviceability of the bridge is determined not only by strength but even more so by

flexibility and the resulting deflections.
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2.2 PERFORMANCE IN WIND STORMS

At the time the Golden Gate Bridge was designed and built, the science of

suspension bridge aerodynamics had not been formulated; wind was treated

analytically as a static lateral load, and the structural elements were designed for

the resulting stresses and deflections. Tools for analysis of this static wind load and

other static loads were sufficiently accurate; wind load stresses were demonstrated

to be fairly small. However, the dynamic effects of the wind and the flexibility of

the design result in a structure that experiences deck oscillations in strong wind

storms.

The science of suspension bridge aerodynamics was bom after the Tacoma Narrows

Bridge collapsed in a moderate wind storm in 1940 only three years after the Golden

Gate Bridge was completed. This bridge was designed using the same theories as

the Golden Gate Bridge, but using a somewhat less conservative approach. The

Tacoma experience taught engineers that wind causes not only a static lateral load

on the bridge, but also vertical and torsional forces, buffeting, torsional distortions,

and dynamic actions. These dynamic actions become critical when the wind acting

on the structure reaches a certain speed, called the critical wind speed, that triggers

an unstable condition. Every bridge configuration has a different critical wind speed

at which unstable oscillation starts. But for most bridges the critical wind speed is

well above the speed of the wind that can be expected at the bridge site.

Unstable oscillation, similar to that of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge but not as

severe, occurred on the Golden Gate Bridge in a strong wind storm in December

1951. The oscillations of the deck in that storm caused the bridge to be closed to

traffic for a few hours in the interest of traffic safety. Some structural damage also

occurred. After the 1951 storm, a wind engineering investigation was carried out

by Clifford E. Paine, O. H. Ammann, and Charles E. Andrew [2]. On the basis

of their recommendations, the bridge was retrofitted in 1954 with a bottom lateral

bracing system in the suspended structure. The bridge has performed more

satisfactorily in wind storms since that time. This retrofit is described in Paine's

Supplement [3] to the Strauss chronicle of the bridge's construction. The additional

weight of the installation increased the deflection of the suspension structure and

induced additional stresses in some of the main components such as the cables,

suspenders, and towers. The bridge was again closed to traffic in wind storms in

1981 and 1982, however no damage occurred on those occasions. Thus the Golden

Gate Bridge remains a wind-critical structure. Adding a transit system changes the

configuration of the bridge. Therefore, to assure that modifications necessary to

add a transit system do not lower the present critical wind speed, a wind evaluation

was performed and is included as Chapter 7 of this report.
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2.3 PREVIOUS LOWER DECK STUDIES

In the twenty years between 1950 and 1970, a number of studies of the structural

feasibility of implementing an additional highway or rail deck on the Golden Gate

Bridge were made by various consulting engineers, engineering firms, and boards

of review. While most of the studies have produced the same engineering data, the

interpretations of those data and the conclusions derived have often been in conflict.

The issue of a rail line on the Golden Gate Bridge was addressed during the original

design and construction, with the bridge finally being built as a monument to the

age of the automobile. In 1930 plans for surface rail were removed from the design

because in the words of Clifford Paine, surface rail was a mode of transportation

whose era "as a means of rapid mass transportation had passed" [1 ,
p. 37]. A review

of studies performed on the bridge between 1950 and the present reveals that this

bias of Paine and other members of the original consulting engineering board toward

the automobile and against rail appears to have been highly influential in the

interpretation of engineering data produced.

a. 1955 Quade and King report to the BART Commission

A study performed in 1955 by M. N. Quade and Elwyn M. King of Parsons,

Brinckerhoff, Hall & MacDonald Engineers for the San Francisco Bay Area

Rapid Transit Commission [4] evaluated the feasibility of carrying rapid transit

on the Golden Gate Bridge and determined approximate costs of a specific

proposal. The study was subsequently reviewed for the Bridge District by

Arthur C. Jenkins, Consulting Engineer.

The study concluded that the project was structurally feasible, and that the

alterations necessary for the addition of rail transit could be accomplished

without undue difficulty and with a minimum of interference to existing

highway traffic. The study indicated that conservative allowable stresses were

used in the design of the Golden Gate Bridge and that a considerable reserve

load capacity exists in the structure. The report indicated that a reduction of

dead load to accommodate the additional loads imposed by rail facilities could

be easily obtained. The study's proposed implementation consisted oftwo tracks

of rapid transit carried near the longitudinal center line of the present structure

on a new partial width deck under the existing roadway

b. 1961 Gronquist report to the BART District

In 1961, C. H. Gronquist of Steinman, Boynton, Gronquist & London

Consulting Engineers, provided a report to the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid

Transit District on the "Engineering Feasibility of Proposed Rapid Transit

Facilities" [5]. This report compared "all possible arrangements of the rapid
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transit facilities," and provided calculation of the stresses and deflections on

tower, piers, anchorages and pylon piers along with an aerodynamic

investigation of the bridge.

The report concluded that "rapid transit facilities may be safely added to the

bridge," and that "the addition of rapid transit facilities is feasible and

practicable." The report also concluded that the aerodynamic characteristics

of the bridge "can be improved over those for the present condition of the

bridge by modifying the sidewalk, while at the same time adding rapid transit

facilities to the structure," and that "the weight saving resulting from

modification of the sidewalk will partially offset the increase in dead load

produced by the rapid transit facilities."

c. 1961 Paine response to the Gronquist report

In July 1961, Clifford E. Paine, Consulting Engineer, one of the original

designers of the bridge, issued a report to the Golden Gate Bridge and Highway

District entitled: "Report On Proposed Operation ofRapid Transit Trains Over

Golden Gate Bridge" [6] as a response to the Gronquist report. Paine's

response was unequivocally negative, focusing primarily upon the issue of

vertical navigation clearance. In Paine's words, "Under design loads,

including the heavy concentration of rapid transit trains, low steel of the bridge

will drop eight feet below the navigation clearance line required by the War
Department permit. This is a situation which cannot be remedied and one need

look no further to answer the feasibility question." Paine used this over

simplification of issues to completely discredit any plans for a rail system on

the bridge: "It must be concluded that operation of rapid transit trains over the

Golden Gate Bridge is not possible."

The absolute and unequivocal nature of Paine's response, when viewed from

the perspective of 1990, is clearly time-bound, rooted in the issues that were

fought to bring the bridge into existence rather than in the milieu of 1960 and

after, and seem to have little to do with modern engineering practices.

Clearance of the Bay, and fear that enemy guns might fell the bridge and thus

bottle up the Pacific Fleet in San Francisco Bay during war time, were the

major issues on which opponents of the bridge had their greatest success in

litigation to tie up commencement of its construction.

Three other objections raised by Mr. Paine are valid, however, and must be

addressed in any feasibility study. These issues include his objection that the

addition of rapid transit to the bridge would violate the criteria of conservative

design of the cables, that the necessary reconstruction of the stiffening trusses

would involve extensive field fabrication that would necessarily be of inferior

quality, and that rapid transit would endanger the safety and useful life of the
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bridge and its ability to serve the highway traffic for which it was built. These

issues were addressed by Gronquist in his rebuttal to Paine in 1961.

d. 1961 Gronquist rebuttal to Paine

Gronquist issued a "Supplementary Report on Engineering Feasibility of

Proposed Rapid Transit Facilities" [7] in August 1961 . In this rebuttal to Paine,

Gronquist emphasized that the bridge was designed with a generous reserve of

strength which makes it feasible for the Golden Gate Bridge to carry the

proposed rapid transit facilities; the appearance of the structure would be

virtually unchanged; the aerodynamic characteristics of the bridge would be

improved; and there would be no infringement of underclearance for the usual

condition of one rapid transit train per track with light roadway live load at high

temperature. The deflections upon which Paine based his rejection, Gronquist

pointed out, would be highly unusual and would result infrequently and only

for the severe combination of maximum roadway loading with rapid transit

loading at high temperature. Gronquist also pointed out that continued

improvements in field fabrication techniques are quite capable of providing

excellent workmanship on modem bridges as well as rehabilitation ofpreviously

built bridges.

e. 1962 Review Board critique of Gronquist vs. Paine

A subsequent study of the Gronquist vs. Paine issues was performed by an

Engineering Board of Review, consisting of O. H. Ammann, who was a

member of the original Board of Consultants for design and construction of the

bridge, F. M. Masters ofModjeski and Masters, and Professor N. M. Newmark
of the University of Illinois. The Board ofReview issued a "Report on Proposed

Installation of Rapid Transit Trains on Golden Gate Bridge" in April 1962 [8].

Their report, like the Gronquist report, emphasized the reserve capacity of the

bridge to carry additional load while still preserving a conservative stress

condition. However, the Board of Review concluded that "even under

light-weight trains and the reasonably conservative load conditions we have

assumed, the permissible stresses would be appreciably exceeded in all major

carrying members."

The Board also stated that "alterations of the arch span on the San Francisco

side, the Marin anchorage and the curved approach viaducts would also involve

difficult, if not impracticable, structural changes and reinforcements."

The Board therefore concluded "that installation of rapid transit on the Golden

Gate Bridge is not advisable. " This conclusion was based upon the assumption

that the concrete slab deck of the bridge would not be replaced, and the Board

specifically recommended against such replacement.
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Over the next decade, following the preoccupation of the public with automobile

travel rather than mass rail transportation facilities, the focus of studies on the

Golden Gate Bridge shifted from that of rail transit to various schemes for

increasing the highway traffic volume on the bridge.

f. 1964 Ammann & Whitney report to the Bridge District

The next major study of the bridge, performed in 1964 by Ammann & Whitney,

Consulting Engineers, produced a "Report on Feasibility of Installation of a

Lower Deck for Automobile Traffic on Golden Gate Bridge" [9]. The

conclusion of this study was that "the addition ofa lower deck on the suspension

bridge to carry four lanes of automobiles and other light vehicles is entirely

feasible with very moderate changes in the existing structure. " The plan to add

four new lanes of automobile traffic on a lower deck as advanced in the report

included "no structural changes of any consequence in the principal carrying

members of the suspension spans. Some modifications must be made in the

pylons, Marin anchorage housing and the approaches in order to provide

clearance for the added roadway. Such changes are intended to be made without

interference with traffic on the existing roadway."

This report appears to be a preliminary version of the subsequent Ammann &
Whitney report discussed in subsection j of this chapter.

g. 1965 California Department of Public Works Area-Wide Study

In 1965 the California Department of Public Works authorized a full study of

the traffic problems of San Francisco and Marin counties on an area-wide basis.

The study examined various modes of mass transit including hydrofoils,

hovercraft, helicopters and more traditional modes such as new crossbay links

via new bridges and vehicular tunnels at various locations. A second deck on

the Golden Gate Bridge for automobile traffic was also studied. The final report

entitled, "San Francisco-Marin Crossing - May 1967," [10] concluded in part

that the existing north-south route via the Golden Gate Bridge had inadequate

capacity to serve peak period traffic and the condition would become

intolerable in the near future; that movement of people by modes other than

highway and rail facilities would not solve the problem; alternate traffic

corridors, using bridges or tunnels were not financially feasible; and that

improvement of the existing Golden Gate Bridge corridor was the only feasible

alternative.

h. 1966 Tudor Engineering report to the Bridge District

A study by Tudor Engineering Company, Consulting Engineers, in March

1966, produced a "Preliminary Feasibility Report Double-Decking Golden

Gate Bridge, San Francisco, California" [11]. The Tudor plan, prepared in
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cooperation with Norman C. Raab, retired Chief Engineer of the State of

California Division of Bay Toll Crossings, provided a full-width second deck

on the bridge to be used by five lanes of mixed traffic without "exceeding the

loads and stresses that now exist. " The deck proposed would be carried on new

transverse floor beams suspended below the bottom chords of the stiffening

trusses and framed into the same at panel points. Due to the width of deck called

for in this proposal, the study concluded that 'To implement the plan for a

second deck, major structural changes will be required in the floor systems,

lower lateral bracing system, steel towers, steel arch span, steel approach spans,

and concrete pylons. There appears to be no unusual difficulty in accomplishing

this work and it can proceed with little or no interference with traffic." The

plan required "extensive structural changes" in the pylons, Marin anchorage

housing, and the approaches in order to provide clearance for the lower deck.

Portions of both approaches would have to be reconstructed and some new

structures were required for both. The plan also called for "concrete slabs of

the existing roadway to be replaced by steel grid sections..." and for removal

of the upper deck sidewalks to the new lower deck.

i. 1966 Paine review of Ammann & Whitney and Tudor proposals

In May 1966 Clifford E. Paine issued a report to the Bridge District entitled

"A Report on a Study of: The Ammann & Whitney Report, August 1964; The

Tudor Engineering Company March 1966: Relating to the Installation of a

Lower Deck for Vehicular Traffic on the Golden Gate Bridge" [12] . This study,

which considered only the suspension spans and their major carrying parts, was

intended to review the relative merits of these two proposals.

Paine cited a number of technical, aesthetic, and traffic safety considerations

backing his preference for the Ammann & Whitney proposal. More important

to the current study, however, is Paine's statement in his letter of transmittal

for the report, "...that the urgency of the traffic situation justifies you in

expending from the reserve strength of the bridge the amount recommended.

There will still remain a reserve capacity. . .

.

" This statement can be interpreted

as indicating Paine's approval of the allowable stresses used in the Ammann
and Whitney proposal.

j . 1968 Ammann & Whitney report to the Bridge District

Ammann & Whitney Consulting Engineers was engaged by the District and in

March 1968 submitted a follow up to their 1964 report entitled "Golden Gate

Bridge Lower Deck for Vehicular Traffic: Report on the Concept, Preliminary

Design and Estimated Cost" [13]. This report concluded that "the construction

and operation of a four-lane lower deck with one lane reserved for express bus

transit operation is entirely feasible, that aside from the addition of the lower
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deck only moderate changes in the existing structure are necessary, that such

changes can be carried out without interruption to and with only minor

interference with the flow of traffic on the upper deck and that it will leave the

structure in a conservatively safe condition."

This study was based on a low estimate of highway live loading on the two

decks. Even so, the design required a reduction in the weight carried by the

bridge from the addition of a lower deck by replacing the concrete sidewalks

in the center span of the upper deck with lightweight steel walks of 8-inch

greater width.

With this design the construction feasibility of adding a second deck to the

bridge for automobile and bus traffic was well established from an engineering

perspective, but some load capacity questions still remained. Political

considerations also intervened and no further action was taken on this proposal.

While all the studies agree that the bridge has a reserve load capacity, their authors

do not agree on how that reserve capacity might best be used. Reports commissioned

by rail transit interests generally concluded that installation of such facilities on the

Golden Gate Bridge is entirely feasible; reports commissioned in rebuttal to rail

interests, or performed by members of the Board of Review for the original

construction of the bridge (which removed rail transit from the original design),

generally concluded that rail facilities would be detrimental to the life of the bridge,

but that automobile traffic could easily be increased by addition of a second deck

without reducing the life of the bridge.

2.4 MAINTENANCE

In 1975 the some of original suspenders on the bridge were found to be corroded

and the decision was made to replace them. This replacement was effected between

1975 and 1978. The replacement suspenders are nominally stronger than those

originally provided and in certain respects enhance the bridge's capability to carry

a rail system.

In 1980 the District's engineers determined that the original concrete roadway slab

was deteriorated to such an extent that replacement was required. A new decking

system was designed and between 1981 and 1985 the original concrete deck slabs

were removed and replaced with a lightweight orthotropic steel deck system. When
the heavier concrete deck slab was replaced by the lighter-weight steel deck, the

weight and deflection of the bridge created by the addition of the bottom lateral

bracing were relieved to such an extent that the center of the bridge in 1990 is at

a higher elevation than when the bridge was opened to traffic in 1937. This

reduction in the dead load on the bridge opens a possibility of adding a second deck
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to the bridge for rail transit traffic not analyzed in the previous studies. In effect,

the addition of the lighter deck invalidates some of the objections to transit

implementation which were raised in the previous studies.

2.5 RAIL SYSTEMS ON SUSPENSION BRIDGES

When the Golden Gate Bridge was built, a high speed rail system had never been

implemented on such a flexible, long-span bridge. Since the 1930' s, however, much

experience has been gained in this area. Local experience with the now discontinued

rail service on the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, as well as worldwide

experience on other bridges, particularly the Honshu-Shikoku bridges [14] provide

insight into the solutions to the problems involved. The Golden Gate Bridge remains

one of the most flexible bridges on which rail transit systems have been considered,

however, and installation of any rail transit system is further constrained by limited

structural clearance and the problems of retrofit construction. These problems and

their possible solutions have been thoroughly investigated and the findings are

discussed in the following chapters of this report.

2.6 RECENT RENEWED INTEREST

A recent resurgence of interest in modern rail transit systems has arisen as

metropolitan areas desperately seek alternatives to highways, ways of reducing

automobile pollution, and the number of vehicles in overcrowded downtown areas.

Polls of San Francisco Bay Area residents suggest that mitigating crowded traffic

situations and providing alternatives to private single-occupancy vehicles should be

a high priority for officials involved in public and mass transportation facilities.

In response to the increased interest in extending the rail transit facilities throughout

the San Francisco Bay area, and in consideration of the number of second-deck

studies of the bridge, the Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation District

in 1989 issued a Request for Proposals for a structural feasibility study for adding

transit facilities to the bridge. T.Y. Lin International, in cooperation with several

other civil and structural engineer consultants, was awarded this project. The results

of the feasibility study are the subject of this report.
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3. TRANSIT SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

Five rail transit systems were investigated in this feasibility study. Four of these

systems were specified by the Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation

District. The San Francisco BART system served as the baseline rapid rail transit

alternative and the San Francisco MUNI system was selected as the light rail transit

alternative. The TGI Monorail, and the MAN articulated fixed guideway bus

comprised the other systems required for study by the District. The fifth system,

chosen by the consultant team, is the Vancouver, British Columbia, ALRT Mini

Metro system. Each of these systems is pictured and described briefly on the

following pages. The characteristics of each of the transit alternatives including

height, weight, headway, and other salient features are presented in Table 3.1 to

permit easy comparison of the five systems.

The loads for each of the five alternative transit vehicles were developed from

information available from the transit authorities or the vehicle manufacturers. For

structural design purposes, trains of maximum length were placed on one or more

tracks to produce maximum stress and deflection conditions.

Many other transit systems could have been considered for implementation on the

bridge by area transit agencies; some of these alternatives may be more feasible

for serving the transportation needs of the US 101 corridor because of aspects of

their design which do not influence the problem of their installation on the bridge.

Their relative feasibilities can be qualitatively assessed by comparing their

specifications with the specifications of the five different alternatives explicitly

evaluated in this study.
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3.1 SAN FRANCISCO BART SYSTEM

The rapid transit system selected for this study was the C-Car of the San Francisco

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system. The San Francisco BART is a

high-capacity, urban transport system that uses electrically powered railcars

operated in long trains (3 to 10 cars) over fixed rails. The system has automated

control with an attendant on board who monitors the operations. BART is a

direct-current system with power supplied by a third rail which is mounted alongside

the running rails. BART's maximum grade is 4 percent with a minimum desirable

turning radius of 1 ,200 ft. An absolute minimum radius of 500 ft can be utilized

where conditions dictate. BART utilizes a 5-ft, 6-in. track gauge which is unique

in the industry.
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3.2 SAN FRANCISCO MUNI METRO SYSTEM

The San Francisco MUNI system was used to define the Light Rail Transit system

in this study. The characteristic that separates LRT systems from other rail transit

modes is its ability to operate on surface streets in mixed traffic. The LRT systems

are powered by an overhead wire collection system, although third-rail technology

can be employed in exclusive right-of-way areas. Vehicles can be adapted to operate

with both power collection systems. LRT systems have the ability to negotiate

short-turn radii and steeper grades than heavy rail systems. Standard-gauge railroad

track is used for this system.
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3.3 MONORAIL SYSTEM

The monorail transit selected for this study was the TGI Mark VI (Bombardier). A
monorail is a guideway/suspension system where the vehicles or trains are either

suspended from or straddle a single beam or rail. The TGI system uses a single

straddle girder usually comprised of a 26-by-48 inch reinforced concrete box. For

this system, however, a similarly-sized steel box will be used to reduce weight.

Large-size monorail systems have been built in Seattle, Washington; Orlando,

Florida (Disney World); and Japan. Large-size capacities are similar to rapid rail

cars. While a monorail system may require a lower cost guideway than the BART
baseline, monorail technology does not lend itself to at-grade applications. The

major disadvantage is that monorail systems are clumsy with regard to switching

because whole sections of the guideway beams must be physically moved.

Large modern monorail systems have operating characteristics similar to exclusive

applications of LRT. Although emergency walkways are not common on existing

monorail systems, they were considered mandatory for our study for passenger

safety.
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3.4 GUIDED BUS SYSTEM

The MAN Articulated Vehicle was selected to represent the guided bus system in

this study. This vehicle uses a fixed guideway system. Vehicles are diesel powered

and can be employed immediately on existing surface streets and highways without

the cost of electrification. The fixed guideway bus system has rubber tires and is

guided by horizontal wheels on each side, vertically restrained into a U-shaped

guideway, allowing it to be used in street traffic. To operate in mixed traffic the

rubber tire vehicle can be operated manually as a conventional bus. Advantages of

the guided bus with a fixed guideway system include the ability to operate in mixed

traffic, less stringent design parameters for turning and grades, and no

electrification system is required.
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3.5 MINI METRO SYSTEM

Mini Metro is a new class of transit system which can be based on rail or guideway

transit technology. These systems are fully automated without drivers or attendants

on board. Three systems are now in regular passenger operation: (1) Vancouver

Skytrain, utilizing rail technology with linear induction motor propulsion; (2)

London Docklands, based on LRT technology; and (3) VAL at Lille, France, based

on rubber tire automatic guideway transit technology.

The Vancouver Skytrain, commonly referred to as advanced light rail transit

(ALRT) was selected for this study. ALRT has automated train operations

permitting short headways, which in turn permit shorter trains and hence lighter

dead and live loads. This system operates up to 60 mph and can accommodate grades

to 6 percent. It is generally categorized as an intermediate-level capacity system.
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TABLE 3.1: TRANSIT SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
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4. ALIGNMENT

The alignment of the proposed rail transit system on the bridge was designed to

meet a set of criteria that satisfy a number of structural and transportation

engineering issues. These criteria were the following:

a. Minimization of changes. The basic policy guiding all engineering decisions

in this study was one of minimizing the changes to the bridge. Whether the

changes be architectural, aesthetic, structural or other, the reduction of the

influence of the change was considered to be an asset to the selection of the

alternative.

b. Structural influence on the suspension spans. The alignment should

minimize the structural influences of dead load and live load on the suspension

spans. Because the Golden Gate Bridge has functioned well for over 53 years,

and must continue to function at least as well for the forseeable future, the

requirement to preserve its structural integrity was paramount.

c. Clearances. The alignment which requires the fewest structural modifications

to clear various obstacles, such as tower bracings, and which least encroaches

upon the present shipping clearances beneath the 4200 ft span, was deemed the

most advantageous.

d. Transit operation. The alignment should permit smooth, reliable, and safe

operation of the transit system at an optimum speed. Each mode of transit

studied presents different requirements in terms of maximum grade, minimum

radius of curvature for vertical and horizontal curves, superelevation, etc. For

some transit alternatives, the most feasible alignment selected to effect minimal

structural or aesthetic changes to the bridge may limit the operational speed of

the vehicles on the bridge below their maximum speed.

e. Transit passenger safety. The chosen alignment must satisfy the basic

requirements of transit operation safety. The provision of adequate means of

rescue or egress in case of a disabled train or a system failure is a prerequisite

for the acceptance of any proposed transit system.

f. Maintainability. Both the suspension bridge and the proposed transit system

components must be readily accessible for routine maintenance. The bridge

now requires constant paint and corrosion maintenance, which is constrained

by wet weather at the site. The facilities presently used for this maintenance

would be displaced by most of the possible alignments and must be replaced.

Also, the transit system itself will require extra maintenance in this wet

environment, so the alignment must also provide additional maintenance

equipment with guideway access.
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g. Construction. Construction of modifications to the bridge must be

accomplished with a minimum disruption of existing upper deck highway

traffic. The alignment design must also take into account the difficulties of

performing construction work 200 ft above a swiftly moving current.

Construction must be economical in terms of both time and money, and must

be accomplished without locking in high stresses.

h. Appearance. The alignment must not change the overall appearance of the

bridge. The Golden Gate Bridge is one of the most photographed, and readily

recognizable structures in the world. It is a major tourist attraction for the San

Francisco Bay area. Any proposal that would significantly change the

appearance of the bridge would surely be strongly resisted by the public. An
alignment which does not influence the appearance of the bridge from most

vantage points is imperative.

i. Aesthetics. Any changes to the appearance of the bridge structures must be

aesthetically pleasing, must conform to the general architecture, and must not

detract from the elegance and grace of the existing bridge.

The application of these criteria has quite different implications for each part of the

bridge, e.g. the main suspension spans vs. the approach spans. In the following

discussion, each part of the bridge is considered, some alternative alignments are

discussed, the primary selection criteria for that part are discussed, and the selected

alternative is described.

The same basic alignment was chosen for all five transit systems studied. Horizontal

and vertical curvature limitations influence the alignment only in the approach

viaducts and at the angular bend dispersion joints at the towers and pylons of the

suspension structure. At other locations, the transit system alignment must follow

the existing straight alignment of the bridge.

4.1 NUMBER OF TRACKS

A fundamental issue studied in the course of the present investigation was whether

to use one transit guideway for both northbound and southbound traffic, or to use

two parallel guideways with one for each direction. Each alternative has its unique

advantages and disadvantages. The single guideway solution would produce fewer

structural changes, be less expensive to install, and would alter the appearance of

the bridge less than the double guideway. However, a single guideway presents

problems in operation, control, and safety arising from two-way operation of transit

vehicles on a single track. The double guideway solution has higher ultimate

passenger capacity, is easier to operate and to control and has a higher safety factor,

but would, at the same time, require more structural and appearance changes than

the single guideway.
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Early in this feasibility study, the decision was made to adopt the double guideway

solution as long as acceptable alternatives for solving the structural feasibility

problems, and for handling the aesthetic impact of the double guideway, could be

handled practically. Discussion of the alignment alternatives therefore assumes the

double guideway solution.

The guideways are separated by a raised 4.5 ft wide safety and maintenance platform

over the lengths of the suspended spans, the south approach arch, and the Marin

anchorage housing. In the approach viaducts, the safety platform is at track level,

conforming to standard practice for the composite steel box girder guideway support

structures proposed for these spans.

4.2 SUSPENSION SPANS

An overriding concern in the selection of the alignment was the structural effect of

the transit system on the suspension spans of the bridge. The selected alignment on

the suspension spans constrains the alignments on the approach spans and therefore

influences all parts of the project. Fortunately the best structural alignment

investigated for the suspension spans also has some operational and aesthetic

advantages, and leads to feasible approach-span solutions, so all the criteria could

be satisfied.

Several basic positions of the track alignment in the cross section of the bridge were

considered. The relative locations of these alignments as shown in Plate 4.1, were:

a. On the existing highway deck: This alternative was evidently considered but

not documented during the original design of the bridge [1 pp. 27, 37]. Placing

the track alignment on the existing highway deck has many significant

engineering and operational advantages: this alignment would be the easiest to

build and maintain, would minimize the changes to the system on the bridge

structure, could simplify the design of the approach alignments, would not have

any clearance problems, and would not present any unusual operation problems.

b. Below the existing highway deck, near the center line of the bridge in the space

between the floor beams and the bottom lateral system: At this location there

is a space approximately 45 ft wide and 14.5 ft tall between the quarter points

of the bridge width, which is unobstructed over most of the length of the

suspended spans. Primary obstacles in this alignment are the concrete walls in

the pylons, the restricted vertical and horizontal clearance at the towers, and

the sway bracing and wind bracing in the trusses at the ends of the spans.

Construction aspects of this alignment are easily addressed, and its aesthetic

impact is small. The central location of the tracks minimizes torsional loading

on the structure. Adequate facilities can be provided for operations and
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maintenance.

c. Below the existing highway deck, near the trusses in the space between the

floor beams and the bottom lateral system: This alignment is similar to the

previous one, but with the guideways moved nearer the trusses. This alignment

results in smaller strength requirements in the new and existing floor beams,

but in every other respect it has a greater influence on the structure. The knee

bracing of each of the truss vertical elements would have to be removed, and

the main diagonal bracing of the towers presents a clearance problem. Stresses

in the main cables and suspenders would be higher than at present.

d. Outside the existing stiffening trusses, either at or below the highway deck

level: On this alignment the guideway would be mounted on brackets to the

side of the existing deck. To pass the tower and pylons, the guideway would

have to "swing out" around the tower and pylon structures, as the sidewalks

presently do, creating a severe torsional influence on the structure. The weight

of the necessary supporting structure would be large. This alignment has a

significant negative aesthetic impact. The advantage of this alternative is that

construction could make use of the existing upper deck and sidewalks.

Alignment b has many clear advantages on the basis of nearly all the design criteria,

and is illustrated in some detail in subsequent chapters of this report. The vertical

clearance requirements of the transit systems are met over most of the length of

the structure. The main vertical clearance obstacle is the deep floor beams at the

towers, which can be overcome. The only horizontal clearance obstacle is the cross

bracing at the towers, and if the clearance between the trains is kept to five and a

half feet, then this obstacle does not require diversion of the horizontal alignment.

At the pylons, Alignment b requires modest and feasible modifications in the the

concrete framing of the pylon walls, and eliminates interference with the main

vertical elements of the pylon structure. Alignment b also presents many

alternatives for approach alignments. The structural system for alignment b is

discussed in Chapter 5 of this report.

4.3 APPROACH VIADUCTS - GENERAL

The north and south approach spans to the bridge consist of six different kinds of

structures. The San Francisco approach is comprised of a 320 ft span steel arch

bounded on each end by a reinforced concrete pylon, plus a curved deck truss and

steel plate girder viaduct. The Marin approach spans are comprised of a 300 ft

reinforced concrete anchorage housing and attached pylon, plus a curved steel deck

truss viaduct. The alignment in both approaches must meet the criteria discussed

above, and also must allow for connection of the transit line over the bridge with

some feasible alignments in Marin and San Francisco counties. The off-bridge
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alignments are outside the scope of this feasibility study; however, the problems of

connecting to them have been addressed qualitatively.

The alignment from the suspension spans onto the approach spans consists of two

guideways on a transit platform, about 25 ft below the highway level and along the

centerline of the bridge. Three basic alternative alignments were identified which

could be used on either the north or south approach spans. For convenience of

discussion, these alignments are identified by their mode of exit from the approach

spans as follows:

1. Tunnel Alignment: The transit alignment can follow inside the existing

approach span structure from the end of the suspension structure to the viaduct

abutments, following the existing horizontal and vertical alignment. This

alignment alternative would require only modest structural and architectural

modification of the existing viaducts, but would lead to a number of other

problems. At each abutment, a tunnel would be required. At the south end of

the bridge, the tunnel would pass beneath the toll plaza and would almost

certainly interfere with the road underpass there. It is not clear where the south

portal of this tunnel would be located, but its construction could potentially

interfere with highway operations. At the north end of the bridge, the tunnel

would enter the mass of the Marin headlands far below the existing highway

tunnel.

2. Vertical Divergence Alignment: The transit alignment can diverge from the

existing structural alignment by passing through the bottom of the viaduct

trusses. Once outside these trusses, the rail system alignment is essentially

independent of the viaduct alignment, and conventional transit system

alignments and guideway structures can be used. This alternative would require

fairly steep grades to lower the guideway alignment adequately within the length

of the viaducts, and would entail some modification of the truss and tower

bracing. Otherwise it is an attractive alternative.

3. Horizontal Divergence Alignment: The transit alignment can diverge from

the existing structural alignment out the side of the existing curved viaduct

trusses. Once outside these trusses, the rail system alignment is again essentially

independent of the viaduct alignment, so conventional transit system alignments

and guideway structures can be used. This alternative provides for a nearly

straight overall alignment over the full length of the project, at the cost of

extensive structural modifications to the viaduct trusses. These truss

modifications would require carefully-staged construction and demolition to

provide the newly located supports without disrupting highway traffic. This

alternative is attractive, however, in that it provides for a smooth transit

connection between the alignments on and off the bridge.
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For the Marin (North) end of the bridge a fourth alternative is possible. The transit

alignment could diverge out the bottom of the 1125 ft North suspension side span,

and proceed at grade level through the existing cut into the hillside made for that

span. This alignment has several advantages, primarily in that the rail alignment

would be independent of the bridge alignment about a quarter mile farther south,

leading to many other off-site alignment possibilities. However, this alignment was

deemed to be infeasible because of the extensive structural and architectural

modifications required on the suspension bridge, and because of the construction

and operation problems associated with joints between the very flexible suspension

span and the stiff system on the ground. This alignment also violates our internal

guideline to modify the main suspension bridge as little as possible. For these

reasons this alternative was not developed further.

Of the three possible general alternative approach alignments outlined above, No.

1 (tunneling) is impractical for this feasibility study because of the tunneling

problems which are outside the scope of this study (although this alternative may

be feasible when the at-grade approach alignment studies are completed). This

leaves alternatives No. 2 (vertical divergence) and No. 3 (horizontal divergence)

as the most viable alignments to be considered for the Marin and San Francisco

approaches.

4.4 MARIN APPROACH

Proceeding from the north tower of the suspension bridge, the existing roadway

vertical alignment drops at a three percent downgrade on the 1125 ft suspension

side span, enters a vertical curve on the deck of the anchorage housing, then

continues on a three percent upgrade for the full length of the approach viaduct

trusses. The horizontal alignment of the approach viaduct trusses is straight for the

first two viaduct spans, and curves to the west with a 1075 ft radius for the remaining

three spans up to the abutment.

Either the Horizontal Divergence Alignment or the Vertical Divergence Alignment

alternative can be applied to the Marin approaches. The Horizontal Divergence

Alignment alternative would likely diverge to the east, through the sides of the

straight or curved truss spans, and would require extensive structural alterations to

the main framing members of those trusses. However, the upgrade vertical

alignment of the existing roadway makes the Vertical Divergence alternative

particularly attractive.

The Vertical Divergence alterative was selected for this study and is illustrated in

Plate 4.2. Starting at the south end of the anchorage housing and proceeding north,

a vertical transition curve drops on a four percent grade through the anchorage

housing. This grade allows the transit platform alignment to gain an additional
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vertical clearance with the highway alignment at the north end of the anchorage

housing. Continuing this grade through the viaduct spans will allow the transit

vehicle clearance envelopes to be completely clear of the bottom chords of the

viaduct trusses when they reach the second viaduct support tower. Thus only the

first two spans of the viaduct trusses will need modification to achieve the required

clearances. After the alignment clears the trusses, another vertical transition curve

can bring the vertical alignment to whatever elevation is required to match the

at-grade approach alignment which is outside the scope of this study. A horizontal

spiral curve will allow the transit platform to exit the horizontal structural alignment

between towers N6 and N7 after which all aspects of the transit alignment are free

of influence from the existing bridge structure.

Construction of transit platforms on this alignment is entirely feasible, making use

of standard support structural systems. The minimal modification required of the

existing trusses should create only minor problems in maintaining highway traffic

during construction. This alignment would cost less and require fewer structural

modifications than the others considered. Therefore, the Vertical Divergence

alternative alignment was used in this investigation for the Marin approach spans.

4.5 SAN FRANCISCO APPROACH

Proceeding from the south tower of the suspension bridge, the existing roadway

vertical alignment drops at a three percent downgrade on the 1 125 ft suspension

side span, the arch span, the truss spans, and the plate girder spans. The horizontal

alignment of the arch and the first truss span is straight; the remaining spans curve

to the east with a 1 ,000 ft radius up to the abutment.

The existing vertical grade precludes the use of the Vertical Divergence alignment

alternative on the San Francisco approach. Since the maximum grade at which the

BART transit alternative can operate is four percent (only one percent greater than

the existing grade), the Vertical Divergence alignment alternative will not clear the

bottom of the trusses. Thus, while it is possible that some of the transit alternatives

may be able to operate at such a grade, (the Mini Metro ALRT can achieve a 6

percent grade) and an alignment similar to the Marin alignment could then be used,

for this study the Horizontal Divergence alignment alternative was deemed the most

feasible for the San Francisco approach.

The selected alignment for the San Francisco approach, based on horizontal

divergence to the west, is illustrated in Plate 4.3. Starting at the north end of the

arch span and proceeding to the south, the transit platforms will proceed straight

onto the arch span, where structural and aesthetic considerations allow little

deviation. Starting in the arch span, a horizontal spiral curve allows the two

guideways to exit the highway alignment between towers S4 and S5 of the truss
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spans. From this point south, all aspects of the alignment are free of influence from

the existing bridge structure.

Construction of the transit platform on this alignment is feasible, although extensive

demolition, reconstruction and careful construction staging will be required in order

to maintain the existing highway traffic during this process. This alternative

requires extensive modification to the trusses and towers of span S4-S5 of the

approach trusses.

The structural systems for the selected alignments for both the Marin and the San

Francisco approaches are discussed in Chapter 5 of this report.
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5. ST ^UCTURAL SYSTEM PROPOSAL

In order to imple: lent any of the five alternative transit systems on the selected

alignment over the existing Golden Gate Bridge, the bridge structure will require

some structural modifications over its entire length, including the trusses of the

Marin and San Fr: ncisco approach viaducts, the San Francisco approach arch, the

Marin anchorage rousing, the pylons, the stiffening trusses of the main suspension

bridge, and the to' • ers. The structural modifications will not materially change the

appearance of the i ridge and will not be noticeable to the casual observer or tourists

who flock to viewpoints to view the bridge.

Structural systems for the modifications for the proposed transit alignment were

selected and designed to meet the following basic requirements:

a. Structural be.iavior: The design concept must not detract from, and ifpossible

should enhance, the structural behavior of the bridge system. Under similar

loads, the modified structural system, particularly for the suspension spans,

should deflect less, should exhibit similar or better behavior in wind, and should

experience lower stresses and stress ranges than the structural system presently

in operation on the bridge. These criteria were most significant in the conceptual

phase of this study, during which the basic elements and connections of the

transit deck were developed.

b. Strength req uirements: The self weight of the new structural components

must minimally influence the strength requirements of the existing bridge

components, nsofar as possible, the new structural components should also

enhance both he overall and local strength of the bridge structure by resisting

highway load: . transit system loads, wind loads, etc. Such design may require

consideration of maximum stress values (for meeting strength requirements)

and maximum stress ranges (for meeting fatigue requirements).

c. Deflection control: For the suspension spans, overall deflection control is

important both in terms of meeting clearance requirements for the navigation

channel and in terms of human perception of motion for highway and transit

vehicle occupants. The structural system added to accommodate the transit

system should participate structurally with the existing structure and thereby

stiffen the bridge to minimize deflections under transit vehicle loading. The

weight of the new structural system will deflect the suspension spans downward

from the present position, but not below the elevations reached with the addition

of the lower lateral bracing system added in 1954.

d. Maintenance: Maintenance requirements for the new construction, as well as

for the existing structure, must be minimized. To reduce the maintenance

required by the new construction, the number of bearings and expansion joints
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should be kept to a minimum, and the structural system must be detailed so

that secondary stresses that may lead to cracking and maintenance problems

are minimized. Since the proposed alignment interferes with the existing

maintenance travelers, a replacement maintenance facility must also be

provided.

e. Transit operation safety: To provide a transit corridor through which the

transit system can operate with an acceptable safety level, a wide transit deck

with a raised central safety platform must be provided for rescue of stranded

passengers in the event of a transit vehicle breakdown. The width of the transit

deck provides room for track and structure maintenance, and the central safety

platform has a secondary benefit of a convenient and safe location for control

and traction power hardware.

f. Constructibility: The new structural components must be able to be built with

minimal disruption of the existing highway traffic, and with a minimum of

locked-in stresses and permanent deviations of the bridge from a smooth

profile. The construction scheme developed for erecting these components

must provide for feasible and economical erection without undue temporary

or permanent risk of unstable behavior, particularly in wind.

g. Aesthetics: The effect of the transit platform on the architecture of the bridge,

particularly on the landmark suspension spans, must be minimized so that the

appearance of the bridge is not changed. There is no way to avoid some small

appearance changes when the vantage point is on or very close to the bridge;

however, any view from a point where the entire bridge is visible, or from the

highway deck or sidewalks, should be changed as little as possible. Most

importantly, the present architectural character of the bridge must be

maintained.

Implementation of these criteria required study and evaluation of a number of

alternative structural systems for each of the major components of the bridge and

its approaches. The studies incorporated analyses of the existing structures to

determine their reserve strengths and load capacities. Preliminary designs were

performed for several different retrofit measures for each major component to

determine the feasibility of each design with respect to the above requirements and

with respect to the detailed design criteria presented in Chapter 6 of this report.

The selected design alternatives, as well as the scope of the studies performed, are

discussed below for each of the major structural components. The scope and results

of the detailed analytical studies supporting these designs are discussed in Chapter

6 .
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5.1 SUSPENSION SPANS

The design of the structural system of the suspension spans is the most significant

structural aspect limiting the feasibility of implementing a rail transit system on the

bridge. This structural system is the only part of the bridge considered in most

previous transit deck proposals, even though the design of the approaches is also

very important.

The main feature of the structural design of the new transit system in the suspension

spans is the addition of a transit platform along the centerline of the bridge in the

plane of the existing lower lateral bracing system. This platform would provide

space for two transit guideways, a raised central safety platform, and additional

space outside the guideway alignments for structure and transit system maintenance

operations and for emergency egress use.

5.1.1 Requirements

For safety, stiffness, and optimal utilization of the reserve capacity of the present

bridge structure, the following requirements were considered in the design:

a. The lower lateral bracing in the plane of the bottom truss chords, which is

required to provide acceptable behavior in wind, must be kept or replaced with

an equivalent or more effective system.

b. Addition of the lower platform provides a unique opportunity to upgrade certain

structural characteristics of the present bridge, such as rigidity and aerodynamic

performance, and to strengthen the bridge globally to compensate for added

dead and live loads. The new platform should be designed to provide these

structural functions rather than as a local load-carrying element only.

c. Dead load of the new lower platform should be held to a minimum by a design

in which each element provides resistance against a number of effects.

Construction of such a platform will require substantial removal and

replacement of existing lower lateral system members.

d. The new platform should be of simple construction, easy to erect, constructible

in large prefabricated units, and free from intricate details such as bearings and

expansion joints. Such devices require frequent inspection and maintenance

work, pose operational hazards, and are vulnerable to corrosion due to constant

moisture and the marine environment at the site. The platform should be

designed with smooth contours for ease of painting; structural connection details

should be simple and accessible for inspection and maintenance.
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5.1.2 Structural System

Two basic structural alternatives were considered for the lower transit platform:

1) an orthotropic steel plate deck system integrated into the lower lateral bracing

system, and 2) a system consisting of fascia girders with shallow, closely-spaced,

transverse beams similar to a through-girder type railroad bridge, similar to the

1961 Gronquist proposal [5]. Both alternatives would be hung from the existing

upper deck floor beams by rolled steel sections. Preliminary evaluations of these

two alternatives, performed early in the course of this feasibility study, led to the

conclusion that the integrated orthotropic deck is superior to the beam and stringer

system with respect to nearly all the design requirements; therefore further studies

were limited to the orthotropic system.

The proposed design of the new lower transit platform, as shown in Plates 5.1 and

5.2, consists of a 45 ft wide orthotropic steel deck placed symmetrically on the

centerline of the bridge cross section with transit rails fixed directly on top of the

steel deck through a rubber or neoprene pad. The deck is stiffened longitudinally

by continuous closed trapezoidal ribs and is suspended from each of the existing

upper floor beams by two new hangers.

In the proposed design, the steel deck is continuous and jointless between the

expansion and bend dispersion devices at the towers and pylons to permit the

installation of a continuous rail system on the suspension bridge. A solid deck

surface permits access to track, control and power cables, and other equipment

throughout its length, provides for maintenance walkways and emergency transit

vehicle evacuation space at all points along the bridge, protects areas under the

bridge from rail transit debris, and also serves as a noise barrier. The closed sections

of the longitudinal stiffening ribs are ideally suited to the corrosive marine

environment: smooth outside surfaces are easily painted and are less difficult to

maintain than the existing laced members of the lower lateral bracing system.

Structurally, the steel deck plate acts as the top flange of the longitudinal rib

stiffeners and the transverse beams, and as a shear diaphragm which provides

torsional and bending stiffness to the suspended structure. The result is a very light

structure with the smallest possible structural depth of the lower platform, which

permits the maximum obtainable vertical headroom for transit vehicles within the

existing structural envelope of the suspended system. The shallow lower deck

structure, hidden in elevation by the existing lower chords of the stiffening truss,

would be visually inconspicuous and would not appreciably affect the appearance

of the bridge.

The orthotropic deck is integrated into the existing stiffening truss system by

connecting the sides of the deck plate to the existing bottom chords with horizontal
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trussed bracing similar to the existing lower lateral bracing. The existing lower

lateral bracing members need to be removed and replaced, however, because they

do not meet current member performance specification requirements of AASHTO
(15). These new bracing elements transfer shear between the chords of the existing

stiffening trusses and the transit platform, and permit the platform to contribute to

an increase in the overall transverse and vertical bending stiffness, as well as

torsional stiffness, of the suspended structure. Under transit loads there will also be

an accompanying slight decrease in the size of the deflections and a reduction in the

angular rotations at the towers and end spans, as well as an increase in the overall

serviceability of the bridge structure.

The replacement of the existing lower lateral system with the new integrated deck

and bracing system creates a bridge cross section closely resembling a closed

torsional tube consisting of the new lower platform, the stiffening trusses, and the

existing upper lateral bracing system. A number of analytical studies of this system,

reported in Chapter 6, indicate that this tube enhances the behavior of the bridge

under vertical and torsional components of the live load, as well as under static and

dynamic effects of wind. Experimental studies also show that the new transit deck

provides a slight improvement in the aerodynamic properties of the bridge without

modification of the existing upper deck.

Safety features of the proposed design in the suspension spans include the width of

the deck, providing the advantages noted previously, the raised central safety

platform, and evacuation stairs to the west sidewalk of the upper deck. The raised

central platform provides a safe and approachable means of rescue for passengers

who can wait in a stranded train until a rescue train reaches them on the adjacent

track, then cross the platform to board the rescue train and leave the bridge.

Evacuation stairs, located about 1000 ft apart beneath the west sidewalk, provide

an egress route in the unlikely case of a total system failure or other events requiring

passengers to leave the stranded train prior to the arrival of a rescue train.

5.1.3 Construction Method

Construction of this new lower transit platform requires careful staging of removal

of the existing lower lateral system and installation of the new steel framing in order

to limit locked-in stresses and permanent changes in structural geometry, and at the

same time to limit the risks associated with a wind storm occurring when some

elements of the lower lateral system have been removed and are not yet replaced.

Construction of the new structural elements of the suspension spans should, where

possible, employ the fabrication of large pieces off-site under carefully controlled

shop conditions. These fabricated pieces can then be transported to the bridge site

and lifted from a barge by stiff legs under the deck supported by floor beams and
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lower truss chords. Prefabrication off-site would permit the shop welding of all

orthotropic deck components. Field bolting would be necessary for connecting the

sections of the orthotropic deck and for attaching the lateral truss bracing to the

orthotropic deck and to the truss chords. New hangers would also be field bolted

to the existing floor beams.

Two feasible methods of erecting the new lower deck have been identified: either

one might be used depending on the economies determined by the contractor.

However, some method not considered here might also be employed.

a. Small unit erection: This method is similar to that employed in the original

construction of the bridge and in the 1954 erection of the lower lateral bracing.

In this method, orthotropic deck panels would be prefabricated in "small”

units approximately 23 ft wide and 25 to 50 ft long. All steelwork would be

brought to the bridge site by barge or truck and unloaded onto a temporary

work platform at the base of one of the towers. The sections would then be

lifted up the tower to the elevation of the lower deck and then moved along

the trusses to their final location in the span. The erection procedure in the

trusses would consist of first removing the existing lower lateral bracing over

a 50-100 ft length of the bridge. Next, the new horizontal trusses which will

connect the new transit deck to the existing bottom chords of the trusses would

be erected, their weight temporarily hung from the floor beams. Finally, the

new orthotropic deck would be erected along with the permanent hangers off

the floor beams. The orthotropic deck and horizontal trusses could then be

bolted together, effectively providing the torsional stiffness of the system.

b. Large unit erection: This method utilizes modem construction technology

developed since the installation ofthe lower lateral bracing system. Orthotropic

deck panels would be prefabricated in "large” units approximately 45 ft wide

and 100 ft long. These units would be brought to the site by barge, complete

with the 22.5 ft wide horizontal trusses attached on each side. The barge would

then be stabilized in place beneath the bridge, using servo-positioning

technology developed in the offshore oil exploration industry, and the units

could be lifted directly to their final location in the span. The erection procedure

in the trusses would consist of first removing the existing lower lateral bracing

over a 100-200 ft length of the bridge. Then the prefabricated units would be

lifted into place and bolted into their permanent positions, restoring the

torsional stiffness of the system. It would also be feasible to suspend a new

deck unit below the stiffening truss before removing the existing lower lateral

system, and use it for a working platform for dismantling of the lower lateral

bracing and preparation of connection details.

In either of these erection methods, to eliminate locked-in stresses and deflections,
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splices between adjacent orthotropic deck plates would not be bolted until the entire

new lower system is in place. This procedure should not reduce the torsional stiffness

below that of the existing bridge at any time during construction.

After all the splices between the deck panels are made, the system is ready for

installation of the rails and the remaining components of the system.

5.2 TOWERS

In the vicinity of the towers, a number of modifications must be made to the bridge

to provide clearance for the vehicles and to disperse the angle change due to the

articulation of the stiffening truss at that point. These modifications require retrofit

of the suspended structure and of the tower itself, plus construction and installation

of the dispersion device.

5.2.1 Suspended Structure at Towers

Adjacent to the towers in the main span of the bridge, the stiffening truss is supported

by the tower links rather than by the cables. The cross section of the truss at this

location does not have floor beams but is instead braced by the trusswork illustrated

in Plate 5.3. This bracing completely obstructs the alignment and must be replaced.

Several alternative schemes for replacement of this truss were evaluated. One

scheme was a Vierendeel truss with the chords displaced vertically to allow the

transit vehicles to pass through. This scheme is infeasible, however, because the

existing top chord would not clear the floor beam supports if it were moved up

enough to provide clearance for the transit system.

Therefore, the scheme illustrated in Plate 5.4 was adopted. This scheme consists of

a new steel box frame attached to the trusses and dropping below the clearance

required for the bend dispersion joint. This is the only part of the proposed structural

modifications of the suspension bridge which would hang below the existing low

steel. It will have a fairly small visual impact, however, because it is located next

to the tower, and it will not encroach on the navigation clearance.

Construction of the new framing can be completed prior to the complete demolition

of the existing truss. The box frame will be lifted in one or two large pieces and

then bolted into place.

5.2.2 Tower Framing

At the towers, the transverse clearance between the large X-bracing below the deck

is sufficient, but the vertical clearance between the tracks and the bottom of the
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existing floor beams is insufficient. The existing floor beams framing into the

towers are deeper here than in the suspended structure. Modifications are therefore

required for the floor beams to provide the necessary clearance, as shown in Plate

5.5.

The existing floor beams must be coped for clearance and reinforced to provide

the required strength and stiffness. These floor beams are modified by first bolting

new angles to their sides at a location high enough to provide the required vertical

clearance, then by cutting away the existing webs and flanges below this point, and

finally by bolting new bottom flanges to these new webs to provide the total bottom

flange area required.

The new lower floor beams supporting the guideways will be attached to the existing

X-bracing just below the elevation of the guideways to provide support for the bend

dispersion joints to be installed later and to provide a work platform for the

construction of the modifications to the existing floor beams above. Minor

modifications will also be required to the X-bracing to provide support for the

guideways.

5.2.3 Track Articulation System at Towers

At the towers, the existing stiffening trusses are configured to allow a combination

of rotation in both vertical and horizontal planes and longitudinal movement with

respect to the towers to accommodate temperature deflections and movements due

to externally applied forces such as live loads and wind loads. The trusses are

attached to the towers by a system ofpivoting tower link struts and horizontal shear

locks. This system works adequately for vehicular traffic, but presents problems

for rail traffic. An abrupt change in direction, even of a very small magnitude, will

result in swaying and large lateral accelerations in the rail vehicles, with a risk of

passenger discomfort and derailment.

To avoid this problem, an articulated rail support system must be used at the towers.

This system is illustrated in Plates 5.6 and 5.7. A series of pivoting supports is so

configured that where angle changes occur at the junctions of trusses and towers,

the tracks will follow a curved path spanning over four panel lengths, rather than

making an abrupt change of direction at one point.

The proposed system is functionally similar to but different in detail from systems

developed for the Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Project in Japan. The system can be

prefabricated off-site and lifted into position in sections from the staging area on

the pier below.
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5.3 PYLONS

Pylons of monolithic reinforced concrete panel and frame construction are located

at the extreme ends of the suspension bridge and the south end of the arch span. At

the south end of the suspension bridge, the pylon support the end of the 1125 ft

suspended side span, as well as the end of the 320 ft arch span. At the south end of

the arch span, the pylon supports the arch and the end of the last approach truss

span. At the north end of the bridge, the pylon supports the 1 125 ft suspension span

and is a part of the Marin anchorage housing. These pylons are up to 250 ft high.

At the location of the transit alignment, the pylons have 4 ft thick reinforced concrete

walls in which openings must be made to allow for passage of the transit system.

In addition, the pylons must support a bend dispersion and expansion joint similar

to the ones at the towers. The design of the modifications of the pylons is simple:

an opening is made in the reinforced concrete walls and is framed with a

post-tensioned girder just below the existing deck level. This girder supports the

highway deck and also the wind bracing just below deck level. The design is

illustrated in Plate 5.8.

Construction of these modifications may require temporary shoring of the existing

highway deck during erection of the new post-tensioned girder and opening up of

the holes for the trains.

5.4 SAN FRANCISCO APPROACH VIADUCT

The San Francisco approach viaduct, on a horizontally-curved alignment, consists

of three truss spans and three steel girder spans. The existing framing is illustrated

in Plate 5.9. The existing cross sections of a typical truss span and at Tower 3 are

illustrated in Plates 5.10 and 5.11, respectively.

The selected alignment of the rail system in this plan, discussed in detail in Chapter

4, exits the trusses through the west side of the second truss span south of Pylon

S-2. This alignment requires significant reconstruction of the truss span at this

location, since the alignment pierces the main vertical load-carrying truss on the

west side of this span.

5.4.1 Structural System

The basic scheme selected for modifying the San Francisco approach viaduct is

illustrated in Plate 5.12. The design of the proposed modifications carries all rail

transit system dead and live loads on new composite steel box girders, similar in

nature to the box girders used elsewhere in the existing BART system. The decision

to use these box girders in the design was reached after several two- and
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three-dimensional analyses of the existing approach viaduct trusses had been

performed. The results of the analyses demonstrated that the capacity of the existing

trusses was insufficient to carry transit system loadings and that retrofitting of the

trusses to carry these loads, while feasible, would be extremely costly and would

present severe construction staging problems which would necessitate interrupting

highway traffic. The selected system avoids these problems.

Modifications required to the trusses include removal and replacement of the

existing bottom lateral bracing system in Span 6; removal and replacement of the

bottom lateral bracing system and the west main load-carrying truss, installing a

new intermediate load-carrying truss, and extension of the deck framing in Span

5; and modifications to Tower 2 and Tower 3 to receive these new trusses and to

carry the new box girder system supporting the transit guideway s. The framing of

all these modifications is illustrated in Plates 5.13 through 5.19. The conceptual

design of the box girders carrying the guideway is shown in Plate 5.20.

5.4.2 Construction Method

Construction of the tower modifications requires erection of conventional bridge

steelwork and connection to the existing framing. This would be the first step in

the San Francisco Approach reconstruction.

Construction of the modifications in Span 6 is straight-forward. The major

requirement is to remove and replace the existing bottom lateral bracing of the

trusses with knee braces. The construction sequence would proceed by first

installing the new knee braces as shown in Plate 5.13, then removing the existing

lateral bracing so the box girders can be lifted into place.

Construction of the modifications to Span 5 requires careful staging to ensure that

there is no significant interference with highway traffic. This can be accomplished

as follows:

1. Temporarily remove the west sidewalk. Build a new tower at 2a, and retrofit

Tower 2 as illustrated in Plates 5. 16 and 5. 17.

2. Retrofit Tower 3 as illustrated in Plate 5.15. These retrofit towers are designed

to carry both the new trusses which will support the existing roadway and also

to support the box girders which will carry the transit guideways.

3. Build a new truss on the west side of the viaduct (see Plate 5.14) spanning

from Pier S-3W ofTower 3 to Pier S-6WE ofTower 2. The new truss, similar

in design to the existing west truss of the viaduct, will structurally replace the

existing west truss.
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4. Build a new truss underneath the viaduct (see Plate 5.14) spanning from pier

S-4EW of Tower 3, to Pier S-5EW of Tower 2. The new truss is not as deep

as the existing trusses, since it must support the existing floor beams of the

highway deck from underneath. Bolt new stiffeners to these floor beams where

they bear on this truss.

5. Splice new lengths of floor beam onto the west ends of the existing floor beams

(see Plate 5. 14), joining these ends to the newly-built west truss. These floor

beams will allow all the deck loads to be carried by the existing east truss and

the new trusses on the west and underneath the roadway and will remove all

load requirements from the existing west truss.

6. Remove the original west truss and complete construction of the replacement

bottom lateral system between the original east truss and the new truss

underneath the roadway. Install new knee bracing for the new west truss.

Replace the west sidewalk.

7. Erect the box girder guideway support structures underneath the new steelwork.

These are supported by the existing Tower 3 and the new Tower 2a.

This design and the accompanying construction procedure, while complex, will

allow reconstruction to proceed with minimal interference with existing upper deck

highway traffic and with only a small change in appearance of the bridge, similar

to the change in appearance made when the north approach was widened in 1961.

5.5 FORT POINT ARCH

The Fort Point Arch, which spans about 320 ft between Pylons S-l and S-2, consists

of four parallel truss-arch ribs with a typical existing cross section as illustrated in

Plate 5.21. There is adequate space between the two inner ribs for both vertical and

horizontal clearance requirements for a corridor for the guideways of any of the

transit system alternatives. However, the Fort Point Arch span is one of the historical

and architecturally important features of the bridge, and the box girder solutions

used in the approach viaduct would change its appearance to such an extent that they

were deemed undesirable. The structural system to be used instead is similar to that

used in the suspension spans.

5.5.1 Structural System

In the plane of the bottom chord of the stiffening truss of the arch immediately below

its deck, a new orthotropic deck continuous over the length of the arch will be

installed between the inner ribs of the arch. No structural members currently exist

where this orthotropic deck will be located; however, significant amounts of cross

bracing between the inner ribs will have to be removed in order to provide clearance
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for the transit alignment. A typical cross section of the arch, after retrofit, is shown

in Plate 5.22.

The framing requirements for implementing this proposal are shown schematically

in Plate 5.23. These framing requirements were determined on the basis of a

complete three-dimensional analysis of the arch under highway loading, transit

system loading, wind and thermal loads. These analyses revealed that some

members of the arch do not meet current design requirements even in their current

configuration under current loads. Therefore, some of the modifications are

required to correct inadequacies in the bracing design of the existing structure. In

particular, all of the bracing in the plane of the floor beams and some of the

transverse sway bracing will require replacement as shown in Plate 5.23.

All bracing removed to provide clearance for the transit alignment will be replaced

with new bracing located between the center ribs and the outside ribs. Thus, each

"story" of the arch structure remains braced and the basic structural scheme of the

arch remains as originally designed. This bracing between the inner ribs and outer

ribs also helps transfer live loads from where they are applied over the center ribs

to the relatively lightly loaded outer ribs and assists in making the entire structure

contribute as much as possible to carrying all loads. In addition to this new bracing,

new longitudinal stiffening trusses will be installed adjacent to the transit guideways

in the vertical planes of the center ribs of the arch. The outer ribs of the arch already

have trusses at this location, so the appearance of the bridge will not be significantly

altered.

The schematic design of the new longitudinal trusses is illustrated in Plate 5.24.

These new trusses in the center ribs assist in distributing the transit loadings over

the length of the arch and thus reduce stresses under nonuniform loading. This

latter function is important, since the live load on the arch will be increased by

about 50% by the implementation of one of the transit systems.

The only other retrofit required is to strengthen the members at the springline of

each of the four arches, as illustrated in the rib elevations shown in Plate 5.23.

These members are slightly overstressed by the rail vehicles and require the addition

of cover plates to meet current member performance criteria.

5.5.2 Construction Method

Construction of the modifications to the arch can proceed without interference to

the existing highway traffic. The first step in construction is to build the new bracing

between the inner and outer ribs, as illustrated in the right hand half of Plate 5.23.

Next, the existing bracing which obstructs the transit alignment can be removed.

After the bracing modifications have been completed, the new orthotropic steel
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plate transit deck can be lifted into place in pieces and bolted to the existing inner

ribs and to adjacent deck sections. This deck will then provide a work platform for

erecting the new stiffening trusses in the inner ribs and for making the modifications

to the bracing in the plane of the floor beams.

The strengthening of the members at the springline of the arch can be performed at

any time during this process since their strength is adequate except when the trains

themselves are on the bridge.

These modifications to the Fort Point Arch change the appearance of this arch very

little and have no influence on the overall aesthetics of the structure. The extensive

analyses performed show that these modifications can result in bringing this historic

structure into complete compliance with all current load and member performance

criteria.

5.6 MARIN ANCHORAGE HOUSING

The Marin Anchorage Housing, located at the north end of the suspension bridge,

is a reinforced concrete panel and frame construction similar to the pylons. This

structure, about 320 ft long, 120 ft wide, and up to 100 ft high, houses only the

anchorage blocks and framing support of the roadway and is completely closed.

Modifications to its interior framing can be made with absolutely no influence on

the appearance of the bridge, which makes this structure an obvious choice for

locating the traction power substation and control hardware center for the transit

system on the bridge and also for the steep vertical alignment discussed in Chapter

4.

5.6.1 Structural System

The existing framing of the Marin Anchorage Housing is shown in Plate 5.25. The

location of the proposed transit guideway alignment is obstructed by a system of

framing for the existing highway deck, which is on a 25 ft bi-directional grid along

the transit alignment. This upper deck framing will be completely removed and

replaced with modem ductile moment resisting concrete framing for the upper deck,

on a 50 ft bi-directional grid. The new design will provide clear space required for

the transit system, support the existing upper highway deck, provide a floor for the

traction power station, and can be designed to provide the total seismic resistance

for the entire Marin Anchorage Housing, bringing this part of the bridge into

compliance with modem seismic resistance requirements at minimum additional

cost.

The new framing scheme is illustrated in Plates 5.26 and 5.27. Some bays of the

frame make use of shear walls in order to match the stiffness of the new construction
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with that of the existing construction.

5.6.2 Construction Method

Construction will proceed by first opening access doors for personnel and

equipment in the north and west sides of the existing anchorage housing. The design

of the new framing is such that it can be completely built prior to demolition of any

of the existing framing. After all of the upper deck highway system dead and live

loads have been transferred to the new framing via shoring and post-tensioning, all

of the existing framing that is in the way of the transit alignment can be demolished

and removed. At this point, the box girders supporting the transit guideway can be

erected onto the new framing, and the floor system to support the traction power

substation and the control systems can be installed.

Off the critical path is the construction of the openings in the anchorage housing at

the south and north ends of the housing. The south end openings are identical to

those discussed previously for the pylons; the north end openings, although not

identical to these, are similar. These openings will provide the connection of the

alignment in the Marin Anchorage Housing with that in the Marin Approach

viaduct.

5.7 MARIN APPROACH VIADUCT

The Marin Approach viaduct, on a straight and horizontally curved alignment,

consists of five truss spans. The original viaduct, consisting of two parallel trusses

supporting each side of the roadway, was widened in 1961 in order to accommodate

a wider roadway. The exiting framing and geometry of this viaduct are illustrated

in Plate 5.28. The existing typical cross sections in a widened span and at Tower

4 are illustrated in Plates 5.29 and 5.30, respectively.

The selected alignment of the rail system for this approach, discussed in detail in

Chapter 4, exits the bottom of the trusses between the north anchorage housing and

Tower 4 and then curves horizontally to the east and exits the viaduct entirely

between Tower 3 and Tower 2. This alignment requires modification to the trusses

only between the Marin Anchorage Housing and Tower 4 and requires other

modifications only to Tower 4 and Tower 3 to support the transit guideways.

5.7.1 Structural System

The extent and nature of the basic scheme for modifying the truss cross section and

framing are illustrated in Plates 5.31 and 5.32. The existing lower lateral bracing

of the trusses is removed and replaced with diagonal bracing to provide the vertical

and horizontal clearance necessary for the transit guideway structure. No other
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modifications to the superstructure of this viaduct are required.

Modifications to the framing of the towers are illustrated in Plates 5.33 and 5.34.

The requirement here is to remove and functionally replace the bracing of the towers

that interfere with the transit alignment and also to retrofit the tower to carry the

loads imposed by the transit guideway and the transit vehicles. The overall scheme

for this retrofit is illustrated in Plate 5.34. The vertical elements of the towers need

strengthening to resist the high dead and live loads; the bracing of the towers needs

strengthening in order to resist the lateral loads due to the transit vehicles; and some

additional framing of the towers is required in order to carry the guideway girders.

All of these modifications are simple and straight forward.

This scheme demonstrates the advantages of the Vertical Divergence Alignment

alternative chosen for the north approach viaduct but which is infeasible for the

south approach viaduct. If it is decided, however, that the reduced elevation of the

guideway relative to the Marin Headlands necessitated by this alignment alternative

is undesirable for connection of the transit system to other locations in Marin

County, a horizontal divergence alignment similar to that used in the south approach

viaduct can be adopted for the north approach viaduct also.

5.7.2 Construction Method

Construction of the Marin approach viaduct requires little, if any, special

consideration in order to avoid interference with existing highway traffic.

Modifications to the first span of the trusses will proceed by first installing new

diagonal bracing, then removing the existing bottom lateral bracing. The

modifications to the towers will proceed by first strengthening the existing members

as shown in Plate 5.34, then removing those members which interfere with the

transit alignment. After these modifications to the existing structure are complete,

the steel box girder supporting the transit guideways can be erected using

conventional procedures.

5.8 AESTHETICS

The Golden Gate Bridge has been recognized since its construction as an outstanding

example of technological accomplishment coupled with graceful beauty. One of the

prime conditions governing the second deck concept was that the appearance of the

bridge would not be noticeably affected.

To this end, the design concept developed in this feasibility study provides that:

1 . No new external stiffening elements are required
,
such as stay cables or bracing

,

which would change the basic appearance of the bridge.
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2. All construction for the lower deck for the suspension bridge proper lies within

the confines of the existing steel framework. The proposed new lower transit

deck is extremely slender and adds no depth to the existing cross section.

3. The main bridge towers are not affected in appearance in any respect except

for the lower deck framing which lies entirely within the depth of the stiffening

truss.

4. Modifications and additions in the arch will incorporate the same type of

framing as exists at present.

To the lay observer at any of the many vista points with a view of the bridge, no

change in the appearance of the bridge would be noted. From beneath the bridge

(e.g. at Fort Point) only the transit deck itself would be visible.
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6. STRUCTURAL FEASIBILITY

The structural feasibility of implementing the proposed rail transit systems was

evaluated through analytical and experimental studies of the structural behavior of

the bridge. These studies, taken together, probably constitute the most complete

and state-of-the-art structural evaluation performed to date on the Golden Gate

Bridge. The scope of the investigation was designed to answer unequivocally the

question of structural feasibility of the proposals for the structural system described

in Chapter 5.

The following studies were performed in the course of the investigation and formed

the basis of the feasibility evaluation.

a. Design loadings. Project and site-specific values of design loadings were

developed, including dead load, highway and sidewalk traffic loads, transit

system load, wind load, and temperature load.

b. Performance acceptance criteria. Criteria for the acceptance rating of the

calculated structural performance were developed, taking into account the

probability of simultaneous application of design loadings, the nature of the

structure, its age, the types of materials used in the original construction and

for proposed modifications, the design life of the bridge, and the requirements

of the site across a strategic shipping channel.

c. Analytical models. Planar and three-dimensional analytical computer models

were developed that simulate the dominant local, regional, and global modes

of structural behavior of the bridge.

d. Critical loading conditions. Loading patterns were identified to produce the

critical maximum structural response for stresses and stress ranges in the

cables, suspenders, floor beams, truss members, towers, anchorages, etc., and

for maximum deflection of the main span.

e. Stress and deflection analysis. The analytical models were evaluated under

dead load and the critical loading conditions to determine design values for

stresses, stress ranges, and deflections in structural components.

f. Wind analysis. A comprehensive wind engineering evaluation was

performed, including wind tunnel tests of a section model of the bridge deck,

vibration analyses of the bridge, and a state-of-the-art evaluation of the

response of the bridge to wind.

g. Feasibility determination. The results of the analyses were checked against

the design criteria for performance acceptance to determine the structural
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feasibility of the proposed transit implementations.

These studies are reported in this chapter on structural feasibility; the wind

engineering evaluation is reported in more detail in Chapter 7.

6.1 LOADING CRITERIA

Design criteria for loading on most highway bridges in the United States today are

the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges [15] which have been

adopted by Caltrans with slight revision [16]. The AASHTO Standard

Specifications, however, apply specifically to bridges with spans of 500 ft or less;

the introduction to the 1989 edition specifically states: "supplemental specifications

may be required for bridges with spans longer than 500 feet." Such supplemental

specifications were developed as part of this feasibility study for the spans of the

suspension bridge, which have lengths of 1 125 ft (for the side spans) and 4200 ft

(for the main span). For the approach viaducts, for which all spans are shorter than

500 ft, the AASHTO standard loadings were used without modification.

Accurate and site-specific values were determined for dead loads, highway,

pedestrian, and transit traffic live loads, wind loads, and temperature changes to

which the Golden Gate Bridge suspension spans will be subjected. These loads,

which were considered in the analyses both by themselves and in probabilistic

combinations, are described below.

6.1.1 Dead Load

Although the Golden Gate Bridge has been the subject ofnumerous previous studies,

records reporting the current stress levels and geometry of the bridge were not

available for this investigation. Therefore, it was necessary to perform a completely

new dead load analysis.

The present dead load of the bridge was calculated by determining the original dead

load, then adjusting that load to account for the various changes that have been made

to the bridge since its original construction.

The dead load of the original construction was determined by review of the 1937

contract drawings. These drawings include a table of the dead load tributary to each

panel point of the truss and to each suspender connection to the cables. The tabulated

data were compared at selected locations along the bridge with the dead load

calculated from an independent weight take-off from the shop drawings. The

comparison was sufficiently close; therefore the tables from the contract drawings

were used as the original weight of the bridge. The original dead load of the bridge,

including the cables, the suspenders, the stiffening trusses, the top lateral bracing,
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the roadway, and the sidewalks, was found to be about 21,320 pounds per foot in

the side spans and about 21,200 pounds per foot in the main span.

The dead load due to installation of the bottom lateral bracing system in 1953 was

found by weight take-off from the contract drawings issued for that construction.

The dead load due to this bracing was found to be about 1550 pounds per foot in

the side spans and about 1610 pounds per foot in the main span.

The change in dead load due to the removal of the concrete slab and its replacement

with a steel deck in 1985 was found by weight take-off from the original design

drawings (for weight of the original system) and from the deck replacement

drawings (for weight of the replacement system). The reduction in dead load was

about 2740 pounds per foot.

The dead load due to the proposed lower transit deck described in Chapter 5 was

determined to be about 4100 pounds per foot in all spans, including the orthotropic

deck, rails, safety platform, hangers, and horizontal trusses, as well as traction

power and control systems. Installation of this proposed lower transit deck requires

removal of the existing bottom lateral bracing system, however, so that the net

increase in dead load would be about 2550 pounds per foot in the side spans and

about 2490 pounds per foot in the main span.

The total nominal dead loads in pounds per foot of span at various times over the

history of the bridge are summarized in Table 6.1. This table illustrates that, when

the original dead load is adjusted to account for the history of modifications made

to the bridge, even with the proposed transit deck in place, the total dead load of

the bridge will be only about 6.5 % greater than it was when it was originally opened

to traffic in 1937, and it will be marginally less than it was after the installation of

the bottom lateral bracing in 1955.A similar approach to the dead load evaluation

was applied to the approach viaduct and arch spans. Due to the different nature of

the structural modification proposals for these parts of the bridge, the values of

these loads are not reported here.

TABLE 6.1: DEAD LOADS IN SUSPENSION SPANS

DATE SIDE SPANS MAIN SPAN

1937 21,320 lb/ft 21,200 lb/ft

1955 22,870 lb/ft 22,810 lb/ft

1985 20,130 lb/ft 20,070 lb/ft

Proposed 22,680 lb/ft 22,560 lb/ft
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6.1 .2 Highway Traffic Live Loads

The highway and sidewalk live loads used in the original design of the suspension

spans, reported in [1], are 3000 lb/ft (equal to 500 lb/ft/lane) for the six highway

lanes, and 500 lb/ft (equal to about 50 psf) for each sidewalk. A review of previous

second-deck studies of the Golden Gate Bridge, cited in Chapter 2, reveals a general

consensus that these original design live loads are overly conservative. The previous

studies did not, however, reach a consensus on what highway live loading should

be used for the Golden Gate Bridge. Therefore, for this feasibility study, a

site-specific live load model was developed based on recent published developments

in this field.

The most important references on the subject of determining site-specific highway

traffic live loads on long-span bridges include Ivy, Lin, et al., (1953), based on

studies of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge [17], Buckland et al., (1978),

based on studies of the Lions Gate Bridge [18], and Navin, (1982), based on studies

of the Second Narrows Bridge in Vancouver, B.C.[19]. These papers provide the

following guidelines for the empirical determination of the actual live loads for

long-span suspension bridges:

Load effects on long-span suspension bridges can be represented very well by a

uniform lane load.

Under mixed loading of automobiles and a high percentage of trucks, the intensity

of this uniform lane load is significantly smaller than the AASHTO lane load of 640

lb/ft/lane for spans of about 800 ft or greater.

The intensity of the uniform lane load can be estimated accurately as a function of

the percentage of heavy vehicles and the loaded length, based on data on the average

mix of automobile and truck traffic at the site.

To obtain an empirical, site-specific, live load for the Golden Gate Bridge, the

methods of Buckland [18] and Navin [19] were employed using data from traffic

surveys made by Caltrans and the Golden Gate Bridge District on the percentage of

truck traffic at the site. Both design truck loads and design lane loads were derived.

An adjustment for sidewalk loading was then made to the derived uniform lane load.

The derivation and its results are described below.

a. Traffic Volumes and Mix.

According to the Caltrans Division of Traffic Operations' 1988 Annual Traffic

Survey [20] (for northbound and southbound traffic), and 1988 toll booth records

provided by the Golden Gate Bridge District (for southbound traffic only), the daily

traffic volume and automobile/truck/heavy-truck mix at the Golden Gate Bridge site
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is as shown in Table 6.2.

TABLE 6.2: AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC

Caltrans Data Bridge Data

Annual Average Daily Traffic 119,000 N/A

Average Daily Truck Traffic 2,500 655

5 + Axle Trucks Per Day 375 171

The Caltrans figures, which were based on traffic counts near San Rafael, appear

to provide a conservative estimate of bridge traffic when compared with the toll

collection records, probably because some of the trucks counted by Caltrans exited

the freeway prior to reaching the bridge. The Caltrans data provides a slightly

higher load estimate and is therefore used in this study as a conservative basis for

the load determination.

b. Gross Truck Weights

Gross truck weight data have been compiled by Caltrans for two Northern

California sites: on 1-80 near Fairfield and on 1-5 near Redding. In these studies,

trucks were separated into two categories: single unit trucks and combination

trucks. Even though these sites are more heavily used by trucks than is the Golden

Gate corridor, for determining the site-specific highway load, it was conservatively

assumed that the gross vehicle weight histograms by truck type do not vary much

from site to site. Therefore, truck weights at the Golden Gate Bridge site can be

characterized as shown in Table 6.3 by the characteristic weights at the 95 and 99

percentile levels. Using these truck weight levels, the estimates of the maximum

truck weight of 10,000 trucks in each category were obtained as shown in the Table.

These estimates were used to establish the design truck for members subjected to

loads caused by individual trucks (e.g. floor beams), and to provide the basis for

estimating lane loads for analysis of main longitudinal members.

TABLE 6.3: GROSS TRUCK WEIGHTS

Truck Type W95(Ib) W99(lb) WMAXdb)

Single Unit Trucks 38,000 44,000 56,000

Combination Trucks 80,000 85,000 96,000

c. Lane Load Intensity

These traffic and weight data indicate that the site-specific characteristics of traffic

on the Golden Gate Bridge are well within the confines of Navin's simulation study.
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The intensity of uniform lane load (per lane) representing saturated traffic conditions

as a function of loaded length is then based on the curve shown in Figure 6.1.

d. Cross-Lane Distribution

The Golden Gate Bridge has six lanes of vehicular traffic, which at peak hours

consist of four lanes in the commute direction and two lanes in the reverse direction.

For such a multiple lane bridge, there is a reduced probability of the maximum
traffic load occurring in all lanes simultaneously. This is represented in the

AASHTO Specifications [15] by a multiple lane reduction factor and in Buckland

[18] by a cross-lane distribution factor applied to the single lane loading.

Neither the AASHTO nor the Buckland method, however, accurately represents

conditions on the Golden Gate Bridge. On this bridge, the critical cross-lane

distribution is found in the case of morning commute traffic, with four lanes of

southbound traffic backed up at the toll plaza, and two lanes of free-flowing

northbound traffic. Thus, the site-specific cross-lane distribution factors for this

study were set as four lanes with nominal reduction and two lanes with the Buckland

distribution. The AASHTO reduction factors expressed as cross-lane distribution

factors, as well as the Buckland and site-specific cross-lane distribution factors, are

summarized in Table 6.4.

TABLE 6.4: CROSS-LANE DISTRIBUTION FACTORS

Lane Number AASHTO Buckland This Study

1 1.0 1.0 1.0

2 1.0 0.7 1.0

3 0.7 0.4 1.0

4 0.3 0.4 0.7

5 0.75 0.4 0.7

6 0.75 0.4 0.4

Total 4.5 3.3 4.8

e. Sidewalk Loading

The original design live load for the two 10 ft sidewalks was 1000 pounds per linear

foot of span [1, pg 81], representing a loading of about 50 pounds per square foot

of sidewalk. This value is far in excess of the values determined by use ofAASHTO
Formula 3-3 [15], which results in about 27 psf for the main span and about 29 psf

for the side spans. In evaluating a more realistic sidewalk loading than was used in

the original design, the AASHTO Specifications were used as a basis, with

consideration also given to the fact that only the east sidewalk is open to pedestrians,

with the west sidewalk restricted to maintenance equipment during weekdays, and

to bicycles during weekends. The new sidewalk loading was thus established by
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loading one sidewalk according to AASHTO Formula 3-3 for spans over 100 ft in

length, and neglecting the other sidewalk. Even this loading is significantly higher

than is usually observed at times of peak highway traffic on the Golden Gate Bridge.

The resulting sidewalk loading is summarized in Table 6.5.

TABLE 6.5 SIDEWALK LIVE LOADS

Loaded length (ft) Uniform load (lb/ft)

800 314

1600 287

3200 278

f. Design Loading

In summary, uniform loads for a single traffic lane and for the entire bridge

including sidewalk load are shown in Table 6.6 for several loaded lengths. No
impact factor was added to these loadings, due to the long span of the bridge which

implies little impact effect, and due to the non-correlated nature of the highway

traffic loadings at such span.

Note that for a loaded length of 4200 ft (used for design of the cables), the uniform

live load for the bridge is about 42 percent (or about 1660 lb/ft) less than the original

design live load for the bridge. For a loaded length of 800 ft (used for design of

the stiffening truss), the uniform load for the bridge is about 24 percent (or about

950 lb/ft) less than the original design live load for the bridge.

TABLE 6.6: DESIGN UPPER DECK LIVE LOADS

Loaded length (ft) Uniform load (lb/ft) —

1-lane Sidewalk Bridge

800 570 314 3050

1600 485 287 2615

3200 440 278 2390

6400 400 274 2194

Original Design Load 500 1000 4000

6.1.3 Rail Traffic Live Loads

The rail traffic loadings on the new lower transit platform were determined from

specific data for the "crush" passenger loading, the normal passenger loading, and

the empty loading for each of the five selected rail transit alternatives reported in

Chapter 3 . Loadings were determined in terms of truck and wheel loads for analysis
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and design of local framing members, and in terms of equivalent distributed loads

for analysis of global bridge behavior. For checking member stresses with basic

allowable stress values, the "crush" loading was used. For checking member stress

ranges to determine their fatigue performance, the normal passenger loading was

used.

For analysis of the global behavior of the main longitudinal and torsional elements

of the bridge under transit traffic loading, the loads were considered as a

uniformly-distributed load over the length of the transit vehicle, with the same

overall weight as the vehicle itself. The uniformly-distributed loads derived for the

five transit alternatives are summarized in Table 6.7.

TABLE 6.7: RAIL TRAFFIC LIVE LOADS

Alternative Uniformly Distributed Live Load Per Guideway

“Crush” Normal Empty
loading loading loading

BART 1571 lb/ft 1143 lb/ft 929 lb/ft

Muni 1368 lb/ft 1058 lb/ft 918 lb/ft

Monorail 430 lb/ft 333 lb/ft 273 lb/ft

Guided Bus 640 lb/ft 640 lb/ft 640 lb/ft

Mini Metro 1156 lb/ft 908 lb/ft 760 lb/ft

The extent of the bridge over which these loadings were applied was determined

from the range of train lengths and train headways used for each alternative (found

in Table 3.1). In all cases, the headway requirements of the trains preclude the

trains from loading the entire span with the intensities shown above. An analytical

determination was made of the length of train which causes the maximum influence

in the suspended structure, and the headway data were used to determine the

distribution of trains for maximum influence in the cables. An impact factor of 5 %
was added to each of these loads based on data derived from a transient load analysis

of BART trains operating on the bridge.

For analysis of the local behavior of the transverse framing and the orthotropic

deck which supports the guideway, the actual wheel loads of the vehicles were

used. These wheel loads were derived from the data in Table 3.1 for each of the

rail transit alternatives. An impact factor of 30% was added to each of the wheel

loads for the local framing analysis.

6.1.4 Wind Loads

Wind loads were determined by wind tunnel testing of a section model of the bridge,
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as reported in Chapter 7. A model of a BART train was included in the section

model and the influence of this train on the lift, drag, torsion, and flutter coefficients

for the cross section were measured directly from this model.

The AASHTO Standard Specifications do not adequately address the wind

engineering issues for a long-span suspension structure such as the Golden Gate

Bridge. Therefore, a wind engineering evaluation, making use of a section model

and wind tunnel tests, a vibration analysis of the bridge, and a refined flutter and

buffeting analysis, was undertaken. This evaluation and its supporting studies are

reported in Chapter 7.

The important issues with respect to the evaluations reported in this chapter are the

design wind forces on the bridge. The ANSI standard 50 year wind speed for the

Golden Gate Bridge site is 70 mph at 10 meters elevation. Using ANSI standard

formulae to correct the standard wind speed to the nominal deck elevation results

in a design wind speed for the deck which approaches 90 mph. This speed was raised

to 100 mph to incorporate a safety factor, and the design wind forces were

determined from the wind tunnel tests for a 3.25 degree vertical inclination angle

and 10 percent gust factor. The equivalent forces so determined are shown in Table

6.8. The original design forces are also shown for comparison.

TABLE 6.8: WIND LOADS ON SUSPENDED STRUCTURE

Force Component From Tests Design Loading

Drag 823 lb/ft 1080 lb/ft

Lift 176 lb/ft 0

Torque 5794 ft/lb 0

The values of the forces from the tests are somewhat lower than the values of the

forces for which the bridge was originally designed. Experience on the bridge

indicates that these smaller values are to be expected, since the design transverse

deflection of the deck under wind load was 27 ft, and the maximum, observed,

transverse deflection of the deck is significantly less, at about 10 ft.

6.1.5 Temperature

There are two major effects of temperature changes on the Golden Gate Bridge.

Uniform temperature change over the suspension span produce vertical deflections

and an accompanying bending stress in the towers. The criteria for uniform

temperature change used in this study were adopted directly from the original design

criteria [1], i.e. ±40 degrees F relative to a reference temperature of 70 degrees
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F.

Differential temperature changes result from the warming of the exposed upper

deck accompanied by no temperature change in the lower deck. The criterion for

the temperature differential between the upper deck and the lower deck was

conservatively adopted as 15 degrees F. This temperature differential influences

only the design of the horizontal trusses connecting the proposed orthotropic deck

with the existing bottom chords of the stiffening truss, and has no significant

influence on the rest of the bridge.

6.1.6 Discussion

A comparison of the design loads used for this feasibility study with the original

design loads used for determining member sizes provides some initial insight into

the question of structural feasibility of the rail system implementation. The original

design load for the main suspension span consisted of 21,200 lb/ft dead load plus

4000 lb/ft highway and sidewalk live load, for a total design load of 25,200 lb/ft.

For this feasibility study, the design load for the main suspension span consists of

22,560 lb/ft dead load plus 2340 lb/ft highway and sidewalk live load plus 3143

lb/ft for BART trains (the heaviest alternative evaluated) on both tracks, for a total

design load of 28,043 lb/ft.

The total design load for the proposed transit system represents only about an eleven

percent increase in loading intensity, which, on the basis of fundamental principles,

will cause only an eleven percent increase in cable force, if both northbound and

southbound tracks are fully occupied with BART trains over the full length of the

bridge. Since this situation violates the headway criteria for the trains, it is unlikely

that it would ever occur. In the unlikely event of a control system malfunction in

which several trains backed up on the bridge at the same time, it is highly

improbable that the backup would be in both directions. This suggests that on the

basis of loads alone, the probability of a feasible transit implementation is high.

6.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Structural behavior acceptance criteria were adopted, for the most part, directly

from the AASHTO Standard Specifications with minor adjustments to account for

the proprietary formulae of silicon and carbon steel used in the structural steel work

and for the high-strength steel wire used in the cables of the Golden Gate Bridge.

6.2.1 Strength

The Golden Gate Bridge was originally designed using an allowable stress design

(ASD) basis for the proportioning of members. In this approach, the stresses in the
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structural elements are calculated under a particular combination of loads, and these

calculated stresses are then compared with allowable values for each member. Safety

factors are incorporated entirely into the values of allowable stresses when this

method is used. The allowable values of stresses are determined as a function of the

properties of the materials used and the geometry of the particular member, based

on theoretical and experimental studies of member performance. This allowable

stress method of structural design is still widely used in bridge design practice today.

A more recent development is to design structures using a strength basis, also known

as a load and resistance factor design (LRFD) basis, for proportioning of members.

In this approach, the strength requirements of the structural elements are calculated

under a particular combination of factored loads, and these strength requirements

are then compared with calculated resistance capacities for each member. Safety

factors are incorporated into both the load factors (which are greater than one) and

into the resistance factors (which are equal to or less than one) when this method is

used. This approach more rationally considers the probabilistic aspects of loadings

and structural response, and has gained wide acceptance in the structural engineering

community.

The question of which of these two approaches should be used on the Golden Gate

Bridge is very important. The more rationally derived LRFD approach at first

appears attractive, but it has some shortcomings which precluded its use in this

study. Two of these are discussed below.

Calibration. The load factors used in LRFD must be calibrated so that a

uniform and acceptable safety level is provided in the structure. This process

has been undertaken, using statistical analysis of many bridges, for the

conventional under-500 ft spans covered by the AASHTO Specifications. Use

of these load factors on the Golden Gate Bridge, which is both much larger and

of completely different structural type, is not valid. For example, using the

AASHTO load factors it is possible to "reverse engineer" to get an allowable

stress in the cables of the Golden Gate Bridge. The value derived is about

100,000 psi, which greatly exceeds the service load working stress in the type

of steel used. Thus, to use LRFD for this feasibility study, new load factors

would have to be derived. It was deemed more prudent to use an ASD approach.

Member Performance. The current guidelines for determining the resistance

capacity of structural members are based on use of modern detailing and

materials in those members. The Golden Gate Bridge does not make use of such

details or materials. Therefore, as discussed above, to use LRFD new methods

for determining resistance capacities and factors would have to be derived.

The only method within the scope of this feasibility study for determining the values

to be used in an LRFD evaluation of the existing structural components ofthe Golden
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Gate Bridge is to back into them from an allowable stress approach. A more prudent

approach was to use an allowable stress approach directly.

a. Cables. The allowable stress used in the original design of the cables was

82.000 psi under full design load, a somewhat lower value than is currently

allowed for similar types of steel. In the Forth Road Bridge, opened in 1964,

a stress of 89,600 psi was allowed [21]. In the 1964 Ammann & Whitney

proposal for a lower highway deck on the Golden Gate Bridge [9], a stress of

90.000 psi was allowed. This value was subsequently reviewed and accepted

by Clifford Paine [12]. Today, similar steel formulations are allowed a stress

of about 92,000 psi. With these facts as background, the basic allowable stress

adopted for the cables in this feasibility study was conservatively set at 90,000

psi.

b. Structural Steel. The allowable stresses for the carbon and silicon steel of

the existing structural steel work of the Golden Gate Bridge were determined

by applying the current AASHTO approach, in which the basic allowable stress

is a fraction of the specified ultimate or yield stress of the material, to the

specified material property requirements used in the original design of the

bridge. Tests of the materials actually used in the construction of the bridge

demonstrated that these specified properties are exceeded by five to ten percent.

Rather than increasing the allowable stress, it was decided to simply exercise

engineering judgment in evaluating any "overstressed" members.

The AASHTO formulas recognize the interaction between bending and axial stress,

in tension or compression, and buckling and are not repeated here. Instead, the

basic values used in those expressions are shown in Table 6.9.

Allowable stresses for the structural steel for the new orthotropic rail platform, the

new horizontal truss members, and the tower modifications were taken directly

from AASHTO Standard Specifications for the ASTM A588 steel to be used for

construction.
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TABLE 6.9: ALLOWABLE STRESSES IN STRUCTURAL STEEL

Carbon
Steel

Silicon

Steel

Minimum Tensile Strength Fu 60,000 80,000

Minimum Yield Point Fy 36,000 45,000

Axial tension in members with no holes for high

strength bolts or rivets. Use net section when
member has any open holes larger than 1 .25 inch

diameter such as perforations.

Axial tension in members with holes for high

0.55 Fy

Gross

19,800 24,750

strength bolts or rivets and tension in extreme

fibers of rolled shapes, girders, and built-up

sections subject to bending. Satisfy both Gross

and Net Section criteria.

Section

0.55 Fy

Net

19,800 24,750

Section

0.50FU

30,000 40,000

Shear in girder webs, gross section. 0.33Fy 11,880 14,850

Shear in pins. 0.40Fy 14,400 18,000

Bearing on pins subject to rotation. 0.40Fy 14,400 18,000

Bearing on power driven rivets and high strength

bolts.

6.2.2 Fatigue

1.35FU 81,000 108,000

Little was known about metal fatigue when the Golden Gate Bridge was built. When
Gronquist [5] proposed an inter-urban system on the bridge in 1961, more was

known about fatigue but explicit evaluation techniques did not exist. In his response

to the Gronquist proposal, Paine [6] objected that the proposed system might limit

the life of the bridge. In the years since then, much has been learned so that now it

is possible to accurately evaluate the vulnerability of a steel structure to the effects

of fatigue due to repetitive loadings.

Fatigue damage is a cumulative effect in a steel structure. Under repetitive loadings

that cause high numbers of stress cycles in the members, cracking may occur at

so-called fatigue-sensitive details and grow until they reach a critical depth. After

this depth is reached, fracture of the member at the crack can occur. On the Golden

Gate Bridge, the most important fatigue-sensitive details are the riveted connections.

The AASHTO Specifications classify fatigue critical details as Category A (the least

sensitive) to Category E' (the most fatigue sensitive). Each of these detail categories

is assigned an allowable stress range which can be safely resisted for a given number

of cycles. Use of this approach to design and evaluate for fatigue requires

determination of the detail category, the evaluation of level of redundancy of the

structural framing, and determination of an appropriate number of cycles. For
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evaluation of an older structure such as the Golden Gate Bridge, it is also necessary

to evaluate the steel used to see if it has the requisite toughness on which the

AASHTO Specifications depend.

a. Detail Category' . Riveted connections are classified by AASHTO as Category

D Details; however recent studies reported in NCHRP 302 (Fisher, 1987) [22],

demonstrate that for fatigue evaluation under variable stress spectra, riveted

connections should be classified as Category C Details but with the fatigue

limit stress range for Category D Details. Therefore, the allowable stress

ranges assigned to the riveted members of the bridge were based on Category

C S-N curves with the fatigue limit reduced to 7 ksi.

b. Redundancy. Redundant framing is defined as that in which fracture of an

element of the framing would not lead to catastrophic failure of the structure;

i.e. other members would pick up the load. The longitudinal framing of the

suspended stiffening trusses is clearly redundant both internally (the members

are built up of discrete plates riveted together) and externally (many members

or cables could share the load if one such element were lost). The transverse

framing of the floor beams is non-redundant externally but is made internally

redundant by the built-up riveted construction. Therefore all detail evaluations

were based on use of design requirements for redundant load path framing.

c. Number of Cycles. The appropriate number of stress cycles for which a detail

should be designed is determined by the requirement that the life of the bridge

must not be limited by fatigue, and the recognition that different structural

components are subject to different numbers of cycles under the same traffic

conditions. Current fatigue guidelines can be interpreted as providing that, if

the maximum stress range of the variable stress range spectra to which a detail

is subject is lower than a category-dependent threshold value, called the fatigue

limit, then the number of cycles which can be safely resisted is essentially

infinite. To keep the design basis in the rational number system, the guidelines

specify that "over two million" is equivalent to "infinity".

The local framing of the transverse cross section of the bridge (e.g. the floor

beams) is subject to a stress cycle for each vehicle or wheel that crosses it.

Therefore, the fatigue evaluation of these members presumed that they would

be subject to over two million cycles. A correspondingly larger allowable stress

range could be rationally adopted for the longitudinal framing, since it is

subjected to a stress range only for each train that crosses the bridge. Since

the previous proposal for a rail system on the bridge, reviewed in Chapter 2,

was criticized because it might decrease the life of the bridge, the conservative

criteria of over two million cycles was adopted for the longitudinal framing

also.
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d. Material Properties. The mechanical properties related to fatigue of the

proprietary steel used in the construction of the fatigue-critical members of the

bridge are not reported in any documents available from the District. However,

Baron and Larson (1953) [23], performed a series of tests of static and fatigue

properties of various formulae of carbon and silicon steel, including samples

of the steel actually used in the construction of the Golden Gate Bridge. These

samples were provided by the manufacturer of the steel from material left over

after completion of the fabrication. The tests performed by Baron and Larson

indicate that the proprietary steel used in the bridge has fatigue properties

comparable to modem steels so that modem fatigue criteria are appropriate.

On the basis of the considerations discussed here, the allowable stress range under

the design vehicles for the fatigue-sensitive riveted connections of the existing bridge

was set at 7,000 psi. This is the AASHTO specified stress range for a Category D
detail in a redundant load path structure subjected to over two million cycles. At

this stress range, the detail should have an essentially infinite life with respect to

fatigue.

If the computed stress range is higher than this value, some fatigue retrofitting would

be required. For example, if the rivets were removed, the holes ground, and modem
high strength bolts fitted, then the allowable stress range could be increased to

16,000 psi, based on a reclassification of the detail to category "B."

This approach to fatigue does not constitute a comprehensive fatigue evaluation of

the bridge but produces a reliable means to identify whether or not fatigue is an

issue in the implementation of a transit system on the bridge. If a large number of

bridge components are determined to be fatigue critical (e.g. with riveted

connections subject to calculated stress ranges over 7,000 psi), a comprehensive

fatigue evaluation would be required prior to a final determination of the cost of the

structure retrofit for transit. Such a fatigue evaluation would be as extensive an

undertaking as this entire feasibility study.

6.2.3 Deflections

Deflection criteria for the evaluation of the bridge are based on concerns about

several key issues as follows.

a. Navigation channel clearance. The original War Department permit issued

in 1930 for construction of the Golden Gate Bridge provided that navigation

clearance of at least 220 ft at the centerline of the bridge and 210 ft at the face

of the piers must be maintained over the waters of the strait below. Therefore,

any permanent deflection of the bridge into that clearance profile would require

renegotiation of that permit. Live load deflections under both nominal and
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maximum transit and highway loadings and at a temperature of 110 degrees F

were evaluated for their influence on this clearance requirement.

b. Human perception of motion. If at any time the deflection of the bridge

becomes great enough to cause discomfort to users of the bridge for any reason,

the perception of such deflection could limit the viability of the transit system.

To evaluate this issue, the expected transient deflections of the bridge, in terms

of accelerations as well as displacements, were compared with data on the

threshold values at a given frequency at which such motions will be perceptible

to people. The motion experienced at a fixed point on the bridge, as well as at

a fixed point on a moving train, provides the input to this evaluation.

The issues of steady state deflection of the bridge into the navigation clearance are

addressed in the analyses reported in this chapter. The issues of the transient

deflection of the bridge are addressed in Chapter 8.

6.2.4 Loading Combinations

Loading combination criteria were based on the requirements of AASHTO, which

recognize that particular design combinations of loads have a reduced probability

of occurrence, so that under certain combinations a stress is allowed in a member

which is somewhat higher than the basic allowable value. For this feasibility study,

the structure was investigated for the combinations of loadings shown in Table

6 . 10 .

TABLE 6.10: LOADING COMBINATIONS AND STRESS RATIOS

Combination I

Dead Load 1

Highway Load 1

Sidewalk Load 1

Transit Load 1

Wind Load

Temperature

Stress Ratio 1.00

II HI IV

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1

1 1

1.25 1.25 1.40

6.3 STRUCTURAL MODELING

The structures making up the Golden Gate Bridge were analyzed for the influences

of the applied loads using modem structural analysis technology based on computer
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implementations of the Finite Element Method. The modeling techniques and

assumptions used in the analysis varied according to the type of structure under

consideration. A commercially-available computer program [26], based on the

assumption of linear behavior of the structure, was used for the relatively

conventional approach structures. For the very flexible suspension bridge, however,

the assumption of linear behavior is not valid, so a specially developed computer

program based on the assumption of nonlinear-geometric (large displacement)

behavior of the structure was used.

In all cases, the models were derived using the standard Finite Element idealization

of a structure as an assemblage of finite elements connected at nodes, and

three-dimensional frame elements were used to model structural members. The

frame element stiffness properties were calculated from information found in the

shop drawings for the construction, and included the influences of axial, bending,

and shear strains. Laced members were modeled with special elements which take

into account the flexibility of the lacing on the shear, bending, and torsional stiffness

of the element.

6.3.1 Suspension Bridge

Because the Golden Gate Bridge is quite flexible, and is therefore subject to

significant distortions of structural geometry under service loads, conventional

linear theory would provide a poor estimate of its structural response. The

evaluations of stresses and deflections in the suspension bridge were performed

using a higher-order theory of structures that explicitly accounts for initial forces

and the deformations of the structure due to the applied loads.

A geometrically-nonlinear frame analysis program based on the Finite Element
' Method was used in all the analytical studies of the static (or steady-state) response

of the suspension bridge. Although the closed form "deflection theory" formulations

used for analysis of suspension bridges prior to the availability of large-capacity

computers and appropriate software can provide accurate results, they do not

provide the level of detail available from a modern computer program. The

proprietary computer program used in the feasibility study explicitly accounts for

the effects of stresses and displacements on the stiffness of the system, solves the

equilibrium equations in the deformed configuration of the structure, and can

explicitly model all structural components of the bridge. The program is based on

a nonlinear finite element formulation, with the equilibrium equations solved in the

deformed configuration using a Newton-Paphson tangent stiffness iteration

approach. Element calculations account for changes in geometry using an updated

Lagrangian approach.

The vibration and transient response analyses of the bridge were performed using
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the same structural description of the bridge, but the mathematical model was

"linearized" about the dead load state of the structure. A commercially available

large-capacity structural analysis program [26], with proprietary modifications to

include the effects of initial stresses on the system stiffness, was used to obtain

vibration mode shapes and frequencies. These computed vibration characteristics

were compared with those determined from field measurements [25] in order to

calibrate the model. These vibration data were then used in special-purpose

computer programs to evaluate the dynamic response of the bridge to transit and

wind loads.

Several different mathematical models of the bridge were studied.

Two-dimensional models were used to study the response of the bridge to loads

which are symmetrical about the longitudinal centerline of the bridge (e.g. dead

load) and to study the behavior of local transverse framing elements. The

two-dimensional longitudinal frame model consisted of the towers, cables,

suspenders, and stiffening truss elements constituting the east plane of the bridge,

and was used for analysis under dead load, live load, and temperature change. The

two-dimensional transverse frame model consisted of a floor beam, vertical

elements of the stiffening trusses, the knee braces, the hangers, the transverse

bottom laterals, and the lower deck floor beams. Loads considered included dead

loads, upper deck truck wheel loads, and lower deck train wheel loads. The system

was considered in both its original configuration (without bottom laterals) and in

its current configuration (with bottom laterals). Member end connections were

considered as both pinned and moment-resisting; these two cases are assumed to

envelope the actual conditions. Dead load analysis accurately considered the change

in structural system relative to application, removal, and replacement of the dead

load.

A three-dimensional model was used for all other loading cases (e.g. wind and

unsymmetrical live load). An isometric plot of the three-dimensional mathematical

model is shown if Figure 6.2. Some additional details of the model in the vicinity

of the towers and in a typical length of the stiffening truss are shown in Figures

6.3 and 6.4.

The representations of the primary structural components used in both the

three-dimensional and planar models were derived as follows:

a. Towers: Each tower was modeled as a three-dimensional frame extending

from the concrete pier to the cable saddles (Fig. 6.3). The large displacement

formulation provided an accurate evaluation ofP-delta effects. Each steel tower

shaft was modeled with a number of beam/column elements over its height,

with each model element representing the full cellular cross section of the shaft

at mid-height of the element. The portal bracing trusses between the two shafts
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of each tower were incorporated as additional beam/column elements, with

each model element representing one chord or diagonal in the actual trusses.

Similar modeling was used to represent the diagonal bracing below deck level.

b. Cables and Suspenders: The cables and suspenders were modeled using

elements including axial, flexural, and tension stiffening components. The

model of each cable consisted of a series of short, piece-wise linear elements

between suspender attachment points, while the model of each suspender

consisted of a single straight element between the cable and the top chord of

the stiffening truss. The axial stiffness of the cable elements was based on the

gross modulus of the wires from which they were spun; for the suspenders a

reduced modulus was used to account for the less efficient helical lay of the

wire ropes.
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FIGURE 63: MODELING DETAILS AT TOWER

c. Stiffening Truss: The suspended stiffening truss system was modeled as a

three-dimensional space frame (Fig. 6.4), including the influences of axial,

bending, shear, and lacing distortions in its members. All significant structural

features of the suspended structure were included in the model, including

expansion joints and the transverse trusses near the towers which transfer

horizontal wind shear to the top lateral bracing and the shear locks. Additional

local analysis of the transverse floor framing of the stiffening truss under wheel

loads was performed on simple two-dimensional models representing a typical

cross section supported by suspenders.

d. Orthotropic Decks: The proposed integrated lower orthotropic deck for

transit vehicles was included as an equivalent grillage. The existing upper

orthotropic roadway deck was not included, since it has frequent expansion

joints and its contribution to stiffness is negligible.
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6.3.2 Approach Structures

The approach structures are of more rigid construction, so their structural behavior

is adequately modeled using conventional linear elastic structural analysis methods.

Somewhat different approaches were used, however, for modeling the arch and the

viaducts. The Marin anchorage housing was evaluated without use of computer

models.

a. Fort Point Arch. This structure was modeled as a three-dimensional frame

structure (Fig. 6.5) including all primary and secondary framing, which allowed

the analysis to capture the transfer of vertical loads from the inner ribs to the

outer ribs through the sway bracing, as well as the participation of the bracing

in the plane of the floor beams in resisting lateral loads. Several retrofit schemes

were evaluated using this model. Detailed simulation of various modification

schemes demonstrated that all the aspects of the modifications described in

Chapter 5 are required for this structure to meet modern performance criteria.

b. Approach Viaducts. The approach viaducts were first modeled as

two-dimensional frames (Figs. 6.6 and 6.7) in order to evaluate their existing

strength relative to the transit loads. These models, along with a detailed three

dimensional model of a typical span (Fig. 6.8), were used to evaluate various

retrofit measures in an attempt to design a system in which transit loads are carried

on the trusses. Such a system was deemed infeasible, however, and the proposed

structural schemes were developed using these simplified models. Modifications

to the viaduct towers were evaluated using two-dimensional models (Fig. 6.9).

6.4 CRITICAL LOADING CONDITIONS

The evaluation of critical loading conditions required a thorough analysis for the

loads of known configuration, e.g. dead load and transverse wind load, and also for

the loads of variable configuration, e.g. highway and transit loads. These analyses

took different forms according to the nature of the unknown quantities involved in
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FIGURE 6.5 FORT POINT ARCH MODEL

FIGURE 6.6: SOUTH APPROACH 2-D MODEL
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FIGURE 6.7: NORTH APPROACH 2-D MODEL

FIGURE 6.8: SOUTH APPROACH 3-D MODEL
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FIGURE 6.9: APPROACH TOWER MODEL

6.4.1 Dead Load

A greater-than-usual uncertainty existed in the evaluation of the dead load condition

of the bridge, including geometry and stresses, because of the lack of detailed

records of the original construction sequence and erection geometry of the bridge,

and also because of the recent replacement of the suspenders. The analysis was

carried out on a rational basis, and then an adjustment was made to account for the

uncertainty.

There is no record of whether the members of the stiffening truss were detailed to

be free of stress under full dead load or at the time of the center-span closure, when

only some of the dead load was in place. Preliminary analyses suggested that a very

large initial force in the closure elements would have been required in order for

the final condition to be free of stress. The conservative assumption that there were

locked-in stresses in the original dead load configuration of the bridge resulted in

higher dead load stresses in the truss chords.

From the known statical condition of the bridge at the time of erection of the last
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truss chord element, all effects of changes in dead load to date were determined by

computer analysis of the two-dimensional model of the bridge. This provided a

complete description of the stresses and deflections in the bridge at all times over

its history, as well as in the proposed configuration with the lower transit deck.

6.4.2 Cables, Suspenders, and Tie-Downs

For evaluating the maximum stress in the cables, the highway live load was applied

over the full length of the main span. Transit system live loads would have the

maximum influence in a similar configuration; however, due to the headway

limitations of the different transit systems, the transit system live loads cannot extend

over the full length of this span. Therefore the equivalent uniform load was applied

over one train length at the mid point of the main span, with additional trains

separated by headway lengths. For maximum stresses and deflections, equivalent

uniform loads were applied for two trains passing in opposite directions.

Wind loads and temperature changes also influence the stresses in the cables. The

increase in cable tension under either of these influences is very small, so because

of the increase in stress allowed for these cases they do not govern the design.

The maximum stress condition in the suspenders is under a combination of dead

load and live load. For these elements, however, a much shorter loaded length is

critical. The methods of evaluation used in determining this critical length was the

same as described in 6.4.4 below.

Maximum tension in the tie-downs occurs at low temperature, when the main span

is under full live load and the side spans are unloaded.

6.4.3 Towers and Pylons

Modeling the towers and pylons as components in the entire structural system, rather

than as separate structures subjected to interaction forces as has been common in

previous studies, is one major advantage that modem computer methods in structural

analysis have over classical deflection theory. Therefore the loads on the towers

were derived directly from the global structural analysis. Tower response was

evaluated under original and proposed dead loads, longitudinal and transverse wind

loads, traffic loads, and temperature changes.

Maximum stresses in the towers were found to occur under dead load, live load in

the main span, and temperature increase.
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6.4.4 Suspended Structure

Calculations for the suspended structure considered stresses due to dead load, live

loads, wind, and temperature. The participation of the proposed lower orthotropic

deck in resisting these loads was included in the analyses.

A number of analyses were required to find the positioning and extent of the traffic

loads which cause maximum stresses in the suspended structure. Initial calculations

indicated that in most locations, the maximum member forces occur at the middle

of a relatively short loaded length. Next, the actual length of uniform loading which

would cause the maximum stresses at selected points in the structure was evaluated.

These studies were carried out for both truss chord forces (analogous to bending

moment), for truss diagonal forces (analogous to shear), and for lateral bracing

forces (analogous to torque). The critical loadings found from these analyses are

illustrated in Figures 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12.

Transverse wind loads were applied over the full length of the suspended structure,

the cables, and the towers. Longitudinal wind loads on the deck were not considered

in detail, after preliminary studies indicated that they contribute little to stresses.

These forces caused the maximum forces in the top lateral bracing

Differential temperature changes produced only minor effects except in the new

lateral trusses which connect the new lower deck with the existing lower chords of

the stiffening trusses.

6.5 STRESS AND DEFLECTION ANALYSIS

The ultimate structural feasibility of the transit system proposal was based on stress

and deflection analyses of the structural models under the critical loading

conditions. Comparisons of the computed response of the different structural

components with the allowable values set forth in the acceptance criteria are

reported below.

6.5.1 Cable System

The maximum stress in the cables, computed under the critical condition of dead

load, main span highway, sidewalk, and BART live load, and temperature decrease

of 40 degrees F, was found to be 89,100 pounds per square inch, at locations in

each side span adjacent to the towers. These are the points at which the inclination

of the cables is the greatest, therefore stresses are greater than in the main span

cables. All other combinations of load, including all other transit system loads,

resulted in stresses lower than this reported stress.
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FIG. 6.11: LIVE LOAD FOR MAXinUM SHEARS
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FIG. 6.12: LIVE LOADING FOR MAXIMUM TORQUES

The allowable stress in the cables is 90,000 psi. Therefore, the strength of the

cables does not limit the structural feasibility of implementing any of the proposed

transit systems.

The anchor chains will be subjected to a maximum stress of 27,500 psi. This

provides a factor of safety against minimum specified yield stress of 1.9, which

satisfies the original design criteria and therefore does not limit the feasibility of

implementing any of the proposed transit systems.

The suspenders and tie-downs are very conservatively designed, and will be

subjected to a maximum stress of less than one third of their ultimate strength,

under dead load and localized live loads. The addition of the transit deck decreases

the change in angle of the cable at the tie-down, hence one effect of the second

deck is a net reduction in the tie-down stress. Therefore the suspenders and

tie-downs do not limit the feasibility of implementing any of the proposed transit

systems.
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6.5.2 Towers and Pylons

The primary function of the towers is to carry the bridge weight down to the

foundation. The largest stress on the bridge tower is an axial compression which is

proportional to the dead load plus live loading on the bridge. Stresses on the tower

also arise from the action of the cable on the cable saddles. The cables, being stiffer

than the tower, easily move the tops of the towers shoreward or riverward to the

optimum position for the cables. Therefore, bending stresses on the north and south

faces of the towers are most likely to be critical.

The critical condition for stresses in the towers was found under the case of dead

load, full live load over the center span, a temperature increase of 40 degrees F,

and longitudinal wind forces on the towers. In this case, there are high local

compression stresses on the riverward faces of the windward tower. These stresses

do not, however, exceed the overstress allowed for this loading. The stresses could

be reduced slightly by increasing the dead load of the new lower deck in the side

spans.

Under transverse wind, some high local stresses were found in the second portal

strut of each tower. Again, however, these stresses do not exceed the overstress

allowed for this loading.

The pressures at the bottom of the tower piers generated by the proposed

modifications are never significantly greater than those used in the original design

since the live load on the bridge contributes less than 3 percent of the total rock

bearing pressure. Rock pressures are not significantly affected by the addition of a

lower deck to the bridge. The pylons are virtually unaffected by the proposed

changes to the bridge or by the higher live loads.

It is therefore concluded that the towers and pylons do not limit the feasibility of

implementing any of the proposed transit systems.

6.5.3 Suspended Structure

Evaluation of the suspended structure included detailed analysis of the floor beams

and other transverse elements, as well as global analysis for stresses in the stiffening

trusses and lateral bracing.

The floor beams and other transverse elements were analyzed under dead load plus

upper and lower deck live loads. The live loads considered were vehicle wheel loads

rather than the uniformly-distributed lane loads used for the global analysis. It was

found that the floor beams have adequate reserve capacity for the proposed loadings,

partially because they were designed to act as simple beams spanning between the
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trusses, yet since 1955 (as well as in the proposed configuration) they act as

members in a transverse truss formed by the floor beams, the vertical members of

the main stiffening trusses, the knee braces, and the transverse bottom laterals. In

this configuration, loads on either deck are resisted both by bending in the floor

beam and by a tension-compression couple between the floor beam and the

transverse lower lateral.

Strength issues did not control the evaluation of the floor beams. The critical

condition in the floor beams was instead found to be the stress range under combined

upper deck truck load and lower deck BART load. In this case, the maximum stress

range in the floor beam was found to be 5000 psi, which is well within the fatigue

limit of 7,000 psi for the riveted connections in the bridge.

The knee braces were also found to be critical members in the transverse system.

They were found to be overstressed by about eight percent under maximum vehicle

wheel loads. This was deemed insignificant because of the small percentage under

the relatively improbable two-train crush loading, and because the material tests

made during original construction showed that the steel in these members was

somewhat stronger than specified.

The stiffening trusses and lateral bracing were evaluated under the global loadings

discussed previously. The strength evaluation of the trusses was governed by upper

and lower deck vehicular loads. The strength evaluation of the lateral bracing was

governed by wind loads. In no cases did torsion due to imbalance of the transit

vehicle loadings (with one track loaded and the other track unloaded) govern the

evaluation of any members. In all cases the computed stresses were well within

allowable values, with maximum member utilization of about ninety percent.

The fatigue evaluation of the trusses was governed by BART train loadings. A
ten-car BART train, with "crush" passenger loading, causes stress ranges of about

12,000 psi in the first two diagonals of each stiffening truss adjacent to the towers

and pylons. A retrofit of these members with cover plates bolted to the existing

sections can easily be effected. Fatigue was not a governing consideration in any

other members.

Deflection of the suspended structure was determined from the global analyses for

dead load, live load, and temperature. In the dead load condition, the trusses were

found to be at an elevation slightly higher than that which existed between 1955

and the replacement of the upper deck slab in the early 1980s. Thus, no additional

encroachment of the navigation channel will exist under typical conditions. The

live load deflection due to maximum upper and lower deck traffic loads will cause

some additional encroachment of the channel of about 40 inches at midspan under

maximum loading with two fully loaded 10-car BART trains at midspan, but this
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does not influence the structural feasibility of the proposed transit systems. The

transient deflection due to moving trains passing each other on the bridge, and the

influence of this on passenger comfort, are discussed in Chapter 8.

6.5.4 Anchorages

An investigation was made of the stability of the north and south anchorage blocks,

and also of the bearing pressures of the anchorage blocks on their foundations.

Under the new, higher cable tensions, the factor of safety against overturning of the

anchorage blocks will be reduced by less than one percent. The net factor of safety

against overturning will be greater than two for each anchorage, indicating that this

issue does not limit the structural feasibility of the proposed structural modifications.

The bearing pressures under the anchorages would be virtually unchanged by the

proposed system. Sliding is not an issue because the blocks are keyed into the rock.

6.6 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Structural issues do not limit the feasibility of implementing any of the proposed

transit systems on a new lower deck of the Golden Gate Bridge. A thorough

evaluation of the structure under dead load, site-specific highway live loads, transit

loads, temperature, and wind loads demonstrated that all existing members of the

bridge have adequate strength to resist the loads imposed by such a transit system.

Fatigue resistance was evaluated, and was found to be a controlling concern in only

a few isolated bridge members. These members can easily be retrofitted to provide

the required fatigue resistance.
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7. WIND ENGINEERING EVALUATION

One of the major factors evaluated in determining the structural feasibility of

implementing one of the transit systems on the Golden Gate Bridge was the

influence of wind on the performance of the bridge. The effect of wind was

evaluated by performing a sequence of experimental and analytical wind

engineering studies of the bridge in its current and proposed structural

configurations. The evaluation of the aeroelasdc behavior of the bridge is described

in this chapter, and consisted of the following studies:

a. Background. The histories of the performance of the Golden Gate Bridge

and other long, flexible, cable-supported bridges in wind storms were reviewed

to provide an historical perspective on wind issues.

b. Nature of wind action. The nature of wind action on suspension bridges was

reviewed to identify the basic issues to be addressed in the wind engineering

evaluation.

c. Wind climate. The nature and intensity of wind at the bridge site were

evaluated on the basis of standard wind references and experience.

d. Experimental studies. Tests were performed on a section model of the bridge

in an environmental wind tunnel to provide the basic aerodynamic coefficients

of the suspended structure required to evaluate scientifically its behavior in

wind. Four configurations of the bridge were modeled and tested. The data

from the tests constitute the "aero" component of the aeroelastic analysis.

e. Computer modeling. The three-dimensional computer model described in

Chapter 6 was further developed in order to capture the dominant wind-induced

vibration characteristics of the bridge. The data from the computer models

constitute the "elastic" component of the aeroelastic analysis.

f. Stability evaluation. The stability of the bridge under wind, with respect to

flutter and buffeting, in both its current and proposed configurations, was

evaluated using the results of the experimental and computer studies and

modem aerodynamics theory. This evaluation provided a basis for assessing

the margin of safety of the bridge against wind instability in both current and

proposed configurations.

This chapter summarizes the assumptions, methods used, and results of the wind

engineering evaluation of the Golden Gate Bridge.
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7.1 BACKGROUND

The Golden Gate Bridge has been subject to severe wind-induced oscillations on

several occasions over its fifty-three year history. Early in its history, storms in the

winters of 1938 and 1941 caused "undulations of appreciable magnitude” [2].

Concern about these oscillations led to the installation of anemometers and

accelerometers on the bridge in 1942, 1945, and 1946. In the spring of 1950, a wind

storm with gusts to 56 miles per hour caused oscillations of 45-inch double amplitude

in the middle of the main span. The oscillations included both vertical and torsional

vibration components. In the winter of 1951, a prolonged wind storm with gusts up

to 69 miles per hour caused oscillations of 130-inch double amplitude at the southeast

quarter point of the main span. Again the oscillations included both vertical and

torsional vibration components. The suspended structure also oscillated

longitudinally through the full length of travel provided by the wind locks, causing

some damage to the joints where the lateral system of the main span connects to the

towers.

After the 1951 storm an engineering study was conducted by Clifford E. Paine,

Othmar H. Ammann, and Charles E. Andrew [2]. Their study included wind tunnel

tests of a section model of the bridge; their report discussed improving the wind

performance of the bridge through the addition of a bottom lateral bracing system,

the addition of center stays similar to those introduced in the Bronx-Whitestone

Bridge, the replacement of the solid sidewalks with open steel gratings, and the

addition of cable stays connecting the towers to the stiffening trusses similar to those

on the Brooklyn Bridge. Their report of January 1953 recommended immediate

construction of a bottom lateral bracing system as "the first step in protecting the

bridge against harmful or objectionable motions,” and further recommended the

other retrofit measures as contingency plans, in case the bottom lateral bracing

system was not effective enough. The bottom lateral bracing was installed in 1954,

as chronicled in Paine's "Supplementary Engineering Report' '[3].

The lateral bracing system significantly improved the wind performance of the

bridge, so that the contingency plans were not implemented. However, since 1954

the bridge had been closed to traffic due to wind storms on two occasions, during

the winters of 198 1 and 1982. Thus, the Golden Gate Bridge remains a wind sensitive

structure.

The Golden Gate Bridge is not unique among cable-supported structures in its

sensitivity to wind-induced oscillations. It is a matter of historical record that, prior

to the wind-induced collapse of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in 1940, many

suspension-span bridges were destroyed by wind. It was only after the Tacoma

Narrows incident, however, that engineers reached a deep general realization of the

potential aeroelastic nature of suspension bridges. The nature and severity of the
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example set by the Tacoma Narrows collapse were such that, today, it would be

considered a significant oversight if wind tunnel and aeroelastic studies were not

performed in the design or evaluation of a flexible long-span bridge.

7.2 NATURE OF WIND ACTION

Wind, by its nature, is varying, consisting of fairly-constant mean velocities plus

gusts ranging about the mean. The bridge structure, from a strength viewpoint,

must resist all the wind forces, including the steady wind and the gusts. These

forces are usually covered in design and structural analysis by assuming an adequate

(high) value of a steady wind, which usually includes factors to account for gusts.

On the one hand, wind causes transverse, vertical, and torsional forces on the

bridge, under which the steady state stress and displacement response of the bridge

is determined using static structural analysis tools. On the other hand, the transient

response of the bridge to gusting requires a different type of analysis. While bridge

response to gusting, and the possible entry of structural behavior into an unstable

mode, can actually be quite rapid, the wind must reach a high level for a sustained

period of at least 10 minutes to excite any "excessive" response.

In the evaluation undertaken for this feasibility study, two types of bridge response

are considered: flutter and buffeting.

Flutter is a potentially-catastrophic condition of total, divergent, instability entered

into under a high steady wind. (This is what occurred at Tacoma Narrows in 1940.)

Buffeting is a condition in which gusts "shake" the bridge, possibly bringing it to

certain locally-high response amplitudes, but not in itself leading to catastrophic

instability. Some shaking of any bridge by wind is inevitable. Buffeting can have

undesirable effects, including both fatigue damage and, more immediately,

inconvenience to users.

In the present evaluation it was assumed that critical flutter instabilities are brought

about by sustained steady winds (assumed to be at least 10 minutes), while buffeting

amplitudes, which are estimated, are the maxima occurring under at least 20

minutes of turbulent wind with a specified mean velocity. In the studies described

below, the specified mean velocity was 70 miles per hour or less at deck height,

with about ten percent turbulence intensity. For some modes of the bridge the wind

speed of 70 mph exceeded the flutter speed and a lower speed was designated for

the buffeting analysis.
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7.3 WIND CLIMATE

A complete survey and evaluation of the wind climate at the Golden Gate was not

undertaken as a part of this evaluation. However, it is noted in the ANSI Standard

A5 8. 1 (1982) [23] that a 50-year return period isotach of 70 mph (fastest-mile speed)

passes directly through the Gate, with an 80 mph isotach in close proximity. These

winds are at a standard reference elevation of 10 meters with ocean fetch.

Corresponding to the 70 and 80 mph isotach values, the wind speeds at deck height

(nominally 200 ft) are respectively 87 and 99 mph (fastest-mile). These were

calculated using a logarithmic wind profile including consideration of friction

velocity u* and surface roughness zo.

In the present evaluation, the winds were assumed to be most adverse with regard

to their effects on the bridge when they strike from an open-ocean approach directly

from the west at right angles to the centerline of the roadway. This assumption

follows common practice for the wind analysis of bridges. It has been found that,

for winds from other angles, their component normal to the roadway has the greatest

effect. While this assumption of wind direction does not match the observations

made in previous wind storms at the Golden Gate Bridge, it should be noted that

the 100-year storm used for design and analysis purposes may be caused by

completely different meteorological phenomena than the previously-experienced

storms, and therefore the nature and the direction of the design wind should not be

presumed.

The value of zo over the open sea is estimated at 0.02 ft. This value in the logarithmic

formula plus other statistical methodology results in the design wind speeds (in miles

per hour) at 10 meters and at deck height, for fastest mile, mean 20-minute, and

mean hourly cases, shown in Table 7.1.

TABLE 7.1: 50-YEAR WIND SPEEDS AT THE GOLDEN GATE

Speed at 10 meter elevation

Fastest Mean Mean
Mile 20-min Hourly

60 52.3 51.3

70 60.6 59.4

80 68.5 67.2

Speed at nominal deck elevation

Fastest Mean Mean
Mile 20-min Hourly

74.7 66.1 65.1

87.1 76.2 75.0

99.5 86.3 85.0
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7.4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

A series of wind tunnel tests of a model of a length of the suspended structure of

the Golden Gate Bridge was undertaken to determine the basic static and dynamic

aerodynamic properties of the bridge. These tests were designed and implemented

to provide the data required for the complete wind-engineering evaluation of the

suspension bridge.

7.4.1 Purpose

At any given location on the bridge, the wind-induced motions can be characterized

by horizontal swaying, by vertical translation, and by rotation about an axis parallel

to the centerline of the roadway.

Horizontal swaying of the bridge deck is a forced-vibration problem (i.e. forced

by the winds and its gusts) and can be analyzed independently of the other two

possible motions.

Vertical translation and rotation can be either self-induced or flutter-type motions.

These are not forced motions, but are motions caused by instabilities arising from

changing aerodynamic loads that are functions of the bridge deck shape. Since

unstable vertical and torsional oscillations are not forced by gusts in the wind, they

can occur in otherwise smooth, laminar flow.

The purpose of the wind tunnel tests was to determine the flutter coefficients which

are a function only of the geometry of the bridge deck and are most easily obtained

experimentally using a section model. Specifically, a rigid model ofa typical section

(in this case a model of a typical 303-ft-long section) was elastically supported to

allow vertical translation and torsional motions. The motion of this section model

is governed by the same two equations presented previously. The

elastically-supported section model was not intended to mimic precisely the motion

of the full bridge. Instead the section model was allowed to vibrate in a similar

manner, its motions were recorded, and then the flutter coefficients that must have

existed to produce the observed motions were determined. Those flutter

coefficients, once determined, were then used in a large analytical (mathematical

computer) model of the motion of the full bridge, in various configurations.

It was also the purpose of these wind tunnel tests to determine the static lift, drag,

and moment coefficients.

7.4.2 Wind Tunnel

The wind tunnel used for the studies was the 4 x 5 ft atmospheric boundary layer
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wind tunnel previously used for many other such section model tests. For this study,

an insert with three screens was added. The useable test section was a 3 x 5 ft jet

of air approximately 5 ft long. All static and dynamic tests were performed in this

jet of air.

In the fixed-speed mode of operation (used for the static model tests) the wind speed

was 10.5 fps. In the variable speed mode (used for all flutter tests) the wind speed

could be varied from 1.25 to 7.5 fps.

Flutter and static tests were conducted in smooth winds. The screens reduced the

intensity of the ambient background turbulence from 4% (typical for atmospheric

boundary layer wind studies) to 1.8%.

7.4.3 Instrumentation

For the flutter tests, the section model was supported at its four comers with springs.

Each spring was hung from a flexible beam. Beam deflections were recorded with

a Transtek LVDT. Electrical signals were either displayed on a Gould strip recorder

or were analyzed using a Hewlett-Packard HP6942A data acquisition system and

HP85 micro computer. Static lift, drag, and torsional moments (about a centerline

axis) were measured directly using a mechanical balance. Readings were accurate

to approximately 0.5 grams. The balance was connected to the suspended model

with a system of linkages.

7.4.4 Models

Four different bridge configurations were tested:

1. The existing bridge deck configuration with orthotropic highway deck and

bottom lateral bracing.

2. The proposed configuration as described in Chapter 5, with a lower platform

for transit vehicles and with an elevated central maintenance platform.

3. The proposed configuration as in 2 above, but without the elevated central

maintenance platform.

4. The proposed configuration as in 3 above, but additionally with two BART
trains, one on each track, over the full length of the model.

All four configurations made use of the same model of the existing deck with certain

removable components representing the lower lateral bracing, the proposed transit

deck, the elevated central safety platform, and the BART trains. Modeled was a

303-ft- long typical section of the roadway and stiffening trusses constructed to a
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scale of 1 to 80 (actual model length was 45.45 inches). The model was specially

fabricated, using machined mahogany for most components and plastic sheet for

some connection details. The mass of the model was unimportant as long as the

model was balanced and rigid (which it was) . A 24-inch-diameter round end plate

was used at each end to ensure two-dimensional flow over the section model.

7.4.5 Flutter Coefficients

The flutter and buffeting analysis followed the approach described by Scanlan [24].

The period of the fundamental torsional vibration mode for the Golden Gate Bridge

has been experimentally measured [25]) as approximately 4.5 seconds; the period

for the fundamental vertical vibration mode has been measured as approximately

8.0 seconds. Since these two modes are well separated, a coupled torsional/vertical

flutter mode was not expected.

Vertical and horizontal translational motions were suppressed to allow torsional

motion only. Basic dynamic response characteristics of the sectional model

(rotational inertia, natural frequency, damping ratios) were obtained by measuring

the free vibrations of the model with the wind off. The natural frequency of the

model was selected by adjusting end plate masses and spring stiffness so that, for

the range of wind tunnel tests, the dimensionless reduced velocity (U/NB, where

U is the mean wind speed, N is the frequency of vibration, and B is the deck width)

for the model covered the expected range of reduced velocities for the full scale

bridge. For each wind speed selected, analysis was performed to deduce those

coefficients that must have produced the observed responses.

The torsional and horizontal translational motions were then suppressed to allow

vertical translation only and a similar procedure was used to obtain the coefficients

without rotational motion.

These procedures were repeated for each of the four deck configurations.

The derived dimensionless flutter coefficients are presented for each of the four

deck configurations in Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3.

7.4.6 Lift, Drag, and Moment Coefficients

For each of the four deck configurations, lift, drag, and torsional moment were

measured for winds coming horizontally (all perpendicular to the road axis), 7

degrees above, and 7 degrees below the horizontal. For each test, static vertical

loads were measured at the windward side of the deck (in the hanger line), at the

leeward side of the deck (in the hanger line), and at the two horizontal drag lines.

All loads were converted into dimensionless coefficients.
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FIGURE 7.1: FLUTTER COEFFICIENT A2*
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FIGURE 7.2: FLUTTER DERIVATIVE A3*
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Flutter Derivative HI*
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FIGURE 7.3: FLUTTER DERIVATIVE HI*

7.5 STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

The dynamic vibration properties of the Golden Gate Bridge were determined using

the structural vibration analysis capabilities of the commercially available Finite

Element program SAP90 [26] to extract mode shapes and frequencies from the

linearized three dimensional computer model described in Chapter 6.3.1. Previous

investigations of the bridge [22, 25] also evaluated the vibration properties of the

bridge, although in these cases the bridge configuration was that which existed

between 1955 and 1980. The frequencies and mode type for each mode identified

is summarized in Table 7.2.

While none of the previous analyses exactly match the measured frequencies, the

one performed for this study does match the first several modes in the measured

order, and the frequencies determined are very close to those existing in the

previous configuration of the bridge.

7.6 STABILITY EVALUATION

The phenomenon of flutter was investigated first. In general, for bridges, if the
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TABLE 7.2: GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE VIBRATION MODE SHAPES

Eng’r Baron 1976 Scanlan 1985 Gaffar 1985 TYLI 1990

Config "1955" 1955" "1955" 1995"

Source (3D Analysis) (Measured) (3D analysis) (3D analysis)

Mode Period Type Period Type Period Type Period Type

1 20.230 TR-1 18.2044 TR-S-01 20.3700 TR-S-01 20.3371 TR-S-1

2 9.859 TR-2 10.9170 V-AS-01 10.8600 TR-AS-01 11.3189 V-AS-1

3 9.499 V-AS-1 8.6991 TR-AS-01 9.8680 V-AS-01 8.9931 TR-AS-1
4 7.783 V-S-l 8.1900 V-S-01 7.9160 V-S-01 7.6819 V-S-l

5 7.370 TR-3 5.6497 V-S-02 6.9130 TR-S-02 75103 V-AS-2
6 7.129 TR-4 5.1203 V-AS-02 6.3510 V-S-02 6.0617 V-S-2

7 6.146 V-S-2 5.1120 TR-S-02 5.3500 V-AS-02 5.1879 T-S-l

8 5.399 TO-1 4.4287 T-AS-01 5.1390 V-AS-03 5.0180 T-AS-1

9 5.320 TO-2 4.4287 V-AS-03 4.9500 T-AS-01 4.9761 V-AS-3

10 5.295 TR-5 4.3116 TR-AS-02 45350 T-S-01 4.6885 C-l

11 5.238 V-AS-2 4.0967 T-S-01 4.4220 L-01 4.6843 T-S-2

12 5.215 TR-6 3.9010 TR-S-03 4.3150 TR-AS-02 4.6512 V-AS4
13 4.986 TR-7 3.8102 L-01 4.1750 V-S-03 45052 C-2

14 4.755 V-AS-3 3.8095 V-S-03 4.0590 TR-AS-03 45311 C-3

15 3.860 V-S-3 3.4133 TR-SS-S-1 3.7240 V-S-04 4.4121 C-4

16 3.635 TR-8 3.4130 V-S-04 3.3640 V-AS-04 4.2914 TR-S-2

17 3553 TR-9 3.3437 L-02 3.1780 T-S-02 4.1472 C-5

18 3.475 V-S-4 3.1450 TR-AS-03 3.1300 TR-SS-S-1 3.9147 TR-SS-N
19 3.119 L-l 2.8744 T-S-02 3.0440 L-02 3.8690 V-S-3

20 2.866 V-AS-4 2.7307 V-AS-04 2.9780 TR-S-03 3.7066 TR-SS-S

21 2.341 V-S-5 2.6008 V-S-05 2.8970 TR-SS-S-2 3.6507 V-S-4

22 2.337 V-AS-5 2.4824 TR-S-04 2.8300 V-S-05 3.6502 V-AS-5

23 2.336 V-S-6 2.4456 V-AS-05 2.8260 TR-S-04 35010 TR-SS-N
24 1.944 V-AS-6 2.4456 V-S-06 2.7690 L-03 3.4646 TR-SS-.N

25 1.871 TT-1 2.4096 T-AS-02 2.6720 V-AS-05 3.4488 V-S-5

26 1.632 V-S-l 2.3076 TR-AS-04 2.6720 V-S-06 3.3425 T-S-3

27 1.410 L-2 2.2756 TR-SS-S-2 2.6220 T-S-03 3.1820 LSM-1
28 1.407 L-3 2.1845 T-S-03 25810 T-AS-02 3.1823 LSM-2
29 1.389 V-AS-1 2.1845 TTR-1 25120 T-AS-03 3.1220 T-AS-2
30 1.317 V-AS-8 2.1137 T-AS-03 2.4540 V-AS-06 2.9298 T-S-4

31 1.316 V-S-8 2.0739 L-03 2.3070 TTR-1 2.8496 C-6

32 1.208 L-4 2.0480 TR-S-05 2.2770 T-S-04 2.8270 V-AS-6
33 1.193 V-S-8 1.8804 TR-AS-05 2.2570 L-04 2.7869 LSM-3
34 1.038 V-AS-9 1.7809 L-04 2.1470 V-S-07 2.7868 LSM-4
35 0.978 L-5 1.7809 V-AS-06 2.1380 T-AS-04 , 2.7030 TR-S-3
36 0.930 L-6 1.7430 T-S-04 2.0230 T-AS-05 2.6026 T-?

37 0.609 TT-2 1.7067 T-S-05 15240 TL-1 25876 T-AS-3
38 0.335 TT-3 1.6718 TR-S-06 1.1000 TTO-1 25944 C-7

39 0.249 TT-4 15497 T-AS-04 0.7143 TTR-2 25169 T-AS-4
40 0.107 TT-5 15170 V-S-01 0.4974 TL-2 2.4319 LSM-5
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lowest frequencies of vertical and torsional motion are well-separated, the

possibility of coupled flutter is very low. This is particularly true of the Golden

Gate Bridge, where the vertical freedom is also aerodynamically well-damped and

therefore not a participant in flutter. Hence, it was necessary only to examine flutter

in the lowest torsional mode (period of about 5.4 sec.).

The critical wind velocity for flutter (continued undiminished oscillations) then

occurs in essence when the natural mechanical damping of the lowest torsional

mode is balanced out by the (negative) aerodynamic damping. From the wind tunnel

data, and using an estimate of pure mechanical damping at 1 % ,
this is found to

occur for the wind velocities listed in Table 7.2. (If the available mechanical

damping is in fact lower than 1 %, the flutter velocities will also diminish. For

example, for 0.5 % mechanical damping the reduction in critical velocity would be

about 10%.)

TABLE 7.3: BASIC FLUTTER SPEEDS BASED ON TESTS

Existing

Bridge
1995 w/o 1995 w/1 1995 w/2 1995 w/6

Trains Train Trains Trains

79.6 mph 72.7 mph 69.0 mph 68.4 mph 65.1 mph

Buffeting estimation is based upon the premise that the wind is turbulent with gust

velocity spectra in horizontal and vertical directions definable according to known

properties. Lateral correlations of wind gusts are also realistically defined. The

estimation employs what is called a quasi-steady approach for the wind-force

formulations, i.e it employs regular static lift and moment coefficients to calculate

the wind gust forces and moments.

The buffeting estimation shows that the deck deflection ranges are consistent, for

all deck configurations, with those seen in earlier storms, namely as much as 2 to

4 ft (single amplitude) at quarter and midspan points. The vertical motions under

buffeting generally appear to be much stronger than the torsional ones.

7.7 RESULTS

The wind-engineering evaluation of the Golden Gate Bridge in its current

highway-only configuration and in its proposed configruation with additional transit

facilities reveals four major points:

1. The Golden Gate Bridge, in its present configuration, does not possess as great

a margin of safety against wind instability as modem practice would normally
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require. While this general fact has been known for a long time relative to the

post- 1955 configuration of the bridge, the present report confirms it for the

post- 1985 configuration.

2. Stability studies with the transit deck and elevated central safety platform in

place reveal a minor improvement in the present wind stability condition of the

bridge as a result of the structural changes.

3. Stability studies with the transit facilities in place, and also with 10-car BART
trains in place on each track, reveal only a minor diminution of the present

wind stability condition of the bridge due to the presence of the trains.

4. Buffeting response of the bridge under storm winds will continue to occur under

both present and proposed modified conditions at about the same level that has

been witnessed since the construction of the bottom lateral bracing system in

1955. In such conditions the bridge responds more strongly in its vertical modes

than in its torsional modes.

These findings, particularly in light of the high winds experienced at the bridge site

in 1981 and 1982, suggest that some consideration should be given to the possibility

of retrofitting the bridge for improved aerodynamic performance, whether or not

the transit system is implemented. Many options exist for this retrofit; however, the

modifications to improve the flutter situation would possibly degrade the buffeting

situation. Further study would be required in order to design a retrofit. It is fairly

clear however that the drastic architectural modifications suggested by Paine,

Ammann, and Andrew [2] in 1953 could most probably be avoided. A modem
retrofit would probably be based on improving the aerodynamic characteristics of

the bridge, rather than the structural characteristics as previously proposed.

Experimental studies have demonstrated that such a retrofit may well provide

improved flutter characteristics without drastic changes in the appearance of the

bridge.
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8. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF TRAIN LOADING

The previous chapters examined the various effects implementation and operation

of rail transit systems and facilities would have upon the Golden Gate Bridge

structure, including the stresses and stress ranges encountered. The issues of

interest addressed in this chapter involve the dynamic response of the bridge under

operation of rail transit vehicles. In simplified terms, these issues might be stated

in the following way: "What happens when a fully-loaded 10-car BART train,

travelling at 50 miles per hour passes from the rigid approach viaducts onto the

flexible suspension bridge? And what happens when the train passes from the

suspension spans through the rigid towers and back onto the suspension spans? Will

the dynamic effect produced by the movement of the train across the bridge

significantly affect the comfort of passengers on the train or of motorists travelling

on the deck above?" These questions and their related issues were addressed in the

feasibility investigation by a series of studies of the dynamic response of the bridge

to train loading.

The dynamic response of a bridge structure to train loading is typically evaluated

by multiplying the static response by an "impact" factor obtained by prescription

or code. Since impact factors pertinent to suspension bridge response are not well

established, a series of dynamic analyses was made to evaluate these.

One of the criteria governing the feasibility of transit system implementation is the

perception of bridge and train motion by pedestrians and riders, respectively, as a

train crosses over the bridge under normal operating conditions. This issue is best

addressed by determining the vertical accelerations in the bridge structure produced

by the moving trains and comparing these accelerations to perception thresholds of

bridge users, including train passengers and pedestrians.

8.1 ANALYSIS METHOD

For the dynamic analysis, the train loadings were idealized as loads of uniform

intensity, having a unit weight equal to the total weight of the train divided by its

length. The trains were assumed to travel across the bridge at constant speed. With

these assumptions, the bridge response was calculated in closed form by modal

superposition. The modal properties of the bridge used were those obtained by

linearization about the dead load state. These were found using the SAP90 program

with the effect of the initial cable forces included by a pre-processor.

8.1.1 Computer Program DYRT

A computer program, DYRT (DYnamic Response to Train loading), was written

to make the modal superposition analysis. The program has the capability to
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consider that an arbitrary number of trains are crossing the bridge. These may be

traveling at different speeds, in different directions, and at arbitrary intervals.

The DYRT program is able to calculate the displacement, velocity or acceleration

profile of the bridge at any instant; the history of displacement, velocity, or

acceleration response at any point on the bridge; and the history of displacement,

velocity, or acceleration response at any point on any train as it crosses the bridge

(the vertical response). This latter response would be that felt by an occupant of the

train.

8.1.2 Program Verification

During its development DYRT was checked with several simple problems for which

analytical solutions were available (e.g., instantaneous uniform loading of a simply

supported beam). The program was additionally verified by running a BART train

at slow speed across the bridge, simulating a statically applied load. The deflected

shape of the bridge, calculated using DYRT, is shown in Fig. 8.1; the maximum
deflection at midspan is 25.7 in. This compares with a deflection of 27.1 in., the

value calculated using the non-linear LD3D program.

8.1.3 Bridge Modal Properties

The bridge modal properties used for the train dynamic analysis were derived from

the VEB95 model of the bridge, described in Chapter 6. This model is based upon

TABLE 8.1 MODAL PROPERTIES

Vertical

Mode Type
Period

(seconds)

Damping
Ratio

Bridge

Mode

1 AS 11.319 0.11 2

2 S 7.682 0.04 4

3 AS 7.510 0.03 5

4 S 6.062 0.03 6

5 AS 4.976 0.03 9

6 AS 4.651 0.03 12

7 S 3.869 0.03 19

8 s 3.651 0.03 21

9 AS 3.650 0.03 22

10 S 3.449 0.03 25

11 AS 2.827 0.03 32
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the proposed configuration and is a full three-dimensional computer model. The

modal properties obtained were linearized about the dead load state corresponding

to the proposed configuration.

Of the 40 modes obtained with this model, only the eleven "vertical" modes were

used for the train dynamic analysis. These are the first five symmetric and the first

six anti-symmetric modes of the bridge. Their properties are summarized in Table

8 . 1 .

The damping ratios used were taken from Tables 2 and 3 of Abdel-Ghaffar and

Scanlan (1985) [27]. They are at the low end of the range established from

measurements of the bridge.

A sensitivity study was conducted to determine the effect of damping ratio on

calculated response. The effect was generally small. Use of the above damping

ratios may be considered both realistic and conservative.

8.1.4 Comfort Criteria

Several researchers have conducted experiments to determine the sensitivity of

humans to mechanical vibrations. Chang [27] and Chen and Robertson [28], in

particular, have reported perception thresholds for low frequency excitations, such

as are of interest here. These researchers concluded that at frequencies of excitation

of about 0.1 Hz (10 sec. period) accelerations of intensity less than about 0.005 g

(g being the acceleration of gravity) are imperceptible, and that accelerations up to

about 0.015 g are perceptible, but not annoying.

These criteria were established primarily with respect to occupants of office

environments and their application to perception of bridge and train motion may

be considered conservative. Both pedestrians on the bridge and riders in trains

crossing the bridge are likely to have much lower expectations of comfort than do

office workers. Also, pedestrians and riders will both be subjected to sensory input

of several kinds (visual and auditory) which will distract them from perception of

bridge and train accelerations.

No comfort criteria were established with respect to displacement itself. Although

bridge and train displacements may be large, neither pedestrians nor riders will

have a frame of reference sufficient to permit their direct perception of these. A
possible exception to this might be the case of a pedestrian sighting along the bridge

from a fixed position on one of the towers. The deflection of the bridge will likely

be perceptible from this vantage point (the angular deflection is equal to 1/150).
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8.2 ANALYSIS FOR BART TRAINS

The dynamic analysis was conducted for BART trains only, as these are the heaviest,

and therefore the most critical of the alternative trains. The uniform weight of these

trains was taken as 1575 lb/ft. Only full length (700-ft-long) trains running at speed

of 50 mph were considered, as these represent the critical loading. Since the comfort

criteria were satisfied for this loading, with some margin of safety, it was not

considered necessary to examine other cases.

Since the bridge response to any particular train is essentially proportional to the

total weight of the train, rather than to its unit weight or length, qualitative estimates

of response to trains other that BART trains may be obtained by interpolation based

upon the total weight of these trains.

8.2.1 Analysis for a Single Train

The simplest case examined was that of a single northbound BART train.

Displacement histories calculated at five points on the bridge are shown in Fig. 8.2.

These points are, from left to right: the mid-point of the south side span; the south

quarter-point, the mid-point, and the north quarter-point of the main span; and the

mid-point of the north side span. Each curve shows the displacement at one point

as a function of time, with a total traverse time of about 100 seconds.

The plot indicates that the critical points on the bridge are the quarter-points of the

main span. The range of deflection at these points is from 15 in. upward to 32 in.

downward with the passage of the train.

Fig. 8.3 shows the acceleration history at these same points. The trace shows the

presence of higher modes in the response which contribute little to the deflection.

The peak acceleration is about 0.002 g, well below the threshold of perception.

Figs. 8.4-6 show the history of acceleration at three points on the train: the leading

edge, the middle, and the trailing edge, respectively. These three histories are

similar, suggesting that the main component of the train acceleration response is the

bridge acceleration response, rather than those components related to the details of

train motion. The complicated nature of the traces reflects those components of the

train acceleration response which are related to train motion, bridge curvature, etc.

The peak accelerations at these three points are less than 0.005 g, the threshold of

perception.

Each of the traces shows a discontinuity when the point in question passes over

either the north or the south tower. Fig. 8.7 shows the calculated displacement

profile of the bridge when the middle of a BART train is adjacent to the south tower.
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It shows a "kink" in the bridge profile under this loading. The kink arises because

the stiffening truss is discontinuous at the towers and supported independently on

either side.

Because one component of train acceleration is given by the square of train speed

times the curvature of the bridge profile, a kink in the bridge profile theoretically

causes an infinite acceleration in the train as it passes over the kink. This

theoretically infinite acceleration is reflected in the spikes in train acceleration

response seen in Figs. 8.4-6.

The bend dispersion joint, however, will act to smooth out this kink in the bridge

profile as the train passes through the towers. Assuming a uniform curvature over

the 1 10 ft length ofthe device, the curvature of the bridge profile will be 0.000001 15

/in. (equal to the change in bridge slope divided by the length of the joint). At 50

mph, the acceleration felt by an occupant of the train will be 0.89 in. /sec. 2, which

is only 0.0023 g, well below the threshold of perception.

8.2.2 Analysis for Simultaneous Trains

An analysis was conducted to evaluate the dynamic response of two BART trains

travelling in opposite directions and passing at the mid-point of the main span. Fig.

8.8 shows the history of displacement at this point on the bridge. The range of

deflection here is from 10 in. upward to 53 in. downward with the passage of the

two trains.

Fig. 8.9 shows the acceleration history at the same point. The peak acceleration is

about 0.004 g, slightly below the threshold of perception.

Fig. 8.10 shows the history of acceleration at the middle of the northbound train

(the southbound train has an identical response). The peak acceleration is about

0.007 g, slightly above the threshold of perception, but not large enough to be

annoying to train riders.

8.2.3 Analysis for Non-Simultaneous Trains

An analysis was conducted to obtain the dynamic response produced by two BART
trains travelling in opposite directions and meeting at the north quarter-point of the

main span. Fig. 8.11 shows the history of displacement at this point on the bridge

4. The range of deflection here is from 17 in. upward to 63 in. downward with the

passage of the two trains.

Fig. 8.12 shows the acceleration history at this same point. The peak acceleration

is about 0.004 g, slightly below the threshold of perception.
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Figs. 8.13 and 14 show the history of acceleration at the middle of the north/ bound

and southbound trains, respectively. The peak accelerations are about 0.007 g,

slightly above the threshold of perception, but not large enough to be annoying to

train riders.

8.3 IMPACT FACTORS

8.3.1 Global Impact Factors

Displacement impact factors were calculated for each of the points illustrated in Fig.

8.2. For comparison with the dynamic deflections, "static" deflections were

calculated by running a train across the bridge at slow speed (5 mph). Displacement

impact factors were then calculated as the ratio of these deflections minus unity.

The results are shown in Table 8.2.

From the above data, a maximum impact factor may be conservatively assumed at

5 % ,
based on the difference in vertical displacements caused by trains running at

full operating speed and by trains running at a very low speed, thus approximating

a static load.

In assigning global impact factors for use in determining member stresses in the

stiffening truss, it should be noted that the above factors represent an "envelope"

which may be conservatively applied to the entire length of each span in accordance

with conventional practice.

TABLE 8.2 IMPACT FACTORS

1/2

1/4

1/2

3/4

Location Dynamic
Deflection

S. side span 17.72 in.

main span 31.72 in.

main span 26.62 in.

main span 31.81 in.

Static Impact Factor

Deflection

16.99 in. 4.3%

30.97 in. 2.4%

25.71 in. 3.5%

30.97 in. 2.7%

8.3.2 Dynamic Loading from Transit Vehicles

Dynamic loads on the local bridge structure from transit trains were determined by

analyzing a simple mathematical model, consisting of several masses, springs and

damping elements, which represent the car body, the secondary suspension, primary

suspension, unsprung mass and the track with its support system. The calculation

of dynamic forces was carried out using the HALF computer program developed
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by the U.S. Department of Transportation to evaluate vertical wheel/rail forces and

track deflections. The program models one-half of a car body, one truck and track

structure impedance, represented by a beam on a visco-elastic foundation. The

model considers vertical forces and motions at the wheel/rail interface and neglects

effects of car body pitch dynamics with the bridge parameters, was run. The lower

of the RRT/LRT roughness spectra was used for the Mini Metro in the absence of

measured force data for this system.

Force density levels for the transit trains were computed and compared to force

density levels for the at-grade systems. Force density levels for the transit system

on the bridge are lower than for the same system on at-grade track because of the

higher flexibility of the bridge transit deck supports which are effective in reducing

loads at higher frequencies.

Impact factors were determined by combining the frequency components using an

energy summation, which is the appropriate method for uncorrelated sources such

as may be expected for impacts due to rail roughness. Impact factors were then

computed based on crush loads. The impact factors determined in this way ranged

from 5% to 10% for the at-grade track. For the transit system on the bridge structure

the impact factors were lower. These impact factors are lower than those presented

in Chapter 3, which were 20% with the train on the bridge transit deck and 30%
with the train on the approach guideway. Thus, the impact factors used in the

analyses may be considered to be conservative.

A local section of the bridge transit deck with a simplified model of the transit

vehicle was used for the purpose of modal analysis using the NISA finite element

program. Natural modes of vibration were determined indicating natural

frequencies and mode shapes. These data indicate that no strong resonance

condition is expected between the transit vehicles and the bridge transit deck

structure.

8.4 SUMMARY

Two conclusions may be drawn from the results of the dynamic analyses. The first

of these is that global impact factors are generally less than about 5 % . Although

this conclusion applies only to displacements, impact factors for forces and stresses

will be of similar magnitude.

The second conclusion that may be drawn is that the peak accelerations felt by

pedestrians on the bridge or riders in trains crossing the bridge will mostly be less

than 0.005 g, and in all cases less than 0.01 g. Thus, pedestrians and riders will

both have little perception of the motion of the bridge, and what motion they do

feel will be so slight as not to be annoying.
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FIGURE 8.1: STATIC LOAD TO VERIFY PROGRAM
BART train at midspan

bridge dlsplaoemnt hlstorin

FIGURE 8.2: SINGLE BART TRAIN
bridge displacement history
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TIME (SEC.)

FIGURE 8.3: SINGLE BART TRAIN
acceleration history at 1/4 main span

:*l*ratlon history at loading adga of train

FIGURE 8.4: SINGLE BART TRAIN
acceleration history at leading edge of train
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mlaratlon hlftory at niddla of

FIGURE 8.5: SINGLE BART TRAIN
acceleration history at middle of train

aooalaration history at trailing ads* of train

FIGURE 8.6: SINGLE BART TRAIN
acceleration history at trailing edge of train
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bridg* profil*, with train at

FIGURE 8.7: SINGLE BART TRAIN
bridge profile, with train at south tower

diiplaoMMit himtory at 1^2 Min »P«n

FIGURE 8.8: SIMULTANEOUS BART TRAINS
displacement history at 172 main span
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acceleration hlmtory at ly2 wain span

FIGURE 8.9: SIMULTANEOUS BART TRAINS
acceleration history at 1/2 main span

acceleration history at middle of northbound train

FIGURE 8.10: SIMULTANEOUS BART TRAINS
acceleration history at middle of northbound train
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diiPlictncnt history mt- 3'*

FIGURE 8.11: NON-SIMULTANEOUS BART TRAINS
displacement history at 3/4 main span

deration history at 3SA Main span

FIGURE 8.12: NON-SIMULTANEOUS BART TRAINS
acceleration history at 3/4 MAIN SPAN
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00

islaratloo hiitory al ilddla o-f northbound train

FIGURE 8.13: NON-SIMULTANEOUS BART TRAINS
acceleration history at middle of northbound train

'laration hiitory at aiddla of touthbound train

FIGURE 8.14: NON-SIMULTANEOUS BART TRAINS
acceleration history at middle of southbound train
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9. CONTROL AND TRACTION POWER

The major systemwide elements required for the five guideway alternatives and the

technical feasibility of implementing and operating the systems on the Golden Gate

Bridge are as follows:

a. Traction Power System. The traction power system provides power to the

transit vehicles. The system includes substations used to convert medium

voltage utility power to direct current or low voltage alternating current; feeder

cables to distribute power to the trackside; and a contact rail or catenary

subsystem to distribute power to the vehicles.

b. Train Control System. The train control system maintains safe separation

between transit vehicles, permits supervision of train operations, and provides

automatic operation for most of the transit system alternatives.

c. Communications System. The communications system provides radio and

telephone subsystems for emergency, normal operations, and maintenance

functions. In addition, supervisory control systems are provided for monitoring

and control of traction power and train control equipment.

9.1

DESIGN BASIS

9.1.1 Proven Design Concepts

To encourage the public to change modes of transit from private vehicles to public

transit, new transit systems must perform with high reliability and consistent

schedules. In addition, established safety principles must be used with all transit

systems. System reliability and safety for all of the transit systems considered for

the Golden Gate Bridge can be achieved only by using proven design concepts.

Transit system design elements considered in this feasibility study have a minimum

of five years of successful service in one or more transit properties. Certain design

elements must be adapted for the specific configuration of the Golden Gate Bridge.

Where a design element represents significant deviation from proven practice, the

element is highlighted as an issue in the following sections.

9.1.2 Operational Parameters

The salient operational parameters, such as train headways and train length, are

indicated here for the five transit alternatives . These operational parameters form

the basis for the selection of the systemwide elements.
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9.1.3 Train Headways and Length

The peak period headways and maximum train consists are as follows:

Crossovers were assumed to be located to the north and south of the bridge at

locations which will permit 15-minute headways to be maintained during single

track operations.

9.1.4 Bridge Loading Limitations

The train control system will automatically limit the number of trains or transit

vehicles on the bridge as follows:

9.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH REGIONAL TRANSIT

Three of the five transit alternatives are compatible with existing transit systems in

the Bay Area. The systemwide elements selected for this feasibility study are

compatible with those systems as discussed below:

a. Rapid Transit Alternative. This alternative is compatible with the Bay Area

Rapid Transit District (BART) heavy rail rapid transit system. To maintain

compatibility with the BART system, the Rapid Transit Alternative proposed

in this feasibility study has the following key characteristics:

5 ’-6" track gauge

1000 vdc propulsion with traction power distribution to the trains via

contact rail

Automatic train control system with audio frequency track circuits

b. Light Rail Transit Alternative. The Light Rail Transit Alternative is

compatible with the San Francisco Municipal Railway (Muni) light rail transit

system. To maintain compatibility with these vehicles, the primary

characteristics of the systemwide equipment considered in this study are:

Standard track gauge

650 vdc propulsion with traction power distribution to the trains via

overhead catenary

Signaling system consisting of low frequency ac track circuits and cab

signals

Alternative fully automatic moving block train control system as may be
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utilized by the Muni in the future

The Light Rail Alternative is adaptable to other planned or existing light rail systems

in the region.

c. Guided Bus. The Guided Bus Alternative, while not presently part of the

regional transportation system, is inherently compatible with Golden Gate

Transit, Muni, and AC Transit buses. Guided buses are able to exit the

guideway and travel on conventional highways and city streets. The buses may

be part of a new fleet or existing buses modified for guideway use.

The Monorail and Mini-Metro Alternatives are not compatible with existing regional

transit systems. For use of these alternatives, it will be necessary to provide transfer

facilities to existing regional transit systems near the bridge. Another option is to

extend the exclusive rights-of-way for these transit alternatives to downtown San

Francisco and into Marin County.

9.3 TRACTION POWER

The requirements of the traction power system for the Rapid Transit, Light Rail,

Monorail, and Mini-Metro Alternatives are described below. The Guided Bus

Alternative utilizes individual diesel-powered vehicles and consequently does not

require traction power facilities on the bridge.

9.3.1 System Requirements

The traction power system will be designed to receive power from the utility

company, convert the power as required for compatibility with the vehicle

propulsion systems, and distribute the traction power along the tracks or guideways.

The system requirements include the following:

a. Performance. The traction power system equipment will be suitable for the

following minimum performance requirements:

Maintain acceptable voltage levels with one train accelerating under full

performance at any location on the bridge with trains operating at minimum
design headways

Maintain acceptable voltage levels with one train accelerating under reduced

performance at any location on the bridge with trains operating at minimum
design headways and with one of the two rectifier units or transformer units

out of service at an adjacent substation

Limit harmonics to levels acceptable to train control and communications

systems
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In addition, the traction power system will be designed to permit the

simultaneous acceleration of two trains at passenger stations located to the

north and south of the bridge.

b. Stray Current Control. The traction power system will be designed to

mitigate the flow of stray currents and resultant corrosion. The design elements

will include:

Isolation of the negative return of direct-current systems from grounded

structures

Provision of drainage panels to direct the flow ofany stray currents directly

to the negative bus of the rectifier

Passive and active cathodic protection systems as may be required

c. Supervisory Control. The design will permit the monitoring and control of

all major traction power equipment from a remote centralized control facility.

9.3.2 Substations

Traction power substations receive power from the utility and convert the power

for vehicle propulsion. The substations contain medium voltage ac switch-gear,

transformers, rectifiers for direct-current systems, and feeder breakers.

Substations for rail transit systems will be spaced approximately one and one-half

miles apart. For the Golden Gate Bridge transit systems this spacing criterion can

be satisfied by locating substations at opposite ends of the bridge. The two

substations are designated South and North for purposes of this study. The proposed

location for the South Substation is in the administration area of the toll plaza. The

North Substation is proposed to be located within the existing Marin Anchorage

Housing.

The proposed layout of the South Substation is shown on Plate 8.3, Marin

Anchorage Housing Systemwide Equipment Rooms, Proposed Plan and Elevations.

The substation will be located directly below the proposed track girders. The

substation floor will be supported by the new framing proposed for the girders and

by the lower portions of existing columns. The upper portions of the existing

columns will be removed to accommodate the track girders.

The substation walls will be 4-hour fire rated construction. A fire suppression

system will be installed in the substation. The transformers will be dry-type, thus

avoiding the use of flammable liquid dielectric materials.
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9.3.3 Distribution

Traction power will be distributed to the vehicles by contact rail or catenary systems

running along each guideway. The systems will be designed to permit the reliable

collection of current at maximum train speeds.

The contact rail and catenary systems will be isolated from the bridge structure with

porcelain insulators designed for minimum maintenance in the salt air environment.

Fittings and hardware will be fabricated from corrosion resistant materials.

a. Rapid Transit: Contact rails will be utilized for power distribution for the

BART Rapid Transit Alternative which uses contact rail to distribute positive

dc power to the trains with the running rails serving as the negative return path.

In order to limit voltage drop, the contact rail is of the high conductivity type

with a resistance of 0.002 ohms per 1000 feet. To reduce weight, while

achieving the low resistance characteristic, the contact rail is the steel and

aluminum composite type. Aluminum bars are inserted along both sides of the

web of a steel rail. The aluminum bars are typically fastened to the steel rail

with lockbolts.

The location of the contact rail relative to the trackway is shown on Plate 8.1,

Proposed Cross Section Systemwide Equipment at Suspended Spans. The safety

features provided with the contact rail subsystem include a fiberglass

coverboard to reduce the possibility of accidental contact by personnel with the

energized contact rail, and emergency trip stations located along the walkway,

which when activated will cause the adjacent contact rail sections to be

de-energized. The contact rail will generally be continuous except for the

following gaps:

i. Emergency Egress Gaps: At emergency egress locations the center

walkway will be ramped down to track level. Gaps will be provided in the

contact rail to permit egress across the track to stairs leading up to the

existing sidewalks.

ii. Maintenance Access Gaps: Contact rail gaps will be provided to permit

maintenance vehicles to obtain access to or cross the trackway.

iii. Sectionalization Gaps: The contact rail subsystem will be sectionalized

near the substations by gaps in the contact rail.

iv. Gaps at Tower Expansion Joints: The contact rail will have gaps at the

main towers to avoid the flexible trackway joints at those locations. The

gaps will be approximately 45 feet long permitting the vehicle collector

shoes to bridge the gaps. Power to the vehicles during the relatively high
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speed running will not be interrupted.

b. Light Rail Transit: A catenary subsystem will be used for the Light Rail

Transit Alternative. The catenary subsystem consists of a messenger wire,

contact wire, and supporting hardware as follows:

i. Messenger Wire: The messenger wire supports the contact wire and also

serves as a conductor to increase the capacity of the overhead system. The

messenger will be typically supported from the roadway floor beams as

shown on Plate 8.1.

ii. Contact Wire: The contact wire serves as the contact surface for the

vehicle pantograph. At floor beam support locations, the contact wire

alignment is staggered by registration arms to assist in maintaining uniform

pantograph wear.

iii. Cantilever Supports: At locations where direct support of the overhead

wires from floor beams is not practical, cantilever supports will be

utilized. An example of the cantilever application is shown on Plate 8.2,

Marin Approach Systemwide Equipment at Proposed Section in Truss

Span 5.

c. Monorail: The Monorail will require a contact rail for both the positive and

negative of the dc system. Monorail systems typically use a reinforced concrete

girder with side mounted contact rails for traction power distribution. The

concrete girder will be replaced by a steel girder for the Golden Gate Bridge

application. A special contact rail mounting and insulation detail will be

required for the steel girder structure.

d. Mini-Metro: The Mini-Metro propulsion system consist of direct current to

variable frequency ac converters, truck-mounted linear induction motors and

guideway-mounted reaction rails. Traction power will be distributed at 600

Vdc along the wayside by two contact rails. The rails are oriented vertically

along side the guideway. The upper rail is at 300 Vdc and the lower rail at

-300 Vdc. Insulated covers will be provided for personnel protection. Contact

rail gaps will be provided similar to those discussed above for the Rapid Transit

Alternative.

9.4 TRAIN CONTROL AND SIGNALING

Transit train control and signaling systems are typically designed to insure safety

of train or vehicle operations while maximizing traffic density. To accomplish this,

the minimum safe train separation is calculated as a function of the corresponding

maximum safe speed. An efficient design would allow progressively closer train
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spacing as the operating speed is reduced.

For transit operation on the Golden Gate Bridge, the design principle must be

modified in regard to maximizing traffic density. Bridge, load limitations,

specifically as related to wind behavior, impose a limit on the number of trains or

vehicles on the bridge for most of the transit guideway modes. Therefore, the control

system must impose a limit on the number of trains or transit vehicles on the

suspension spans of the bridge at any one time. This will be accomplished by

monitoring the number of trains and vehicles entering and exiting the span zones.

When the number of trains or vehicles on the spans reaches a predetermined limit,

the control system will hold additional trains at locations outside of the suspension

span area until the vehicle loading is reduced.

The control system will accommodate manual intervention for operations such as:

a. Rescue Trains. In order to evacuate a disabled train, the control system must

permit a rescue train to enter the suspension span zone and, if necessary,

temporarily exceed the predetermined vehicle limit.

b. Suspension of Operations. If operations must be suspended due to high winds

or other abnormal conditions, the control system will permit removal of all

transit vehicles on the bridge and hold approaching vehicles at predetermined

locations.

c. Single Tracking. In order to accommodate maintenance operations or permit

bypassing a disabled vehicle, the control system will permit single-track

operations. The tracks and guideways will be equipped for automatic operations

in both normal and reverse directions. It is anticipated that crossovers with vital

interlocking logic will be constructed close to the north and south bridge

approaches. Due to space constraints, crossovers will not be constructed on the

bridge.

9.4.1 Equipment Rooms

Train Control and Communications (TCC) Equipment Rooms will be constructed

at each end of the bridge. One room will be in the Marin Anchorage Housing, and

the other in the administration area of the toll plaza. The room locations are selected

to accommodate circuit length limitations for train control track circuits and for

convenience of access.

The layout of the TCC Equipment Room in the Marin Anchorage Housing is shown

on Plate 8.3. This room, along with the Battery Room and the Heating, Ventilating

and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Equipment Room, is located above the cable

anchorage block. These rooms are below the proposed trackway girders which pass
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through the anchorage housing.

9.4.2 Wayside Equipment

The type of wayside equipment required to support the train control system varies

for each transit system alternative. A typical cross section indicating the train

control equipment on the suspended spans is shown on Plate 8.1. The typical

installation on track girders is shown on Plate 8.2. The salient features of the

wayside equipment are described below:

a. Rapid Transit: Wayside equipment for the rapid transit alternative consists

of the following major items:

Track Circuits: Track circuits will be provided to detect the presence of trains

and transmit speed commands to the lead vehicle. The track circuits are

typically 1000 feet long. Track shunts or mini-bonds are installed between the

rails at the track circuit boundaries. Track circuit tuning boxes will be installed

under the walkway adjacent to the track shunt locations.

Crossbond cables: Connections between track shunts of opposite tracks at

2000 foot intervals will be provided by crossbond cables to permit propulsion

current to return to substations over four parallel rails. These cables may be

either routed in conduit below the deck or routed exposed on the deck. The

latter case requires that the cables be run exposed on the steel deck to track

shunts located between the tracks. This option is preferred from a

constructibility viewpoint, if it is determined that sufficient clearance is

available between the steel deck and the base of the rails for the cables.

Wayside Signals: In addition to the automatic control of the number of trains

on the suspension spans, wayside signals will be provided at the approaches.

These signals will advise the train operator of the reason that a train is being

held.

b. Light Rail Transit: Most light rail transit systems including the San Francisco

Muni use low-frequency alternating current track circuits for train detection

and speed control. The Muni is considering conversion to an advanced train

control system utilizing moving blocks rather than conventional fixed block

track circuits. The advanced system would eliminate nearly all wayside

equipment. The major components of both systems are listed below:

Impedance Bonds: Impedance bonds are installed at the boundaries of track

circuits typically occurring at 1000 foot intervals. The bonds may be located

either between the rails or adjacent to the track. Locating the bonds between

the tracks, as is conventional practice, will require a depression in the deck
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between the rails approximately four inches deep by two feet wide by four feet

long. Track circuit transformers will be installed under the walkway. The

impedance bonds and transformers are not required for the moving block

system.

Wayside Signals: Wayside signals will be provided at bridge approaches

similar to those for the Rapid Transit Alternative./ Moving Block Data Link.

For moving block systems, a continuous transposed wire loop cable is typically

routed between the rails to transmit and receive speed and location data from

the trains.

A typical cross section indicating the train control equipment on the suspended

spans is shown on Plate 9.1, Proposed Cross Section, Systemwide Equipment

at Suspended Spans. The typical installation on track girders is shown on Sheet

Marin Approach, Systemwide Equipment at Proposed Section in Truss Span

5.

c. Monorail: The wayside equipment for monorail systems is minimal. The

control system will be similar to the moving block scheme discussed for the

Light Rail Transit Alternative. A continuous transposed loop cable will be

installed on the top of the track girder. Wayside signals will be provided at the

approaches similar to the previous alternatives.

d. Guided Bus: The guided bus system is driver-controlled, with safe vehicle

separation maintained by line-of-sight operating rules. In order to limit

bunching of buses behind a disabled vehicle, wayside signals will be provided.

The signals will instruct the operators to slow or stop the buses, thus maintaining

safe spacing between the vehicles. The system will avoid excessive bridge

loading. Proximity detectors or photocells will be provided periodically on each

lane to track vehicles. The detectors will provide information to a computer

system which will control the signals.

e. Mini-Metro: An advanced train control system utilizing the moving block

scheme will be provided for the Mini-Metro Alternative. The only wayside

equipment required for this system is a continuous transposed wire-loop routed

between the rails of each guideway lane. On several transit properties

Mini-Metro vehicles are operated without train operators. Ifthe driverless mode

is selected for the bridge, wayside signals at the approaches are not required.

9.4.3 Raceways and Cabling

Train control and communications cabling will be routed in a continuous wireway

along the length of the bridge. The wireway will be mounted below the walkway

with access provided by a hinged cover in the walkway deck. The wireway
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installation is shown on Plate 9.1.

Wireways and mounting accessaries will be designed to mitigate corrosion.

Stainless steel or reinforced fiberglass construction will be used.

9.4.4 Issues

The primary design issue for train control systems on the bridge involves the use

of a continuous steel deck in close proximity to the running rails. The steel deck is

approximately 1-1/2 inches below the base of the running rails. Two potential

problems related to the steel deck will require analysis and testing prior to

implementation. These issues are summarized as follows:

a. Magnetic Coupling. The audio-frequency track circuits as used in the BART
system may be subject to considerable magnetic coupling. The coupling occurs

between the rails and the conductive steel deck. Resulting eddy currents in the

steel deck may interfere with the operation of these track circuits.

b. Inductive Antenna Coupling. Most automatic train control systems and cab

signal control systems, such as BART and Muni respectively, require inductive

coupling of the rail signals to car mounted antennas. The steel deck may

influence the coupling. The exact impact is difficult to determine without

further analysis and testing.

Increasing the distance between the rails and the steel deck may be necessary to

mitigate these coupling issues. A further advantage of increasing the rail to deck

clearance involves distributed leakage to ground which in this case is the steel deck.

Current from rails to the deck flows via surface leakage over the elastomeric rail

fasteners. In the salt air environment of the bridge, leakage current both from the

signal and propulsion system will tend to increase as the fasteners become

contaminated. Increasing the rail to deck clearance will increase the length of the

surface leakage paths, thus reducing leakage current and the requirements for rail

fastener cleaning. This issue is not critical on most transit systems. For the Golden

Gate Bridge, this is critical due to the steel deck and the salt air environment.

9.5 COMMUNICATIONS

The communications system will be configured to provide radio, telephone, and

supervisory control subsystems for emergency, operational, and maintenance

functions. The communications subsystems will be integrated with those of the

Golden Gate Bridge District. For the Heavy Rail and Light Rail alternatives,

compatibility with the existing BART or Muni systems will be a key requirement.

Police and fire department requirements will also be incorporated.
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Communications equipment will be located in the combination Train Control and

Communications Equipment Rooms as described Section 9.4.

9.5.1 Radio Subsystems

Radio subsystems will be provided to permit communication from central locations

to vehicles along the wayside as follows:

a. Train Radio. The train radio system will permit communication with the

vehicle operators. Transmitters will be located near either end of the bridge.

Radio coverage will be investigated to assure that the cage structure created by

the bridge trusses and added guideway platform does not adversely impact field

strength. If necessary, a lossy line antenna will be installed under the roadway

deck to provide adequate radio coverage.

b. Maintenance Radio. A maintenance radio system will permit communication

with maintenance vehicles and personnel. The system will be integrated with

the bridge systems.

c. Police and Fire Radio. The requirements of police and fire departments will

be incorporated with separate radio systems provided as necessary.

9.5.2 Telephone Subsystems

Telephone subsystems for the transit guideways consist of emergency telephones

and maintenance telephone systems. The emergency telephones are intended for use

by transit personnel or patrons and will be located at emergency panels along the

guideway.

a. Emergency Telephone. Emergency telephones will be hot-line type

instruments connecting directly to the central control facility of the transit

system. For ease of access, the telephones will be located in emergency panels,

consisting of an emergency telephone, a traction power trip push button to

de-energize the contact rail or catenary, and a power receptacle. The panels

will be mounted on the safety walkway and spaced approximately 500 ft on

center. Additional panels will be provided at emergency egress stair locations.

A blue light will be provided to identify the panels. The panels will be fabricated

from corrosion resistant materials such as stainless steel or fiberglass. A typical

emergency panel is shown on Plate 8.1.

b. Maintenance Telephone. The maintenance telephone system will permit

communication among transit and bridge maintenance personnel. A
maintenance telephonejack will be located at all wayside equipment enclosures.
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Handsets will be provided in equipment rooms.

9.5.3 Supervisory Control

A supervisory control system will be provided to monitor and control train control

and traction power systems. The supervisory control system will include remote

terminal units located in the Train Control and Communications Equipment Rooms

and master units at the central control location. The monitoring and control

functions will include such items as:

Traction power substation alarms and circuit breaker status

Traction power circuit breaker trip/close control

Train control alarms

Train control track occupancy status to enable train location tracking

9.5.4 Raceways and Cabling

The communications cabling will be routed in the combination train control and

communications wireway located below the safety walkway. The cables will

terminate on main distribution frames located in the equipment rooms. Laterals

from the wireway will be in fiberglass conduit which is suited for the corrosive

salt-air environment.

9.6 STRAY CURRENT CORROSION CONTROL

Stray electrical currents from the traction power system of direct current powered

transit systems can potentially cause increased rates of corrosion of the steel

structural elements of the bridge. Such corrosion has been recognized for many

years, however only within the last fifteen years has it been addressed as an

engineering problem that can be solved.

The stray currents which cause the corrosion are a result of the voltage drop in the

negative return conductors (usually the running rails of the transit system) caused

by the traction power current returning to the power substation. Since this voltage

drop occurs across both the longitudinal resistance of the negative return conductors

and the earth resistances of the negative system, a small but real portion of the total

traction power current flows through the earth paths, producing a stray current

leakage. This leakage may produce conditions that enhance the onset of corrosion

of metallic structures that are not electrically part of the power system.

The corrosion-generating effects of stray currents can be minimized by maximizing
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the resistance to earth of the negative return system. Controlling this one factor has

proven to be the most cost effective and practical method to reduce stray current

corrosion.

9.6.1 Susceptibility of the Bridge Components

The members of the bridge most susceptible to stray current corrosion are those

steel components with some form of earth contact, either directly or through

encasement in concrete. The following major components of the Golden Gate Bridge

are most susceptible to stray current corrosion:

Stressed and unstressed steel within the reinforced concrete San Francisco and

Marin main anchorages and pylons;

Steel within the reinforced concrete San Francisco and Marin piers (not the

exposed tower steel);

Steel in contact with the earth at the Marin approach piers.

The earth resistance of either main pier is estimated at about 0.15 ohm, based on

the calculated resistance of about 50, 4.5 ft long by 6.5 in diameter steel dowels

from the tower base plates into the concrete piers assuming a concrete resistivity of

2000 ohm-centimeters. These dowels are most likely passivated by the probable

high alkaline environment and can tolerate stray current magnitudes that cause

potential changes of up to 0.3 volts without causing any real metal loss. Tolerable

stray current level is therefore estimated to be about 2.0 amperes (0.3 volt/0.15

ohm). Other steel components encased in concrete, such as the cable anchorages,

are expected to behave in a similar manner.

In the absence of direct measurement of the electrical characteristics of these

members, a safety factor oftwo is appropriate for estimating the maximum allowable

current, reducing it to one ampere per major bridge element with an earth contact.

This results in a maximum allowable stray current level of 0.4 to 2.0 amperes per

one thousand ft of transit system with a composite or average level of 0.625 amperes

per one thousand ft of system.

9.6.2 Evaluation of Transit Systems

a. Rail Rapid Transit - BART C-Car: This system uses the running rails as the

principal negative return conductor and will generate stray earth currents as

described above. These current levels typically range from 0.2 to 10.0 amperes

per 1000 ft of system. The lower level, realized through the use ofdirect fixation

insulating rail fasteners, is appropriate for the Golden Gate Bridge. The upper
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level is associated only with the use of timber tie and ballast track construction.

BART presently operates a partially ungrounded traction power system with

provisions to ground the negative return on the occurrence of large

track-to-earth potentials. This feature can generate stray current levels

equivalent to 20 to 32 ampere-hours per day local to traction power substations.

While the BART system will generate the highest stray current levels of the

five systems evaluated, tolerable levels can be maintained through proper

traction power and trackwork design. A preliminary design criterion of 250

ohms per 1000 ft of two track system is reasonable.

b . Light Rail Transit - MUNI: This system uses the running rails as the principal

negative return conductor and will generate stray current levels ranging from

0.1 to 10.0 amperes per 1000 ft of system, with the lower level expected for

the direct fixation insulating rail fasteners proposed for this installation. The

system operates at 600 volts d.c. with traction power substations spaced every

mile. Tolerable stray current levels can be realized by proper rail fixation

installations with a preliminary criterion of 250 ohms per 1000 ft of two track

system.

c. Monorail: The traction power for this transit system is 600 volts d.c. with

side contacts to a bus bar. Stray current control for this system rests with the

effective insulation of the power distribution circuits from the bridge structure,

which must be studied in greater detail.

d. Guided Bus: This type of system does not generate any stray current problems

for the bridge as the system is stray current free.

e. Mini-Metro System: This system uses a four-rail concept with the running

rails acting as guide rails only and not as power distribution components. The

power rails are equally insulated from ground to levels that can be 10 to 100

times higher than that achieved for conventional running rails. While the

running rails are normally grounded for safety considerations, they are not

part of the traction power circuit and therefore should not create any stray

current effects.

Of the five transit systems reviewed, the articulated guided bus can be classified

as stray current free. The remaining four systems are all electrified using

conventional direct current traction power substations. The BART system is the

most likely to generate stray earth currents. However, each of the rail systems

studied either has sufficient stray current control built in through its traction power

configuration or can be modified to establish and maintain tolerable levels of stray

current. Costs for modifying the various rail systems against stray current corrosion
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10. TRANSIT SAFETY ANALYSIS

System safety has an effect on the entire life cycle of every rail system from

preliminary engineering through operations. The system safety analysis for this

feasibility study consisted of a Preliminary Hazard Analysis and subsequent

evaluation of identified hazardous conditions. The Preliminary Hazard Analysis

performed as a part of this investigation, provided a systematic identification and

assessment of conditions that could potentially affect the safe operation of a rail

system on the proposed lower deck of the Golden Gate Bridge. This safety analysis

encompassed the system as a whole in its operating environment and served as a

basic hazard analysis framework from which other, more detailed, safety

evaluations were made and measures for mitigating hazards were identified and

addressed.

10.1 PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS

The Preliminary Hazard Analysis performed during this feasibility study consisted

of:

1. Hazard identification.

2. Hazard assessment.

3. Hazard resolution.

Hazards were identified by:

1. Use of checklists in conjunction with the review of design and operational

schemes.

2. Examination of conceptual design and operational schemes using the analyst's

experience to postulate hazards.

3. Examination of information and data from similar systems.

After a specific hazard was identified, it was defined in terms of triggering events,

i.e. the conditions which must be present to precipitate an accident. These

conditions may be normal operating conditions, "mistakes," events arising when
normal operations encounter abnormal conditions, or abnormal environmental

(non-system) conditions such as earthquake or extreme weather affecting the

functioning of the system.

The next step was to assess the impact of the hazard on the system and to identify

the severity category and probability category of the event. The Hazard Categories
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were defined as:

1. Category I - Catastrophic: A hazard that may cause death or system loss.

2. Category II - Critical: A hazard that may cause severe injury, severe

occupational illness or major system damage.

3. Category HI - Marginal: A hazard that may cause a minor injury, minor

occupational illness or minor system damage.

4. Category IV - Negligible: A hazard that will not result in injury, occupational

illness or system damage.

The probability of occurrence was ranked by letters A through E with the following

definitions:

A Frequently occurring and continuously experienced by the fleet or inventory.

B Reasonably probable occurrence, occurring several times in the life of an item,

and experienced frequently by the fleet or inventory.

C Occasional occurrence, likely to occur sometime in the life of an item and will

be experienced several times by the fleet or inventory.

D Remote possibility of occurrence, so unlikely it can be assumed that this hazard

will not be experienced, experience by the fleet or inventory is unlikely but

possible.

E Extremely improbable occurrence, with probability of occurrence

indistinguishable from zero, unlikely that the fleet or inventory will ever

experience this hazard.

Analyses were performed for the Light Rail and Rapid Rail (BART) configurations

along with abbreviated analyses performed for the ALRT (driverless Mini-Metro)

system. The data from the analyses were then extrapolated for the other systems.

A summary of the types of hazards identified, classification category, probability

of occurrence, prevention measures, and resultant type of accident or injury was

compiled from the Preliminary Hazard Analyses and is included in Appendix B.

The major system safety issues identified in the Preliminary Hazard Analysis are

associated with traction electrification, provision of walkways, and evacuation

procedures.
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10.2 TRACTION ELECTRIFICATION

The presence of high voltage traction power systems on the guideway is one of the

most significant safety hazards in any transit system. One of the main differences

affecting the safety of the various transit systems studied is the configuration of the

traction electrification system.

a. Rapid rail: Rapid rail requires traction power to be carried in a third rail

located at track level, which presents an obvious hazard for any persons who

might be on the trackway. To minimize the effects of the third rail hazard,

such rails are typically located on the opposite side of the tracks from

walkways, and are usually covered by an insulated coverboard. The

coverboard does not prevent contact with the rail, however, since one side

must remain open for the transit vehicle collector shoe to access the rail.

Additional precautions are usually provided by installing high voltage warning

signs at appropriate intervals along the coverboard.

In order to provide safety for patrons evacuating on the right-of-way in a heavy

rail system, traction electrification trip stations (sometimes called "blue light

stations") are usually located at appropriate intervals along the right-of-way.

These stations usually consist of a remote-control traction power disconnect

switch, an emergency telephone, and a blue light to identify the station. The

intent of these stations is that, whenever personnel access the right-of-way,

they can disconnect traction power by pushing one of the traction trip switches,

thus providing safety from the high voltage for all persons on the right-of-way.

Such blue light stations are usually located wherever emergency egress portals

are located (in this case about 1,000 feet apart).

b. Light rail. In the light rail system, traction electrification is carried in an

overhead catenary wire which normally does not interfere with passenger

evacuation or other persons on the right-of-way, unless an accident or failure

has caused the catenary wire to come down from its mounts. Light rail systems

therefore do not require the same kinds of disconnect mechanisms as heavy

rail systems, since there is no live voltage on the trackway unless an accident

has occurred. Traction power disconnection can be effected in a light rail

system usually by disconnect switches at appropriate intervals mounted on

poles accessible on the right-of-way that mechanically disconnect the overhead

catenary wire from traction electrification.

c. Monorail. The traction electrification of the monorail system will be carried

in a guideway on which the vehicle rides. This system of electrification poses

no direct dangers for passengers as the vehicle rests on top of the guideway.

d. Guided Bus. No electrification is needed for this alternative as the buses
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considered were diesel powered.

e. Mini-Metro. Traction electrification on a Mini-Metro system is very similar

to that on the rapid rail system. Normally, power is carried in one or two rails

mounted along a vertical sidewall of the trackway, within approximately twelve

inches of the surface. The configuration is different from rapid rail in that in

the one case the rail is mounted to the trackway surface, and in the other case,

the rail is mounted to a vertical sidewall. The traction electrification rail on a

Mini-Metro system is equally as hazardous as rapid rail because it is mounted

only a few inches above the surface level. The rail is equally exposed to contact

by persons on the right-of-way. In fact, it may be even more exposed because

it is impossible to mount an effective coverboard over the traction rail in a

Mini-Metro type installation.

10.3 SAFETY WALKWAY

One of the design features of the proposed trackway deck is a safety walkway down

the center of the right-of-way. The safety walkway must be designed especially for

the rail configuration selected because a design that serves to increase safety for one

configuration emerges as a hazard for the other.

Three potential walkway configurations appear possible for the proposed trackway

on the Golden Gate Bridge: a) a walkway at trackway level, b) a walkway elevated

a few inches above the trackway level, or c) a walkway elevated several feet above

the trackway level. The safety advantages and possible hazards of each of these

possible arrangements were evaluated with the following results:

10.3.1 Walkway at Trackway Level

Providing a walkway at trackway levels requires the least amount of construction

and additional weight on the bridge. Stairways would be built to permit people to

evacuate from the lower deck to the upper deck where they can be moved by bus

or other surface vehicles. If the walkway is located between the northbound and

southbound rail lines, some means must be provided for passengers to cross safely

over the trackway to reach the stairways, which would be located on the far west

side of the lower deck at each end of the bridge.

a. Heavy rail (BART). The walkway at the trackway level is the most hazardous

for the heavy rail system, as this design places evacuating passengers on the

same level with and exposed to the traction electrification rail. In addition,

passengers may trip or fall over tracks, installed equipment, cables, etc. or risk

being struck by other trains that may be traveling on the right-of-way.
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In this configuration, passengers evacuating from BART vehicles would be

limited to the small exit doors at the ends of the train exclusively, unless ladders

are provided on the trains for evacuation from the center-of-train doors, which

are located approximately four feet above the trackway level. Either of these

evacuation modes may tend to increase panic, shoving, or disorderly

evacuation.

b. Light rail (MUNI). Passengers evacuating from the MUNI light rail vehicles

would have a less difficult time as the distance from the bottom of the rail

vehicle to the trackway would not be a particularly difficult step and

approximates normal operating procedures for the vehicles above ground

within the city. Since the electrification will be carried by the catenary,

passengers are not exposed to the lines directly, unless the catenary has fallen

onto the track.

c. Monorail. After passengers have evacuated from the monorail vehicle, it will

be necessary for them to cross at least one of the guideways to reach the

stairways to the upper deck. Crossing of these guideways by passengers

presents a difficult safety problem as the guideways would be too high for most

passengers to climb without difficulty, and at least one side of the guideway

would carry the traction power distribution system.

d. Guided Bus. Since the bus vehicles normally discharge passengers at trackway

or ground level, the trackway level walkway would be most advantageous for

this system. There would be no power distribution equipment to be avoided

nor high guideways to be crossed by evacuating passengers.

e. Mini-Metro. The safety problems of the Mini-Metro for this configuration are

essentially the same as those described for the BART alternative.

10.3.2 Walkway Elevated a Few Inches

a. Heavy rail (BART). This design also is hazardous for passengers evacuating

from the heavy rail type vehicles as the distance from the door of the rail car

to the walkway will still require ladder or step assistance. Passengers would

be less exposed to the third rail power source as they would be more inclined

to follow the raised walkway than to walk down the trackway itself.

b. Light rail (MUNI). This design may be inherently advantageous for the light

rail system vehicles as passengers would step directly from the vehicle to the

slightly elevated walkway. The elevation of the walkway above the trackway

level would be an inducement to passengers to remain on the walkway rather

than wandering off the elevated level onto the trackway. There will still be a

tendency for some people to step down into the trackway, and this must be
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evaluated as a potential hazard.

c. Monorail. This design would be more advantageous for the monorail

alternative than the trackway level design, but passengers might still have to

use a ladder, depending on the design height of the monorail vehicle above the

trackway level.,

d. Guided Bus. The safety evaluation for the guided bus for this alternative is the

same as for the MUNI light rail vehicles.

e. Mini-Metro. The safety evaluation for the Mini-Metro vehicles for this

alternative is the same as for the MUNI light rail vehicles.

10.3.3 Walkway Elevated Several Feet

a. Heavy Rail (BART). This design is most advantageous for the heavy rail

configuration as passengers would be allowed to step directly from the vehicle

onto the walkway through the side doors of the car. The hazard lies in people

either falling off the elevated walkway onto the trackway, or being pushed from

the elevated walkway in panic. The tendency of people accidentally or

unintentionally to step off the walkway is greatly reduced because of the height

of the walkway above the trackway.

b. Light rail (MUNI). The MUNI light rail vehicles have interior steps that can

be raised for operation with raised platforms. Therefore the safety hazards

would be the same for this alternative as for theBART vehicles described above.

c. Monorail. The safety and hazard features for the monorail alternative would

be the same as for the BART heavy rail described above.

d. Guided Bus. This design is not advantageous for the guided bus configuration

as passengers would have difficulty stepping from the vehicle directly onto the

walkway without ladders or other assistance.

e. Mini-Metro. The safety and hazard features for the Mini-Metro alternative are

essentially the same as those described for the BART heavy rail alternative

above.

10.3.4 Other Factors

Evaluation of the hazards of the walkway must take into account the weather

conditions that exist on the Golden Gate Bridge, especially the frequently heavy fog

which not only obscures visibility but may create slick, wet surfaces that are difficult

to traverse in ordinary walking shoes. The highly elevated walkway would seem to
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be more of a hazard under those conditions, particularly if the walkway has a

slippery metal surface. Installation ofhandrails and guardrails, along with provision

of non-skid surfaces on the walkway, might mitigate against such hazards.

Emergency exits must be provided at intervals along the route. The transition routes

from the center walkway to the emergency exit stairs must be carefully planned.

These may require steps leading from the raised walkway down to track level,

marked crossover paths leading across the tracks built flush with top of rail, and

appropriate gaps in the third rail or power rail if there is one. Of course, gaps in

the power rail create additional challenges because the necessity for power rail

ramping requires that the third rail be transitioned from one side of the tracks to

the other over a considerably long distance, thus potentially putting it on the side

of the center walkway for some distance, creating an additional hazard. Again,

these safety issues are not as severe with the light rail system, since the high voltage

in normal conditions is contained overhead.

10.4 MODES OF EVACUATION

For either the light rail or rapid rail systems, there are bound to be cases where

trains break down, or otherwise become disabled on the bridge, and the Authority

must be prepared in advance to evacuate the trains. A list of alternative modes of

evacuation, in order of preference, must be prepared in advance. Normally, the

modes of evacuation in preferred order are as follows:

a. Move the train off the bridge under its own power.

b. Bring in a rescue train to push/pull the disabled train off the bridge.

c. Bring a rescue train alongside the disabled train, and evacuate all passengers

side-to-side onto the rescue train.

d. Bring in a rescue train on the same track as the disabled train and evacuate the

passengers from the disabled train to the rescue train by a combination of

end-to-end and/or passengers exiting out the side doors onto the walkway,

walking to the rescue train and entering through the side doors of the rescue

train.

e. Evacuate the passengers onto the walkway and have them walk to the nearest

emergency exit. From there, they can exit to the upper level and be evacuated

by buses.

f. Evacuate the passengers onto the walkway and have them walk to the nearest

emergency exit, or all the way off the bridge.
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It should be recognized that in the events most likely to strand a train on the Golden

Gate Bridge, such as power failures caused by earthquake or extremely strong

storms, options a through d probably would not be feasible and options e and f

should be given priority in evacuation planning.

The reasons for ranking the evacuation modes in this order are primarily safety

reasons. The safest way to get passengers off the bridge is usually on the same train

they arrived on, unless the train itself is the source of danger, such as on-board fire,

etc. Keeping the people on the train avoids the extra hazards associated with moving

them from one train to another. The hazard level increases the more the passengers

are exposed to the conditions on the right-of-way.

Moving passengers from one train to another from side-to-side, if that can be

effectively done without getting to track level, is fairly safe. For example, in the

slightly raised center walkway, passengers need only step from the transit vehicle

to the walkway and then back up to the rescue train and they are only exposed to

whatever elements exist in the transition zone. Similarly, if they step from a high

platform configuration down to a highly elevated center walkway and into a high

floor rescue train, their exposure is about the same.

However, if the center walkway is considerably lower than the floor level of the

train, side-to-side evacuation will require ramps placed from the floor of one train

across the walkway to the floor of the other. Evacuation in this manner increases

the hazard level, since people are vulnerable to falling off the ramps as they are

crossing. Furthermore this procedure involves considerably more complicated

preparations since a large number of ramps must be carried and stowed somewhere

on the train.

The least preferable mode of evacuation, i.e. passengers walking out on the

right-of-way, is the most hazardous because the passengers are exposed through the

entire transition to all the hazards on the right-of-way. During foul weather (high

winds and blowing rain for example) persons in this environment could even be

blown off the bridge, unless suitable fencing were provided to prevent this.
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1 1 . COST ESTIMATES

The cost estimate of the modifications required for implementation of the proposed

rail transit system are based upon the most current accepted techniques of

construction. Pricing is based on 1990 values prevailing in the San Francisco Bay

area for similar materials and items of work, adjusted to fit this project. For

materials and items of work not readily available in the Bay area, costs of materials

and similar work in other areas were adjusted for Bay Area conditions and costs.

The cost for structural steel is based on United States manufacture and fabrication.

Special fabrication or materials are costed from where they are available at the time

of this estimate (e.g. fabrication of orthotropic deck may be available in Utah,

Texas or Washington and shipped to California).

Mobilization, hoisting and demobilization costs were calculated for the entire

project and were divided and assigned to each area for informational purposes.

The cost estimate is a function of assumptions made, methods of construction,

allowances, contingencies, and escalation. Each of these factors is described below.

11.1 ASSUMPTIONS

In deriving the cost estimates assumptions were made from which cost estimates

could be derived. For this cost estimate, it was assumed that:

a. Construction will start in 1990.

b. A Construction Manager will be in control of the whole project, while the

work will be performed by several prime contractors (e.g. a prime contractor

for the suspension work, another for the truss work, abutment work, rail

electrification, box girder, etc.).

c. Costs include all contractors and subcontractors, overhead, insurance, and

bonds.

d. Access required to perform the work will be granted from the various

governmental agencies, e.g. Golden Gate Recreation Area.

e. Work will be allowed for site access, such as the construction of temporary

roads, removing and restoring in-place landscape, etc.

f. All existing items damaged in the construction process will be brought back

as close to original as possible.

g. Contractors will have limited access to the main deck during off-peak traffic
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flow.

It should be recognized that certain factors not enumerated elsewhere will produce

somewhat higher costs than would be encountered in a more conventional project;

these factors include the following:

a. The size of the project may induce joint venture or consortium bids that may

produce fewer bids.

b. The location of the project over water will require higher labor rates and costly

safety measures. Contractor's insurance costs will be high.

c. If the work is to be performed in a reasonable period, say three years, several

discrete sections of work will need to be in-progress together. This will result

in high Contractor’s supervision costs and high construction management,

testing, and inspection costs.

11.2 CONSTRUCTION METHODS

While actual methods and division of work will be determined as the construction

documents are prepared in the future, for the purposes of determining this cost

estimate, a proven method of construction was assumed, even though the assumed

method may not be the one actually used. The construction method used in the final

design may be significantly different because of:

a. Availability of more information.

b. Different technology available

c. Code revisions.

d. Design and engineering standards progressively changing.

e. More time/effort spent on design and construction analysis.

f. Changes in assumptions made.

g. Changes in details.

1 1 .3 ALLOWANCES

In deriving the estimates for the Golden Gate Bridge project, allowances were made

for "possible work," which was defined as unforeseen items based on previous

construction experience.
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11.4
CONTINGENCIES

The estimates include various contingencies factored into the costs as presented.

These contingencies include:

an overall contingency factor for the project.

a contingency factor for each area of construction to allow for unknowns

assumed at that area.

1 1 .5 ESCALATION

An escalation of 5 % per year during course of construction was calculated into the

1990 pricing.

Escalation for a construction start other than 1990 was not calculated. The actual

cost of construction will depend on the inflation rate between 1990 and the year

work is started.

1 1 .6 ELEMENTS NOT INCLUDED

The following elements were not included in the estimate for the Golden Gate

Bridge project:

Cost of financing.

Repairs and maintenance of existing bridge.

Seismic upgrading of existing structure.

Costs ofrenting or acquiring properties needed for construction
,
e

. g . docks

and piers, areas in the Golden Gate Recreation Area, although repair and

restoration of such properties is included.

11.7 ACCURACY

The accuracy of the estimates presented in this feasibility study is subject to many

unknowns. The major factor affecting the accuracy of the estimates is that the study

performed was a fesaibility study, not a final design. Revisions either in scope of

work to be performed or in the details required for implementation of a given rail

system specified in a final design cannot be predicted at this time and comprise the

major unknown factors affecting the accuracy of the estimates. As decisions are

made in regard to the actual date, time allowed for construction, methods of

construction, and similar factors, the estimate of the cost of the project can be made
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more accurate.

Any line item of the estimate may be questioned, but one needs to look at the total

project for its accuracy. Individual line items could vary due to different ideas as

to what should be included.

11.8 COST ESTIMATE

The estimate of the cost of structural modifications to the suspension bridge and its

approaches for any of the five systems studies is in the order of$280 million, rounded

to $300 million. A detailed breakdown of the cost estimate is presented in Appendix

C. Total costs for modifications to the bridge required for the individual alternative

transit systems would vary in accordance with the extent of the strengthening

required for that alternative. However, the bulk of the modifications consists of

providing clearances through existing obstructions and of providing a transit

platform. For this reason, cost differentials among the five systems evaluated would

be small when compared with the overall cost of implementing any particular

system.
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12. CONCLUSIONS

The extensive series of engineering analyses reported in the previous chapters

comprised the evaluation of the structural feasibility of implementing a mass transit

system on a special purpose deck to be built beneath the existing highway deck,

within the existing structure of the Golden Gate Bridge.

Five alternative transit systems were evaluated. The San Francisco BART system

is a high-capacity, high speed, urban transport system that uses electrically powered

rail cars in 3- to 10- car trains with power supplied by a third rail. The San Francisco

Muni Metro system is a light rail transport system using electrically powered rail

cars in 1- to 4- car trains with power supplied by an overhead wire. The TGI Mark

VI is a monorail system that uses electrically powered cars running on a central

girder in 3- to 12- car trains with power delivered from the central girder. The

MAN Articulated Vehicle is a guided bus system that uses independent

diesel-powered vehicles running in a fixed guideway with rubber tires, guided by

horizontal wheels on each side. The Mini Metro ALRT system is an automated,

driverless, intermediate-capacity system that uses small electrically powered

vehicles in 2- to 6- car trains on a fixed guideway.

For each of these alternative transit systems, implementation of a two- guideway

system, with independent north- and south- bound alignments over the full length

of the bridge, has been proposed. All aspects of the transit system implementation

are consistent with modem transportation and structural engineering design criteria.

A modem steel structural system was designed to carry any one of these transit

systems across the bridge. It makes use of the best design, fabrication, and

construction technology available, in order to carry the transit line across the bridge

with only minor influence on the appearance of the structure. Numerous

engineering analyses of the design have been carried out, using state-of-the-art

methods in several disciplines. The analyses demonstrate that implementation of

any one of these five alternative transit systems is structurally feasible.

The basic elements of the proposed structural system differ over the 9151 ft overall

length of the project. However, all elements have certain common features. They

all require extensive retrofit of the existing structure. They all make use of

state-of-the-art design, analysis, and construction technology. They all can be built

without major impact on the appearance of the bridge, without significant

interference with existing highway traffic, and in complete compliance with modem
engineering standards for transit and structural systems.

Many engineering issues were considered in evaluating the structural feasibility of

this proposed transit system implementation. On the approach structures, issues of
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construction staging and maintaining highway traffic during construction were

paramount, but have been resolved. The most important issues and their resolution

in the feasibility of the implementation on the suspension bridge are discussed below.

1. Aesthetics. The present architectural character of the bridge will not be

changed. Some small changes in appearance are unavoidable, but from all

prominent vantage points, this highly recognizable symbol retains its present

appearance unchanged.

2. Strength. The retrofitted bridge has adequate strength to resist all loadings

imposed by current highway traffic, any of the proposed transit systems, and

other environmental effects. This is due partially to the very conservative

criteria used in the original design, but also to the recent lightening of the bridge.

Preliminary findings show that the influence of the proposed system on seismic

performance should be minor. An independent complete seismic evaluation of

the existing bridge is still in progress, however.

3. Fatigue. The transit system implementation will not limit the potential life of

the bridge as a result of fatigue effects. The estimated stress ranges in most

structural framing are within current allowable values. While some retrofit of

framing will be required, the majority of structural components are relatively

immune to fatigue cracking under the proposed loadings. It is felt, however,

that testing of fracture toughness of samples of the steel taken from the bridge

would be desirable to verify that the 53 year old material has not degraded over

the years.

4. Wind. The Golden Gate Bridge is currently a wind-sensitive structure. It will

remain so with the transit system in place, but its ability to resist strong wind

storms will be slightly improved. It is recommended that, whether or not the

transit system is implemented, some form of retrofit for the wind performance

of the bridge be studied, so that modem wind engineering criteria can be met.

Preliminary findings suggest that such a retrofit can be built without major

changes in the appearance of the bridge.

5. Deflection. The profile of the bridge with the transit deck in place will remain

slightly higher than it was between 1955 and 1980. Therefore the navigation

channel will not be encroached. The bridge will deflect under moving train

loads, however, with a worst-case transient double amplitude deflection of

around 80 inches when northbound and southbound BART trains pass each

other at the quarter point of the main span. Studies have shown that while this

motion may in some cases be visible, it is below the threshold of perception to

automobile or transit passengers, and that the stresses in the bridge elements

will be within acceptable levels. Correspondingly smaller deflections would be

produced by the alternative transit systems.
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6. Construction. Construction of the proposed system is possible without

hindering current highway traffic and without endangering the safety of the

structure or automobile traffic. All construction can be performed from beneath

the existing highway deck, except for removal and replacement of the west

sidewalk on the south approach viaduct. For the main suspension bridge, two

alternative construction methods have been developed. Some careful staging

of the south approach viaduct reconstruction will also be required.

7. Maintenance. The proposed transit deck will be relatively maintenance-free

compared to the existing structure, particularly the lower lateral bracing it will

displace. The existing internal maintenance platforms, displaced by the transit

system, can be replaced without undue difficulty.

8. Safety. All aspects of the transit system implementation and operation will be

in compliance with modem safety standards. Means of egress and rescue of

passengers stranded by a system failure are provided in the study.

Extensive engineering analyses and evaluations have demonstrated that

implementation ofany one of the five transit systems studied is structurally feasible.

Qualitative evaluation of the structural feasibility of other transit systems that may

be of interest is possible using the data provided.

A detailed preliminary cost estimate has been prepared for the final design,

management, and construction ofany one of the five transit systems over the 9121-ft

abutment-to-abutment length of the bridge. Based on commencement of

construction in 1990, the cost of any one of the systems, exclusive of rolling

stock,would be slightly less than $300 million. While some differences in the costs

required for the different transit systems will surely exist, they are small compared

with the costs associated with each and every transit system evaluated.
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